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Eight f ie ld t r i a l s based on fac to r i a l and simple 
randomised block designs were undertaken a t Aligarh ( Ind i a ) . 
In Experiments 1 and 2 (1981-82), the e f fec t of three 
basa l doses ( B ) of nitrogen applied a t sowing, on growth, 
y ie ld and NPK contents of top and root of two v a r i e t i e s each 
of radish and turnip vras studied a t selected s tages . In 
general , most of the growth and yield parameters showed a 
pos i t ive l inear response to increase in n i t rogen. Thus, 
B Q proved bes t at a l l the stages of growth for radish as 
well as for tu rn ip . The most suitable time for the harvesting 
of radish and turnip was 50 and 65d respec t ive ly . 
Generally, N, P and K contents were maximum in top 
and root of both crops in 3 ^Q a t a l l s tages . In rad ish , 
N decreased continuously upto 65d in top but increased upto 
pOd in root . P shov/ed a l inea r decrease with growth in top 
as well as root while K increased in both up to 50d. In 
turnip a l so , P decreased generally in top and root up to the 
l a s t stage while N and K decreased in top only. Hoot N 
increased up to ^^d whereas the trend in root K was not 
cons i s t en t . Considering NPK d is t r ibu t ion in top and root 
in the two crops, the percentages were generally more in 
tops a t 35d. At the remaining s tages , root contained more 
NPK. Among the three nu t r i en t s , K in general showed higher 
concentration in both crops. 
Regarding -varietal response, Pusa Rashmi radish and 
Snow Bal l turnip out-yielded the Local v a r i e t i e s with regard 
to growth and yie ld parameters as well as t o t a l marketable 
y i e ld . At 35d, Pusa Rashmi exhibited higher P and K content 
while loca l variety had more N, in both top and roo t . At 
^Od, except root P and K, Pusa Rashmi showed higher N, P and 
K content than Local in both organs. I t maintained 
super ior i ty a t 65d also in root N and P and leaf K. Turnip 
var ie ty Snow Ball exhibited higher N, P and K content , 
except root P, in both top and root at 35 and ^Od. At 65d, 
Snow Ball had higher K but Local out-classed i t in top and 
root N and P . The content of the three nu t r i en t s was higher 
in the top of Snow Ball and in the root of Local a t 80d. 
Regarding the in terac t ion effect , ^200 ^^^^ ^^1 
v a r i e t i e s of radish and turnip generally recorded the 
highest values. However, i t i s noteworthy tha t , for r ad i sh , 
B.j^ Q X PR and, for tu rn ip , B.^Q X SB proved not only b e t t e r 
than B^Q x L but also Bp^^ x L in radish a t ^Od and in 
turnip a t 65d. 
Experiments 3 ^^^ ^ (1932-83) were conducted to study 
the ef fect of various nitrogen doses applied pa r t ly a t sowing 
and par t ly as supplemental top dressing a t 35d in radish (PR) 
and at 50d in turnip (SB). Basal application alone (B^Q-) 
applied a t sov;ing proved best for most of the growth and 
y ie ld parameters in radish as well as turnip a t a l l s tages . 
B.QQ was inadequate while B, QO P^*^'^®^ supra-optimal. Top-
dressing with 100 kg N/ha or more,after an i n i t i a l dose of 
200 kg N/ha,proved wasteful. 
Considering the various stages selected for sampling, 
i t was confirmed that growth and yield of radish and turnip, 
from the point of viev/ of marketing were comparatively b e t t e r 
a t 50 and 65d respect ive ly . 
Leaf and root N in radish and turnip decreased with 
age in general in most of the treatments,except where the 
s t a r t e r dose was 100 kg N/ha CB^QQT^QQ, B^QQT^QQ and B^QQT^Q^) 
In these treatments, an increase in N content was noted a t 
50d in radish and 65d in tu rn ip . Leaf and root P increased 
upto ^Od in radish in almost a l l the treatments (Experiment 3) 
In turnip (Experiment V), in general , a decrease in P content 
was noted in treatments without top dressing and a minor 
inc rease ,a f t e r the top dressing a t 6^d in most of the 
t reatments . In general , leaf K content decreased with 
increase in age in both radish and turnip while root K 
increased upto 50cL. 
Experiments 5 and 6 were conducted during the years 
1983-8V to compare the efficacy of the mode of nitrogen 
appl icat ion i . e . , top dressing (T) vs f o l i a r spray (F) on 
radish (PR) and turnip (SB) a t 35 and ^^d respec t ive ly . In 
radish , most of the yield parameters responded bes t to 
B.KQFpcr* '^ °P dressing was not "beneficial. In tu rn ip , 
B ^ Fj. and B _ ^ recorded the highest marketable y i e l d , the 
l a t t e r being equal to B.^^^, Also, f o l i a r appl icat ion 
( B ^ F .) and top dressing ^ ^ ^ T ) proved equally 
e f fec t ive . 
Experiments 7 and 8 were conducted in l983-8i4- to 
study the effect of supplemental f o l i a r spray of nitrogen 
applied e i the r once a t 35d or twice a t 35 and U-2d in radish 
(PR) and once a t ^Od or twice a t ^0 and 57d in turnip (SB). 
Total marketable yield in radish was maximum in B . ^ Q F ^ 
JT 
and B „^F K, treatment B^QQ following c lose ly . For turnip 
B 1^  F ^ , B QQ and B ^ F ^^  proved equally benef ic ia l from 
the point of view of t o t a l y ie ld . Single spray of nitrogen 
(F j^) proved b e t t e r than the double spray (Fp^+p^^ ^^ both 
crops. 
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INTH)DUGTION CHAPTEH - 1 
Vegetables are regarded as an essen t ia l const i tuent of 
food, being a r ich source of carbohydrates, p ro te ins , f a t s , 
minerals and vitamins. 
In India , the per capi ta consumption of vegetables i s 
many times more than in the V/estern countries due to two main 
reasons; f i r s t , the vegetarian food habi t of a very large popu-
l a t i o n and secondly, the lower cost of the common vegetables 
compared with meat, f i s h , eggs and milk products . Compared to 
other crops, many vegetables can be grown throughout the year. 
Some of the green vegetables are ready within a short span of 
two months only and can be raised prof i tably twice or even 
th r i ce in a year. 
In view of these facts and to cope with the problem of 
"Population Explosiorf*, increased vegetable production should 
occupy a high p r i o r i t y in our nat ional planning to meet the 
growing demand. Surpris ingly, out of the to t a l area under 
cu l t i va t ion , not more than a mere 3 percent i s under vegetable 
production which i s to t a l ly inadequate to meet the demand. 
I n addit ion, yield per hectare i s also low, due to the old 
fashioned approach of our farners who are re luc tant to adopt 
new farm techniques, including the applicat ion of r equ i s i t e 
quant i t i es of f e r t i l i s e r s . In fac t , the reason i s not only 
ignorance but also paucity of funds and f a c i l i t i e s . 
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There i s , therefore , considerable scope, for improving 
yield per un i t area at l e a s t where so i l and climatic conditions 
are s u i t a b l e . This could be achieved by proper implementation 
of po l i c i e s comprising the adoption of new agr icu l tu ra l tech-
nologies by the farmers and a comprehensive and co-ordinated 
system of provision of ( i ) inputs (including f e r t i l i s e r s ) , 
( i i ) c r ed i t and ( i i i ) f a c i l i t i e s for marketing and storage by 
the Government. The task of bringing about effect ive change i s 
complicated by the fact that most Indian farmers are poor and 
possess very small holdings (smaller than two hec t a r e s ) . 
Aligarh i s located in the western p a r t of Ut ta r Pradesh. 
This s t a t e has an area of 2,9^,U-11 sq.km. and population of 
11,08,62,013. I t has taken giant s t r i de s in ag r i cu l tu ra l 
production during the l a s t decade and is producing surplus 
wheat, pu lses , o i l seeds and sugar cane; but the same can not 
be said about vegetables other than pota to (Kala, 1976). Due 
to high so i l f e r t i l i t y and assured i r r i g a t i o n , Aligarh i s well 
sui ted for vegetable production. Marketabil i ty i s also not a 
problem on account of dense population, proximity to la rge 
c i t i e s (qg. Delhi and Agra) and good road and r a i l transpor-
t a t i on f a c i l i t i e s . 
Research work on mineral nu t r i t i on of various crops 
carr ied out a t Aligarh during the l a s t tv/o decades has received 
wide recognit ion in botanical and agr icu l tura l c i r c l e s . 
However, i t i s mainly concerned with cereals (Afridi and 
Samiullah, 1973 a,io; Samiullah and Afr idi , 1975; Afridi jgl ^ . , 
1978 b , c, d; Qaseem ^ i l l . , 1978; Abbas e t j l . , 1979; 
Afridi ^ a l . , 1979; Ahmad ^ a^., 1981, 1982; Incm e^ a^., 
1982 a,b; Abbas ^ a l . , 1983 a,b: Ashfaq e± ^ . , 198^ and 
Inam e^ a.1., 1985), medicinal and aromatic plants (V/asiuddin 
s i a l . , 1979; Wasiuddin ^ a l . , 1982; Afridi a i a l . , 1983 a; 
Afaq e i 3,1., 198V; Samiullah ^ ^ - . , 198^ + and Afaq ^ i a l . , 
1985), o i l crops (Naqv i^ i a l . , 1977; Afridi e . i ^ . , 1978a; 
Parvaiz e.t a j , . , 198?. a ,b; Samiullah ^ a l . , 1982; Afridi 
§ i a l - , 1983b; P a r v a i z ^ a l . , 1983; Samiullah ^ ^ . , 1983, 
198^-; Mohiammad ^ ^ . , 1981+, 198^; Samiullah ^ ^ 1 . , I985 and 
Mohammad JLfc ^ ' j 1986) and pulses (Samiullah ^ ^ . , 1982; 
Akhtar j£t ^ . , I98if; Samiullah ^ j l . , I98i+, 1985 and 
Akhtar s i M . , 1986) but vegetables have not received the 
a t t en t ion they deseii've. 
A c r i t i c a l study of available l i t e r a t u r e reveals that 
p r a c t i c a l l y no research work on the mineral requirements of 
most of the vegetables grown in the region has been undertaken. 
I t may be added, however, tha t some references are avai lable 
on researches undertaken in other pa r t s of India with regard 
to the f e r t i l i s e r requirements of b r i n j a l , cauliflower, okra, 
pota to and tomato. 
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I t was,therefore, considered desirable to include 
selected vegetables in th i s continuing programme of research 
a t Aligarh. To s t a r t with, two root crops, namely radish and 
tu rn ip , were selected for intensive study. Both belong to 
family Cruciferae, are equally popular among growers and 
consumers and are well suited for multiple cropping. 
As vegetable crops are known to consume large quant i t ies 
of f e r t i l i s e r s , tha t const i tu te the most cost ly of the inputs 
required for their cu l t iva t ion , i t i s necessary to work out the 
prec ise optimum dose for each variety grown in a pa r t i cu l a r agro-
climate to avoid wastage and ensure maximum produc t iv i ty . I t i s 
also well established that nitrogen gives much b e t t e r r e su l t s 
through s p l i t application than when the same dose i s applied 
only once at the time of sowing. I t i s , therefore, highly 
des i rable "bo es tabl ish the best method of applicat ion in each 
case . Last ly , our pas t experience of the efficacy of supple-
mental f o l i a r application of f e r t i l i s e r s for higher product ivi ty 
and be t t e r quality of the crops, coupled with economy of 
f e r t i l i s e r s in some cases, makes i t v/orth while to t e s t i t s 
f e a s i b i l i t y for vegetable production as very large quant i t ies 
of f e r t i l i s e r s are generally required for t r a d i t i o n a l cu l t iva t ion . 
To achieve these aims, i t was decided to undertake eight 
f i e l d t r i a l s , four on radish and four on turnip: 
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(1) to study the grovrth and yield of one popular loca l var ie ty 
and one iii5)roved variety of each crop grown v/ith varying 
nitrogen doses applied at sowing to se lec t the be t t e r 
performing variety for the remaining experiments. 
(2) to es tab l i sh the best mode of basal nitrogen applicat ion 
for the be t t e r yielding variety of each crop on the bas is 
of grov/th and y ie ld . 
(3) to invest igate the re la t ionship between applied nitrogen 
leve ls and NPK uptake in these experiments. 
ih) to compare the performance of the be t t e r yielding variety 
of each crop grown vrith various levels of nitrogen applied 
by top dressing and fo l i a r spray to es tab l i sh i f f e r t i l i s e r 
economy could be achieved thereby. 
For th i s purpose, tv/o va r i e t i e s each of radish and turnip 
were selected for the eight f ie ld t r i a l s planned according to 
standard agr icu l tura l designs. The d e t a i l s of each f ie ld t r i a l 
are given below: 
Experiment 1. Effect of three l eve l s of basal nitrogen, applied 
a t sowing, on growth, yield and I^K contents of leaf and root 
a t three in te rva l s in two va r i e t i e s of radish namely, Local 
and Pusa Rashmi. 
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Experiment 2 . Effect of three leve ls of basal nitrogen, applied 
a t sowing, on growfti, yield and WK contents of leaf and root 
a t four in te rva l s of growth in two va r i e t i e s of turnip namely, 
Local and Snow Bal l . 
Experiment ^» Effect of various leve ls of basal nitrogen 
applied in one or more s p l i t s on growth, yield and NPK contents 
of leaf and root a t three in te rva ls in Pusa Rashmi var ie ty of 
r ad i sh . 
Experiment h* Effect of various levels of basal nitrogen, 
applied in one or more s p l i t s , on growth, yield and NPK contents 
of leaf and root a t four in te rva ls ijci Snow Ball var ie ty of 
t u rn ip . 
Experiment '?» Effect of various leve ls of nitrogen, applied 
by top dressing or spray, on the yield cha rac t e r i s t i c s of Pusa 
Rashmi var ie ty of rad ish . 
Experiment 6. Effect of various leve ls of nitrogen, applied 
by top dressing or spray, on the yield cha rac t e r i s t i c s of Snow 
Bal l variety of tu rn ip . 
Experiment 7. Effect of various leve ls of spray nitrogen on 
the yield charac te r i s t i c s of Pusa Rashmi var ie ty of radish . 
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Brperiment 8« Effect of various levels of spray nitrogen on 
the yield cha rac te r i s t i c s of Snow Ball var ie ty of tu rn ip . 
The stsi t is t i c al ly analysed data of these experiments 
and the conclusions drawn from them, discussed in the l i g h t of 
the publ icat ions of other workers, are presented in t h i s 
t h e s i s . 
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REVim-/ OF LITERATURE CHAPTER - 2 
2.1 intrcd-uctipn 
The word vegetable i s bes t defined as a p lan t or p lan t 
p a r t used as food. Most vegetables are served with the entree 
or main dish of a meal. Ho\/ever, some are used for desser t and 
more commonly for salads. The culinary herbs are usually 
included among the vegetables as almost a l l the vegetables are 
herbaceous. Most of the vegetables are annual or b iennia l and 
a few are perennia l . In t e res t ing ly , a l l p lan t pa r t s are used 
as vegetables in one way or the o ther . One group includes c3?ops 
grown for the i r f ru i t s such as squash, tomato, egg p l an t , beanSj 
peas and cucurbits while o thers , such as cauliflower, are grown 
for the i r inflorescence. Leafy vegetables include amaranth, 
spinach, le t tuce and cabbage. On the other hand, a number of 
crops are grown for the i r underground portions ( tubers , bulbs, 
corms, rhizomes and roots), e .g . pota to , onion, colocasia , sweet 
po t a to , asparagus, beet , car ro t , radish and turn ip . 
Vegetable growing i s one of the major vocations of farmers. 
From the point of view of inputs and finances involved, i t i s of 
considerable s ignif icance. In many countr ies , pa r t i cu l a r l y in 
the Third World, vegetables const i tu te a major p a r t of dai ly 
d i e t because of the i r comparatively lower cos t . In India , 
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another factor of importance is the vegetarian habit of a large 
sect ion of the population for whom consumption of meat, poultry 
and f i sh does not have re l igious sanction. 
2 .2 i^ oQt vegetables 
Root crops thrive be t t e r under mild condit ions, p a r t i -
cu la r ly with regard to temperature. Therefore, they are more 
commonly grown in our plains during winter; but some va r i e t i e s 
may be cul t ivated throughout the year. They require deep, 
f r i a b l e , well drained so i l tha t i s r ichly provided with organic 
manure. They should be able to grow rapidly for high yield and 
good quali ty for which there must be a good supply of water. 
Otherwise the roots are l ike ly to become branched arxi tough 
which are undesirable characters and reduce t he i r value in the 
market. Among the root vegetables, radish and turnip a t t a i n 
b e t t e r shape and s ize quiclLLy if the s o i l i s loose, properly 
manured and well i r r i g a t e d . Turnip and, more often, raCdish 
are favourite crops of the kitchen gardners as they are 
ea s i l y grovm and ready for use within two months (VJork and 
Carew, 19^5)• 
2 .2 .1 History of radish and turnip 
fladishl Radish i s probably a native of Europe or Asia. 
I t has been in cu l t iva t ion for a long time, being highly prized 
by the Egyptians during the reign of the Pharaohs and was also 
kno\-m to the ancient Greeks. 
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Turnip: The or igin of turnip i s not de f in i t e ly known 
but i t i s said to be found gfowing wild in Russia and S iber ia . 
I t has been in cu l t iva t ion since ancient times (Thompson and 
Kelly, 1972). 
2 ' 3 Brief history of mineral nu t r i t ion 
From the beginning of c i v i l i z a t i o n , growth of p lants 
has in teres ted thixightful men. Vegetation has a t t rac ted man 
not only for i t s beauty but also for i t s usefulness in everyday 
l i f e . Extensive l i t e r a t u r e on agricul ture was available to the 
Romans but i t v/as pract ised as an a r t . For centur ies , the 
approach of even enlightened men towards p lan ts remained rather 
casual , unsystematic and unsc ien t i f ic with a few exceptions as 
Nicholas of Cusa in the 15th century. Van Helmont, Glauber and 
V/oodward in the 17th century, and Hales, Tul l , P r i e s t l e y , 
Ingen-Housa and Senebier in the l8th century (Bould, 1963). 
Between 17?0 and 18OO, considerable work was done on the ef fec ts 
of vegetation on a i r but i t s agr icu l tu ra l significance was not-
recognised u n t i l l a t e r (Russel l , 1950). 
Ins ight into the v/orking of p lants had to await the great 
s t r i d e s taken by chemistry in the 19th century. These disco-
ver ies stimulated i n t e r e s t in the study of the r e l a t i on between 
s o i l and plant growth beginning v/ith de Saussure (l80lf) who i s 
r i gh t ly called the " fa ther of modern quant i ta t ive plant 
physiology". Later , v/ithln a span of a few decades. 
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Boussingault, Lawes and Gilber t , Liebig, Sachs, ? i l l e and others 
made notable contributions to the knowledge of p lan t nu t r i t i on , 
and by about I865, the l i s t of the major e s sen t i a l nu t r ien t 
elements was completed and universal ly accepted (Hewitt, 1963). 
2.If NPK as f e r t i l i s e r s 
In vegetable cu l t iva t ion , commercial f e r t i l i s e r s are 
very important and the i r use i s increasing even in developing 
coun t r i e s . This increase i s par t ly due to the shortage of manure 
and pa r t ly to the increasing knovrledge of the benef ic ia l effect 
of commercial f e r t i l i s e r s themselves. Among the so-csl led 
macro-nutrients , nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium have received 
much more a t tent ion than the others as they are removed in la rger 
quant i t i es by crops. As such, application of NPK to the f ie ld 
i s e s s en t i a l for ensuring good growth and b e t t e r y i e ld . 
Considerable effor t has been made mainly due to economic 
considerat ions as well as sc i en t i f i c cur ios i ty to evaluate the 
l^K needs of pa r t i cu l a r va r i e t i e s of crop plants during the 
l a s t 50 years in d i f ferent countries of the world. I t i s , 
however, surprising tha t , inspi te of t he i r es tabl ished impor-
tance in the daily l i f e of man, enough a t ten t ion has not been 
paid to the f e r t i l i s e r requirements of many vegetable crops, 
pa r t i cu l a r l y by Indian farm s c i e n t i s t s . 
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2.5 Physiological role of I^ IPK 
Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium play important p a r t 
in the growth and development of p l a n t s . The more important 
ro les of each of these essen t i a l nut r ients are given below. 
2 .5 .1 Nitrogen 
Of the various elements commonly supplied as f e r t i l i s e r s , 
ni trogen exhibits the quickest and most pronounced e f f ec t . I t 
i s a const i tuent of a l l prote ins (which are the active components 
of protoplasm), purines , pyrimidines, co-enzymes, some vitamins 
and the chlorophyll molecule (Salisbury and Ross, 1977). I t 
s t imulates vegetative grov/th and encourages the development of 
stems and leaves . I t tends to increase succulence, a qual i ty 
of great importance in many vegetables. Since i t favours 
vegetat ive growth i t may delay maturity of f r u i t s and seeds. 
Nitrogen is more l ike ly to be the l imit ing factor than e i the r 
phosphorus or potash, in most so i l s suited for vegetable grov/ing. 
Following the applicat ion of nitrogen f e r t i l i s e r , recovery from 
deficiency of th is element i s usually rapid. In nature, n i t r a t e s 
or ammonium sa l t s formed in the so i l by various agents p a r t i c i -
pat ing in the so-called "nitrogen cycle" provide a source of 
n i t rogen. Most of the nitrogen contained in manures i s slov/ly 
available and i s not subject to leaching u n t i l i t i s converted 
to n i t r a t e by the so i l micro-organisms. Ni t ra te nitrogen i s 
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rapidly leached out of the root zone as water percola tes through 
the s o i l . Ammonium nitrogen, on the other hand, i s adsorbed on 
the s o i l col loids and r e s i s t s leaching. The ammonium ion i s 
sooner or l a t e r converted to the n i t r a t e ion by s o i l micro-
organisms. V/hile many p lants absorb both ions r ead i ly , the 
absorption of n i t r a t e seems to be more rapid in so far as most 
•vegetables are concerned (V/ork and Carew, 1955)* 
2 .^ .2 Phosphorus 
I t i s an equally important const i tuent of p lant t i s sues 
and i s responsible for various metabolic a c t i v i t i e s . I t i s not 
present in abundance in most so i l s and, even when present , most 
of i t i s "fixed" and thus unavailable to p l a n t s . Lite nitrogen, 
the requirement of phosphorus for growth and development continues 
throughout the l i f e span of the p l an t . Some of the important 
c e l l const i tuents that have phosphorus as the i r component include 
phospholipids, nucleotides and nucleic ac ids , as well as many 
co-enzymes. Phosphorus plays a key role in energy transfer in 
r e sp i r a t i on , photosynthesis and other metabolic processes 
(Hewitt, 1951; Devlin, 1981). 
2.^.3 Pai^ assiuPt 
Potassium i s thought to be essen t i a l for tiie formation 
and t ranslocat ion of carbohydrates and i s needed in large 
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quant i t i es by most root crops. A deficiency of potassium re su l t s 
in stunting of p lan ts and also affects secondary thickening of 
roots and tubers, resul t ing in slender ra ther than bulky storage 
organs. Unlike the other e s sen t i a l elements, potassium does not 
enter into the composition of any of the plant cons t i tuen ts . 
Hov/ever, i t is abundantly present in soluble form in the cytoplasm 
and in the vacuolar sap of meristematic t i ssues and metabolic ally 
active regions (buds, young leaves and meristems) and i s known 
to be a co-factor (ac t iva tor ) for a number of enzyme systems 
(Evans and Sorger, 1966; Bidwell, 197^; Rains, 1976). 
2 .6 HPK and manurial requirements of vegetables 
As a general ru le , vegetable crops are known to require 
heavy doses of organic as well as inorganic manures which should 
be applied according to the pa t te rn of the i r root growth 
(Chauhan, 1968). For example, in the case of ca r ro t , radish and 
tu rn ip , wtiich are cul t ivated mainly for the i r qiick growing roots , 
the so i l should be so f e r t i l i s e d per iodica l ly t ha t the nut r ien ts 
may remain readily available to the roots of the p lants as they 
grow. 
Organic manure i s important as a source of p lan t 
nu t r ien ts and because i t also plays an important role in 
improvement of s o i l . I t increases the ion exchange capacity and 
water holding capacity of the s o i l . Organic matter increases 
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s o i l f e r t i l i t y since i t regulates the s o i l water and a i r supply, 
which in turn control the ra te at v;hich nut r ien ts are absorbed 
by the roo t s . Of course, as in the case of other crops, faimers 
are using more and more of inorganic f e r t i l i s e r s for ensuring 
higher yie lds of vegetable crops, they do not neglect organic 
manure. This applies to root crops a l so . 
2 .7 MPK requirement of radish and ttirnin 
A perusal of the available l i t e r a t u r e reveals that not 
enough sc ien t i f i c research has been undertaJcen to e s t ab l i sh 
the NPK requirements of vegetable crops. This applies more to 
roo t crops, pa r t i cu l a r ly radish and tu rn ip , as i s evident from 
the reviev/ of l i t e r a t u r e that follows. 
Knott (19^5) mentioned (pp. 250-53) that radish i s grown 
as an intercrop and that the f e r t i l i s e r applied to the main crop 
i s suff ic ient for the subsequent cu l t iva t ion of rad ish . He, 
however, Eidded that when radish i s grown separa te ly , application 
of organic manure plus 25-100 lb N/acre (28-112 kg/ha) i s 
d e s i r a b l e . On the other hand^for turnips, 50^75 lb N/acre 
(56-8lf kg/ha) and about tvrice th is quantity of phosphorus and 
potash i s su i t ab l e . He also reported tha t , with good manuring, 
appl icat ion of phosphorus alone i s su f f i c ien t . 
Work and Carew (1955) (pp» 369-81+), did not give any 
d e f i n i t e inorganic f e r t i l i s e r dose for radish and tu rn ip . 
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However, they mentioned tha t , on heavier s o i l s , applicat ion of 
NPK f e r t i l i s e r s , in the ra t io of 1-2-1 or 1-^ 4-1 i s su i t ab le , while 
for l i gh t s o i l s , 1-1-1 and for muck so i l s 1-2-3, r a t io may prove 
b e n e f i c i a l . They added tha t local recommendations are very 
important,. 
According to Purev;al (1957)> applicat ion of U-O-50 kg N, 
1+O-50 kg I'O^ and 80-100 kg ILO/ha was required by radish for 
optimum y ie ld . He also reported tha t , for Punjab,100-150 Isg/ha 
of ammonium sulphate, applied as top dress ing, was desirable 
for higher yield of radish. 
Thapar (i960) suggested ( p . 22U-) tha t the requirement for 
nitrogen and phosphorus of turnips i s more than tha t for potash. 
According to him, in a well manured f ie ld to which 20-25 metric 
tons (tonnes) of farm yard manure (FIM) had been added, 60 kg N, 
h-0 kg PpOj.. and 1+0 kg K 0/ha should be top dressed a t the time of 
knob formation for good y ie ld , 
Reith and Inkson (1963), in a deta i led study of f e r t i l i s e r 
and FIM appl icat ion, reported that root yield showed small to 
moderately high response to nitrogen in most experiments. Phos-
phorus increased root yield in most of the experiments v/hile 
potassium recorded be t t e r response in only half the experiments 
and i t s effect on yield was in general l e s s than tha t obtained 
with nitrogen appl icat ion. They further reported tha t , a t 
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sub-optimal. Pp^ ^^  l eve l s , ^Ti-l tended to increase the response to 
nitrogen but , v/ith suff ic ient phosphorus, th is mixture reduced 
the most prof i table nitrogen r a t e . In some experiments, they 
recorded the mean contents and uptake of NPK in roots with or 
without FYIC. I t was noted tha t , in general , nitrogen uptake 
was more when the p lants v/ere given 60 lb K/acre (67.2 kg V h a ) . 
The uptake was further increased by the addition of 15' tons 
FIH/acre ('^.2^- tonnes/ha). S l i i i la r ly , the uptake of phosphorus 
and -ootassiun v;as increased when the turnip p lants vrere supplied 
80 lb P^OVacre (89.6 kg P^^Vha) and 60 lb K^O/acre (67.2 kg 
K^O/ha). 
Choudhury (1967) reported (pp. 81-91) t h a t , to get 
20 tons/ha (20-32 tonnes/ha) of radish , 120, 65 and 100 kg/ha 
of I^% P and K respect ively v;ere removed from the s o i l . He also 
mentioned tha t , oecause of rapid growtii of the C2x>p, r i ch 
f e r t i l e so i l was essen t i a l for i t s cu l t iva t ion . The yield 
recorded was betv/een ^^0 q/ha and 33O q/ha ( 1 ^ and 33 tonnes/ha). 
On the other hand for turnips , a dose of 35 '^ ^ and 20 kg each 
of P and K i n i t i a l l y before seed sowing and another dose of 
35 kg N/ha as top dressing at knob formation stage yielded 
200 to 1+00 q/ha (20-1+0 tonnes/ha). 
Chauhan (1968) recorded (p.210) that as radish i s a 
quick growing root crop, the so i l should be highly f e r t i l i s e d . 
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According to him, 25 to VO tons (25A0 to U-0.6lf tonnes)/ha of 
vrell rot ted manure should be added at the time of f ie ld prepara-
t i o n . He added that 15 quintals (1 .5 tonnes/ha) of castor cake 
should also be added in the f i e ld . 
Ware and McGollum (1968) recommended (p.U-11) tha t , for 
radish , 1,000 lb/acre ( l ,120 kg/ha) IWK in a r a t i o of 5-10-10 
should be applied before sovring to ensure good yields as a r ich 
f e r t i l e so i l i s necessary for rapid growth. 
Arora and Pandey (19^9) studied the most sui table sowing 
time for radish a t lAEl, l^ey Delhi . They applied N, P and K a t 
the ra te of 100, yO and 50 kg/ha respect ively a t the time of 
sowing and noted that l a t e September or ear ly October was a 
su i t ab le sowing time for radish . 
Bat>ikal s± j l . (1969), working at Kolhapur (Mahrashtra) 
on the direict effect of nitrogen f e r t i l i s a t i o n (0 , 20, 1+0, 60 
and 80 kg/ha), noted that the response of rsidish to these graded 
l e v e l s of nitrogen was l i nea r . According to them the percent 
increase in radish yield v;as 20.35, 26.U-8, U-O.U-8 and 1+6.7O over 
the no f e r t i l i s e r con t ro l . An increase in length, diameter and 
weight of radish was also reported because of nitrogen f e r t i l i s e r 
appl icat ion compared to cont ro l . Ifomber of leaves /p lant was also 
more in plants receiving nitrogen. Regarding the residual effect 
of nitrogen in the following crop (planted without the addition 
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of any f e r t i l i s e r ) , they further noted that res idual nitrogen 
was effect ive in proportion io the levels applied to the previous 
radish crop. 
Yawalker (19^9) mentioned (p.167) tha t turnips require 
60 lb N/acre (67.2 kg I-J/ha), half before sowing and half a t knob 
fonnation, and ^0 lb/acre (U-U-.S kg/ha) each of phosphorus and 
potassium. 
del Valle and Harmon (1970) studied the ef fect of 
d i f fe ren t nitrogen levels and sources on y ie ld , colour, leaf 
blade weight and nitrogen content of turnip greens a t Tifton 
(Georgia), USA. Nitrogen, supplied as Na-\D ,^ (MI^ )^ SO, and 
NR NO at three r a t e s , ia. i+0, 80 and 16O lb/acre (lf^.8, 89.6 
and 179*2 kg/ha), increased the yie ld , leaf blade weight and 
nitrogen content and also improved the colour. The best yield 
was obtained with a s p l i t application of I6O lb N/acre 
(179.2 kg N/ha). Posi t ive correlat ions were noted between 
nitrogen content of tops and y ie lds . The percent nitrogen 
content increased l inear ly v/ith the increase in nitrogen doses. 
At Coimbatore (Tamil Nadu), Muthuswamy and Muthukrishnan 
(1971) studied the grovfth response of radish to FYl'I and NPK 
treatments . They observed a marked increase in fresh and 
dry weight of top, dry weight of root and root diameter 
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by nitrogen appl icat ion. Top fresh weight and root diameter 
responded to phosphorus ap-olication a l so . They further noted 
tha t response was enhanced in the presence of FH-i and tha t each 
nu t r i en t was effective only in the presence of the o ther . 
Roy and Seth (1971) of lARI, New Delhi , reported the 
benef ic ia l effect of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium on 
nu t r i en t uptake and quality of radish (Japanese White). The 
doses applied consisted of 60 or 120 kg N/ha, 3^ or 60 kg 
P OVha and 3O or 60 kg ILO/ha. The highest dose of nitrogen 
and phosphorus increased the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
contents of roots and tops. Increases due to f e r t i l i s e r appl i -
cat ion v/ere more marked when half the f e r t i l i s e r was applied 
to the fo l iage . They also estimated the NPK contents of roots 
and tops and noted, in general, more nitrogen in tops and more 
phosphorus and potassium in roots . 
Haq and Khan (1972) conducted a 3-year t r i a l a t Bannu 
(Pakistan) on radish var. Japanese Vlhite. The crop received 
0, 30 or 60 lb N/acre (O, 33.6 or 67.2 kg N/ha) and 0, 30 or 
60 lb P^OVacre (0 , 33.6 or 67.2 kg P_OVha). They found tha t 
2 5 '^  !? 
the fresh root yield was highest in response to 67.2 kg N/ha 
and 33.6 kg P^OVha, whereas seed yield was bes t in response to 
33.6 kg N/ha. 
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Lai and De (1972) worked out the f e r t i l i s e r and moisture 
requirements of turnip at liiRI (Nevr De lh i ) . An increase in 
nitrogen f e r t i l i s e r dose from 50 to lOO kg/ha increased i t s 
recovery in the p l a n t s . Fresh root yield v;as also increased 
from 20.If to 26.6 tonnes/ha. On the other hand, application of 
phosphorus (25 and ^0 kg P_OVha) recorded an increase of 
2.1 tonnes/ha while potassium (50 and lOO ICO/ha) s ign i f ican t ly 
reduced the root yield of tu rn ip . They also noted tha t basal 
appl ica t ioa proved be t t e r than the nut r ients applied half to 
the so i l and half to the fol iage. However, the recovery of 
nitrogen and potassium vms more with f o l i a r feeding. They 
also noted that to t a l recovery of phosphorus increased by 
increasing ra tes of nitrogen appl icat ion. They also reported 
tha t turnip produced about 25 tonnes of root /ha in three months 
duration which de-oends upon proper supply of nu t r i en t s . 
Thompson and Kelly (1972) noted (p .32l) tha t radish crop 
requires a good supply of f e r t i l i s e r s because of i t s rapid growth. 
They recommended that 1,000 lb/acre ( t ,120 kg/ha) of NPK in a 
r a t i o of 5-10-10 may be applied by broadcasting p r io r to p lan t -
ing . They suggested that the nitrogen and phosphorus requirement 
of turnip i s more or less similar to tha t of bee ts , for which 
applicat ion of 50 to 60 ID/acre (56.0 to 67.2 kg/ha) each of 
ni trogen and K^O and 100 to 120 lb of P^OVacre (112.0 to 
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13^.^ kg V.^oJha) for heavy so i l s and 60 to 80 l b N/acre 
(67.2 to 89.6 kg N/ha) and 120-Iif0 lb /acre (I3i+.l+-l56.8 kg/ha) 
of Po c^^  ^^ ^^  S ^ •^ •^'^  l i g h t so i l s was recommended by them. On the 
other hand, for sandy and sandy loam s o i l s , they suggested tha t 
75 to 100 lb N/acre (Blf to 112.0 kg N/ha) and 150 to 200 lb /ac re 
(168.0 to 22V.0 kg Vha) each of P^O^ and K^O and tha t for muck 
s o i l s , hO to 60 lb N/acre (Uf.8 to 67.2 kg N/ha), 80 to 120 lb 
P^OVacre (89.6 to 13^.^ kg P^OVha) and 120 to 18O lb K^O/acre 
2 P 2 ^ 2 
(l3if.U- to 201.6 kg K O/ha) may be applied for sa t i s fac tory 
r e s u l t s . 
Brailey s i ^ » (1973) studied the response of turnip to 
ni t rogen (ammonium ni t ra te)and plant spacings a t Arkansas Valley 
(USA). Application of 120 lb N/acre (13»+.U- kg N/ha), half before 
sowing and half af ter emergence, increased turnip greens yield 
markedly over 60 lb N/acre (67.2 kg N/ha) a t a l l row spacings. 
Increasing the seeding ra te raised yie lds at each rov/ spacing 
v;hen 13U-.U- kg N/ha was applied but had l i t t l e ef fec t when 
;67.2 kg N/ha was applied. 
Islam and Rashid (1973)^ in Bangladesh^tested the tolerance 
of various vegetable crops to the spray of aqueous solution of 
u rea of d i f ferent concentrations ranging between h and 26 l b / 
100 gal (O.OOU- and 0,026 k g / l ) . According to them, turnip was 
more to le ran t to nitrogen than radish . For the former, 16 l b / 
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100 gal (0.016 kg/1) and, for the l a t t e r , 1^+ lb/lOO gaL (O.OlU-
kg/1) was found to be the tolerance l i m i t . They also recommended 
tha t , while spraying urea, 2 lb (O.91 kg) l ess than the concen-
t r a t i o n wliich caused injury should be taken. Hov'/ever, they did 
not mention the actual doses of each concentration applied. 
Pirovski and Dyankova (1.973) reported the r e s u l t s of a 
3-year t r i a l undertaken in Bulgaria on \/ inter radish . All 
f a c t o r i a l combinations of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
f e r t i l i s e r s increased yields compared vrith the cont ro l . The 
highest marketable crop v/as produced by the applicat ion of a l l 
three nu t r i en t s . They also reported that mirBral f e r t i l i s e r s 
gave b e t t e r r e su l t s than equivalent organic manures. 
Thsimburaj (l973) studied the re la t ionship of cer ta in 
yie ld components in v/hite radish a t Goimbatore (Tamil Nadu) 
and noted that root vreight was pos i t ive ly correlated with top 
weight i r respect ive of summer or v/inter sowing. 
Thomas (1973a) conducted pot and f ie ld t r i a l s in New 
Zealand on radish and other vegetable crops. He injected 
anhydrous ammonia into the so i l at a depth of IO or 15 cm and 
compared i t s effect with tha t of other sources of ni trogen. He 
reported that anhydrous arnaonia gave as good r e su l t s as the other 
nitrogenous f e r t i l i s e r s in promoting p lan t growth. In another 
study, Thomas (l973t)) applied nitrogen as anhydrous ammonia or 
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Ammonium sulphate and studied i t s effect on seed germination, 
root g]:"owth and nu t r i en t uptake. He noted t h a t , in pot t r i a l s , 
germination was adversely affected by applicat ion of anhydrous 
ammonia and ammonium sulphate at 1.2 g N/pot and was delayed or 
inhibi ted by anhydrous ammonia a t 2.5 g N/pot. On the other hand, 
in f ie ld t r a i s l , <:^ermination was l i t t l e affected by r a t e s up to 
2U-0 kg Vha ap^'lied e i t he r shallow or deep. 
Gupta £ i ^ . . (197^) made a comparison of 5 va r i e t i e s of 
radish a t Akola (Maharashtra) and noted that Japanese White and 
Pusa Hemani were best in root y ie ld . 
Nautiyal jgi aj,. (197^-), in a v a r i e t a l t r i a l on fourteen 
radish ca l t iva r s a t Kanpur (U.P.) reported tha t the highest 
y ie lde r s were llewari which produced 888 q/ha (88.8 tonnes/ha) , 
and Kailanpur type 1 v:hich yielded 8^9 q/ha (8^.9 tonnes/ha) . 
Choudhury and Sirohi (1975) reported from lARI (New Delhi) 
tha t the average yield of early maturing (Mi)-U5d) radish variety 
Pusa Chetaki varied from 2OO-350 q/ha (20-35 tonnes/ha) due to 
cl imatic differences during April-September for which i t was 
recommended for cu l t iva t ion ; but the f e r t i l i s e r dose required 
for optimum yield was not mentioned. 
Burdine (197^) performed sand culture experiments on 
radish in Flor ida (USA) using nu t r i en t solutions containing 
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210 ppn nitrogen as ammonium and/or n i t r a t e . He found that 
supplying 13-3*^ percent of the nitrogen as ammonium was beiB-
f i c i a l . Higher proportions of ammonium s a l t s caused injury. 
In a pot t r i a l on radish a t Amherst (USA), Mills ^ g,l. 
(1976) supplied 0 0 or (Mj^) SO. a t 0_800 mg N/pot amended with 
n i t ropyr in (an inh ib i to r of n i t r i f i c a t i o n ) a t 0-50 mg/pot. They 
noted that to ta l shoot nitrogen was greater with ammonium 
nitrogen than with n i t r a t e nitrogen but the t o t a l root nitrogen 
differed l i t t l e between the two nitrogen sources. They also 
noted that shoot responded more to ammonium nitrogen and root to 
n i t r a t e nitrogen; but there v/as l i t t l e effect of ni t ropyrin on 
the growth of the p l an t . 
Sharma £ i ^ . (1976) studied at Alabama (USA) the effect 
of sulphur coated urea (SOU) on y ie ld , nitrogen uptake and n i t -
ra te content in turnip greens and other vegetables. In a 3-year 
study they noted that nitrogen as SOU resul ted in differences in 
turnip response which v/ere re la ted to three d i f ferent nitrogen 
release ra tes (A = I8 percent , B = 27 percent and C = 38 pe rcen t ) . 
They also reported that the type of s o i l gave differences in 
response of turnip greens. 
Borisov g_t ^ . (1977)) v/orking in the flood p la ins of 
the r ive r s Mo.skva and Okva (USSR), observed tha t 90 kg N, 60 kg 
P 0^ and 120-180 kg 1^0/ha increased radish yie lds by 33-37 
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perceat compared v/ith the no f e r t i l i s e r cont ro l . Ttey also notec 
t h a t , on high flood pla ins s o i l , an addit ional appl icat ion of 
10 kg/'ha PpOf^  further increased the y ie lds . 
Katyal (1977) enphasised (p.5^) t ha t , in addit ion to 
inorganic f e r t i l i s e r s , hO tonnes/ha of organic manure should be 
added to the s o i l . He recommended for radish application of 
90 to 2.00 kg/ha anmonium sulphate as a top dressing and 200 to 
3OO kg/ha of superphosphate a t the time of f ield preparat ion 
( together with watering after top dressing of nitrogenous 
f e r t i l i s e r ) . On the other hand, he suggested comparatively 
lov/er doses of organic as well as inorganic f e r t i l i s e r s for 
turnip (25 tonnes of organic manure with 175 ^/ha of super-
phosphate to be added besides the applicat ion of 175 to 200 kg/ha 
of ammonium sulphate)before sowing (p.56) and of another IOO kg 
of nitrogenous f e r t i l i s e r s as top dressing a t the time of knob 
formation. 
Maury a s i ^ . (1977) studied the combined effect of n i t ro -
gen and boron on growth and yield of radish a t Varanasi (U.P . ) . 
They applied nitrogen (0 , 50, 100 and 200 kg/ha) as anmonium 
sulphate and boron (0 , 1, 2 and 3 kg/ha) as borax in a l l possible 
combinations before sowing. Best growth ( leaves /p lan t , fresh 
weight of leaves , dry matter of leaves, length and g i r th of 
roo t , fresh and dry vjeight of root) and maximum yield was 
recorded with 200 kg N/ha and 3 kg B/ha. 
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Rao and Suryanarayana (1977) observed the res idual effect 
of f e r t i l i s e r s applied to previous crops, other than root crops, 
on growth and yield of radish at Hyderabad, (A.P . ) . They 
performed two t r i a l s , one vdth okra ?nd the other vrith egg p lant 
supplied with WL a t 56-?2l+ kg/ha and O-392 kg/ha of each 
nu t r i en t respect ively . They noted that considering both main 
crops, rad ish yield vms maximum with highest f e r t i l i s e r dose 
af ter okra p lant ing . With respect to egg p lant a l so , the highest 
NPK dose produced the best response in the radish crop that 
followed i t . 
Shimada £ i ^ . (1977) compared the ef fect of ammonium 
chloride., ammonium sulphate and urea applied as f e r t i l i s e r to 
radish, 1;urnip (and carrot) in a wet and a diy year at Matsudo 
(Japan) . The pH of the so i l of the ammonium chloride p lo t was 
the same as that of the p lo t t reated with ammonium sulphate and 
lower than that of the urea p l o t . The yields v/ith ammonium 
chloride were as good or be t t e r than those obtained with the 
other two conventional f e r t i l i s e r s . The chloride f e r t i l i s e r 
increased e l e c t r i c a l conductivity values and the content of 
chloride in the plants without any apparent in jury . 
Lee and Han (1978) observed the pa t te rn of leaf and 
root growth of five radish cu i t ivars a t Suwon (South Korea). 
They noted that top grov/th v/as more vigorous than root growth 
u n t i l 2^-30 days after sovring; but they fai led to observe any 
close re la t ionship beWeen the root shape of the c u l t i v a r and 
i t s growth pa t t e rn , 
Mol and Stolk (1978) performed a va r i e ta l t r i a l on eleven 
radish cu l t iva rs a t several places in the ^Netherlands in 
December/^'anuary and reported that va r i e t i e s Korda and Verano 
performed best among the cu l t ivars s tudied. In another t r i a l 
(Mol and Stolk, 1979), on fourteen radish cu l t iva r s sown betvjeen 
March and May under glass or in the open, they reported tha t 
Americano, Radar, Korda, Scharo and Rota proved be s t . 
Nbrdestgaard (1978) studied the response of radish 
v a r i e t i e s a t Roskilde (Denmark) to d i f ferent sources and doses 
of nitrogen for seed production. Nitrogen was applied at the 
r a t e of 60, 120, 18O or 2lf0 kg/ha in d i f ferent forms. Nitrogen 
a t 120 and I8O kg/ha gave good yie ld , do difference in yield 
response vras observed for a given ra te between nitrogen sources 
which included calcium n i t r a t e , ni t rochalk, urea or NPK (16-5-12) 
Gil l (1979), v/hile working at Katrain in the Kullu Valley 
(H.P.) on Pusa Sv/arnima turnip , recommended the applicat ion of 
200 kg/ha of diamraonium phosphate and lOO kg/ha of muriate of 
potash at the time of sowing together with I4-OO to 5^ *^  q/ha 
(lfO-50 tonnes/ha) of FIM. He further recommended that calcium 
ammonium n i t r a t e a t the rate of 250 kg/ha be top dressed after 
25-30 days to get maximum y ie ld . He recorded up to 355 q/ha 
(35.5 tonnes/ha) y ie ld . 
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Singh £_t 2l' (1979) studied the growth and yield perfor-
mance of 6 radish va r i e t i e s v/ith respect to d i f fe ren t dates of 
sowing at Hissar (Haryana). They reported that Pus a Raslimi 
recorded the maximum yield up to 553*72 q/ha (55*37 tonnes/ha) 
when sown on 22 September. They also noted that root diameter, 
average fresh weight of roots and leaves and root length was 
also maximum when the crop was sown on 22 September. However, 
they did not mention the f e r t i l i s e r dose applied. 
Sugiyama and Adachi (1979) studied at Tokyo (Japan), the 
response of radish to potassium f e r t i l i s e r in pots containing 
so i l s of different exchangeable potassium contents and provided 
with various leve ls of nitrogen, phosphorus, calcium, magnesium 
and sodium. They found that potassium applicat ion increased the 
exchangeable, 
fresh weight of root in so i l containing low but .not high / 
potassium, i r respec t ive of the conditions of experiment, inclu-
ding the level of applied nitrogen and phosphorus. They further 
reported that , in the nitrogen t r i a l , potassium application did 
not increase root fresh weight with 2.1 g N/pot but i t did so 
s ign i f i can t ly with the higher level of applied nitrogen (8.U- g 
V p o t ) . 
Su;^iyama and Iwata (1979) studied the growth responses 
of radish seedlings in pots with four d i f fe ren t levels of 
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exchangeable potassium (75-3^3 ppm) • They noted tha t , in the 
so i l having 75 P'^ -ni exchangeable potassium, applicat ion of 
•Dotassiuin increased the fresh weight of seedlings regardless of 
the level of other ap-l ied nu t r i en t s , including nitrogen and 
phosphorus. In so i l s having 161 ppm exchangeable potassium, 
s imilar increases in fresh weight of seedlings due to potassium 
applicat ion were obtained only with increase in nitrogen (as also 
of magnesium and water) . 
Dix i t s i 3l' (1980) noted, in a v a r i e t a l t r i a l on radish 
conducted a t Hissar (Haryana) tha t hJ.ghest yield (56.11 q/ha 
i . e . , 5'61 tonnes/ha) v;as given by Japanese V/hite followed by 
Kalyanpur T-1 (l.i-14.17 q/ha i . e . lf.^1 tonnes/ha) and Sca r l e t Long 
(37.21 q/ha i . e . , 3.72 tonnes/ha). 
In a va r i e t a l t r i a l conducted a t Kannur (U.P . ) , Singh 
e t a l . (1980) reported tha t the highest yielding var ie ty of 
radish was PS-^ (^00 q/ha i . e . h-0 tonnes/ha) followed by Pusa 
Rashmi (356 q/ha i . e . 3^.6 tonnes/ha). The lowest yielding 
v a r i e t i e s were Amber Sar i (133 q/ha i . e . , 13«3 tonnes/ha) and 
Barsat i (178 q/ha i . e . , 17'8 tonnes/ha) . 
Sirohi (1980) compared the performance of several va r i e t i e s 
of turnip,, including Snow Ba l l , a t lAHI, Nev/ Delh i . He applied 
10-15 tonnes/i^'YlVha, follov/ed by 125 kg/ha of ammonium sulphate 
or 60 kg/ha of urea , 200 kg/ha single superphosphate and 80 kg/ha 
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of potassium sulphate, a t the time of f ie ld preparat ion and 
12^ kg/ha of ammonium sulphate or 60 kg/ha of urea by top 
dressing at the time of knob formation (about 3O days af ter 
sowing). He also compared the food composition of roots and 
tops and noted that quality-wise greens were be t t e r than roo t s . 
Sugiyama and Iwata (198O) conducted a pot cul ture 
experiment on radish a t Tokyo (Japan) to invest igate the r e l a -
t ion between growth and potassium l eve l s , applying 0-8 g ILSO, / 
pot containing 6.5 kg s o i l . They noted that root fresh weight 
and top growth was maximum v/hen the level of ^SOv was 2 or 
h g /pot . The K_SO, levels required for maximum growth increased 
with increasing nitrogen and phosphorus levels but decreased with 
increasing sodium and shading. They also reported that p lan ts 
with adequate supply of potassium contained not l e s s than 3.2^ 
potassium in the leaves in the absence of applied sodium, which 
decreased the potassium content when present . 
Lee and Leong (198I) studied the comparative ef fec t of 
e i t h e r chicken manure (15 tonnes/ha) or NPK (iO-lO-llf) a t the 
r a t e of 575 or 1,150 kg/ha at Singapore, They noted that 
inorganic f e r t i l i s e r s recorded more p lan t yield than the organic 
chicken manure. Hovrever, the lower dose of inorganic f e r t i l i s e r 
was at par in i t s effect with the higher dose. 
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Rswat and Singh ( l98l) studied the effect of nitrogen 
applicat ion (and of spacing) on the performance of seed crop of 
radish a t Jobner (Rajasthan). They applied 5^-150 kg N/ha and 
reported that maximum seed yield was obtained, in p lants 
spaced U-5xH-5 cm apart , by the application of 100 kg N/ha in 3 
s p l i t doses i . e . l/2 before sov/ing, l A at t ransplanting and 
another ^/h at the beginning of flowering. 
Va,n Eysinga and Meijs (1981), working a t Groningen (the 
Netherlands) in glasshouse t r i a l s on radish,concluded that no 
nitrogen or excess of nitrogen both had a detrimental effect on 
y i e lds . They also noted that radishes responded markedly to 
potassium nu t r i t i on . 
In a multiple cropping sequence t r i a l a t Pulampur (H.P.) , 
Sharma (1981) studied the economics of NPK f e r t i l i s a t i o n of 
radish (cv. Japanese VJhite). He noted that yield was substan-
t i a l l y increased from 151.8 to 263.2 q/ha (1^.18-26.32 tonnes/ha) 
with the increase in N, P^O^ ard KG ra tes from 25-15-'!5 to 
75_lf5-l+5 kg/ha. 
Bagchi (1982) studied the effect of nitrogen nu t r i t i on 
on radish and turnip ( in addition to beet root and fodder variety 
of pear l mi l le t ) a t Calcutta (V/.B.). He noted tha t nitrogen 
applicat ion increased the dry v/eight l i n e a r l y . I t also enhanced 
nitrogen concentration and to ta l nitrogen uptake. 
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Ghoudhury _et a l . (1982) invest igated the effect of 
d i f fe ren t doses of nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium, magnesi-um, 
calcium and iron on radish grov/n in sand cul ture a t Kalyani 
(V/,E,). They noted that to ta l nitrogen and potassium was more 
in roots than in leaves and the reverse condition vras observed 
for phosphorus. 
Park and F r i t z (1982) conducted a greenhouse experiment 
in FRG to study the effect of three doses of applied nitrogen 
on the quality of radish . They noted that applicat ion of 80, 
120 and I60 kg N/ha had no effect on radish t ex tu re . In another 
trial,Par.ic and F r i t z (1983) studied the influence of f e r t i l i s a -
t ion on quali ty components of radish (cv. Rex) grov/n in g reen-
house at Munich (FHG). They reported that increased nitrogen 
doses (80, 120 or I60 kg iVha) s l igh t ly enhanced the y ie ld , root 
s ize and l^K contents . 
Ra;iput and Singh (1982) in a 2-year t r i a l conducted a t 
Varanasi (U.P.) , supplied IT, P 0^ and ILO each at 0, 50, lOO; 
ana 0,1+0 80 '^ ^ 
0, 1+0, 80/kg/ha (3 levels each) respectively to Early Snow Ball 
Variety of turnip . In both t r i a l s , the highest doses of M'K 
(100-80-80) gave the maximum root length, fresh weight /root , 
dry v/eight/root, number of leaves /p lan t , fresh weight/top and 
dry weight/ top. The best method of f e r t i l i s e r applicat ion was 
1/2 nitrogen and fu l l phosphorus and potassium before sowing 
and 1/2 nitrogen 3O days af ter sov/ing. 
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Singh ^ j l . (1982) conducted an experiment a t Varanasi 
(U.P.) to study the effect of two doses each of nitrogen, sulphur 
and potash on rad ish . They noted that p lant height , leaf number, 
leaf length and breadth and fresh and dry weight of plants were 
increased with 100 kg IT/ha. They further noted tha t addition 
of 60 kg ]^ha to this dose markedly enhanced the length, diameter, 
f resh and dry weight of roots and also the y ie ld . Hox-zever, they 
recorded maximum yield in 100 kg N/ha + 3O kg S/ha. 
Smirnov e t a l . (1982) studied the effect of nitrogenous 
f e r t i l i s e r application in 18 vegetable and fodder root crops a t 
Moscow (USSR). They noted that n i t r a t e accumulation was highest 
in b rass i a crops in general and turnip in p a r t i c u l a r . They also 
reported that yield of a l l the crops studied increased with the 
increase in nitrogen application from 9O-36O kg N/ha. 
Zusevics et jQ.. (1982) conducted an experiment in 
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Venezuela employing P on white radish grown in pots having 
typical gsirden so i l (P content 1 ppm) with a basal f e r t i l i s e r 
jand five ra tes between IOO and 5^0 mg/pot of label led monocalciura 
phosphate. They noted that root weight was maximum in the 3^0 mg 
treatment. 
Bai'ker ^ j i . (1983) studied the growth and elemental 
composition of radish under various nitrogen doses a t Amrherst 
(USA). In a greenhouse study, they applied KNO ,(Mj))2S0^, 
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urea , dried sev/age, sludge and dried cow manure a t 200, if00 and 
800 mg N/1,200 g so i l v/ith 0 or 10 ppm ni t ropyrin ( n i t r i f i c a t i o n 
i n h i b i t o r ) . They found that the t\ro lower doses of nitrogen 
applied as organic f e r t i l i s e r l imited the growth of radish and 
tha t (M> ),jS0, shovzed toxic i ty symptoms at 800 mg N/ha and 
r e s t r i c t e d both root and shoot growth. They also noted that 
increasing doses of lOJO and (!IH> ) SOj^  increased, in general , 
the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium percentage of tops. 
The r e su l t s indicated that the adverse effect of organic 
manures and (:iH, ) SO, in the presence of ni t ropyrin was due 
to inhib i t ion of the process of n i t r i f i c a t i o n resul t ing in 
"ammonia injury** in the tops. 
Singh eji ^ . (1983) studied the mineral composition and 
metabolites of radish (cv. Pusa Rashmi) at Kanpur (U.P. ) , They 
noted that in plants grown with N, ILO and/or S a t 100, 60 or 
30 kg/ha, respect ively, high root K, Ga and S contents were 
recorded with N, K and S» 
PrEikash e_t a l . (198U-), vmile v/orking on various radish 
cu l t iva r s at Solan (H.P.)^ noted that root yield v/as pos i t ive ly 
and s ignif icant ly correlated vdth various grov;th and yield 
parameters l ike leaf number/plant, days to root maturity, root 
length, gross root v/eight and dry matter contents . 
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A c r i t i c a l consideration of the above reviev/ reveals a 
few per t inen t points with regard to research on radish and 
turnip by various vrorkers, pa r t i cu l a r l y in Ind i a . I t is evident 
t ha t c r i t i c a l s tudies on the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 
requirements of the two crops are few. Many s tudies comprising 
va r i e t a l t r i a l s do not even mention the amount of WK added and 
method of i t s appl icat ion. I t may also be noted that the 
conditions of cu l t iva t ion as well as va r i e t i e s of/two crops 
sui ted to the temperate and t ropical cl imate, are t o t a l l y 
d i f f e r en t . 
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MATSBIALS AM) METHODS CHAPTEIW3 
The eight f ie ld experiments reported and discussed in 
t h i s thes is were carr ied out during the " rab i" (winter) season 
of the years 198l-8lf in small p lo t s in a f ie ld located a t the 
Farm-oora-Botanical Garden, Aligarh Muslim Universi ty , Aligarh, 
U t t a r Pradesh (India)* 
3.1 Agro-climatic conditions of Aligarh 
This small i ndus t r i a l c i ty having an area of ?,02H- sq km 
i s s i tuated a t 27°^2>N l a t i t u d e , 78°51'E longitude and 187.U-5 m 
a l t i t u d e . I t has a semi-arid and suh-tropical climate witaa hot 
dry summers and cold winters extending from middle of October 
to end of March ("rabi" season). The mean temperature for 
December and January, the coldest montiis, i s about 15^C and 
13 C and the extreme minimum record for any single day i s 2°C 
and 0,5 C i-espectively. The summer i s ho t . The average 
temperature for May i s 3^«5 C and for June, 3^ C, whereas, the 
extreme maximum record i s k^ C and H-^.5 C respect ively (Pig . I ) . 
The average annual r a i n f a l l i s 8^7«30 mm. More than 85 percent 
of i t occurs during June to September and the r e s t in winter 
which i s useful for " rab i" crops (F igs . 2 -3 ) . The meteorological 
da t a for the period of these experiments were recorded at the 
Meteorological Observatory, Aligarh Muslim Univers i ty , Aligarh 
and are presented in F igs , k-^. The so i l cha rac t e r i s t i c s of 
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Aligarh. d i s t r i c t are representat ive of those of Western Ut ta r 
Pradesh. Various types of so i l are found in d i f ferent areas 
of the d i s t r i c t such as sandy, loamy, sandy loam and clayey loam 
(F ig . 6 ) . 
3.2 ^QXX cteracterJrStics-of Vae tX^l^ 
Before s t a r t ing each experiment, small s o i l samples were 
co l lec ted a t a depth of about 15 cm from every experimental p l o t . 
A composite so i l sample was prepared af ter mixing them wal l . 
This was analysed in the so i l chemistry laboratory of the 
Indian Agricultural Research I n s t i t u t e , New Delhi , for physico-
chemical p rope r t i e s . Soi l sampling was done before and af ter 
adding farm yard manure in a l l experiments. However, in 
Experiments 3-^> an addit ional sampling was undertaken before 
top dress ing, in Experiments 5-6j before fo l i a r spray/top 
dress ing, and in Experiments 7-8, before fo l i a r spray (Table 1 ) . 
3.3 SasiiaEBl^ aal l l l lS L. (Radish) 
I t i s a favourite crop of the home gardeners because i t 
i s eas i ly grown and i s ready for use in three to s ix weeks from 
the time of sowing. I t i s cul t ivated for i t s fleshy roots which 
are genera].ly eaten raw as salad and are also cooked with 
l e a v e s . I t has medicinal proper t ies also as i t contains 
vitamins B and C, i s said to have cooling effect and i s 
recommended for pa t i en t s suffering from p i l e s , l i v e r t rouble . 
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enlarged spleen and jaundice. Radish i s considered a cold-
loving p lan t and wi l l not produce tender roots i f grovra in ihe 
hot weather. In the p l a in s , radish i s grown in winter , i . e . 
from September to January. But in the h i l l s , i t i s grown from 
summer to the rainy season, i . e . from March to August. However, 
in the p l a in s , i t i s now grown p rac t i c a l l y round the year , Ixit 
radishes grov/n during summer are more pungent and hard (Chauhan, 
1968). Radish can be grown on a l l types of soi ls , However, sandy 
or sandy losim s o i l s , as in the present experimental f i e l d , are 
preferred for early crop. 
3 . ^ Brassica ran a L. (Turnip) 
I t i s a crop that grows equally eas i ly and gives good 
y ie lds with ordinary agr icu l tu ra l p r ac t i c e s . I t i s also grown 
for i t s roots which are eaten with or without leaves a f te r 
cooking and are also used for p i ck le s . Turnip i s considered a 
good source of calcium, i ron and vitamin A and contains 
appreciable quant i t ies of thiamine and ascorbic acid. Like 
rad i sh , i t i s also a cold season crop and i s grown as a "rabi" 
(winter) crop in the p l a i n s , while in the h i l l s , i t i s grown 
from March to June (summer). A r i ch ra ther moist l i g h t sandy 
s o i l , which has been well worked gives bes t flavoured turnips 
(Chauhan, 1968). 
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3«5 Preparat ion of the f ields sowing and i r r i g a t i o n 
Well decayed farm yard manure, a t the r a t e of 7.5 tonnes/ha, 
was spread in the experimental f i e ld well in advance of each 
experiment. After thorough ploughing and l eve l l i ng , the f ie ld 
beds 
was divided into 10 sq m/for each experiment. There were 10 
r idges in each p l o t , 20 cm apar t . 
F e r t i l i s e r was broadcast before sowing. Seeds were 
t e s t ed for the i r v i a b i l i t y by using ^% aqueous solut ion of 
tetrazolium s a l t and were surface s t e r i l i s e d with absolute alcohol 
before sowing a t the ra te of 10 kg/ha. The f i r s t i r r i g a t i o n was 
given j u s t after sowing while the subsequent i r r i g a t i o n s were 
given a t weekly in te rva l s because the crop requires plenty of 
water . Thinning was done af ter 10 days and weeding af te r 20 
days of sowing. 
3.6 Harvesting 
A l i g h t i r r i g a t i o n was given before each harvest which 
was done manually by pul l ing the p lan ts gently out of the s o i l . 
After removing a l l so i l p a r t i c l e s and dead leaves the weight of 
the fresh top and root of each p lo t was recorded. The harvest 
was done in the evening to avoid dess ica t ion . 
3 . 7 . Exnerijnents 1 and 2 
These experiments were conducted in sandy loam so i l 
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during the " r a t i " (winter) season of 1981-82. The physico-
chemical analysis of the so i l of the f ie ld i s given in Table 1 . 
These t r i a l s were performed to study the effect of three doses 
of basal nitrogen, applied with a uniform dose of phosphorus and 
potassium, on growth, yield and NPK contents of root and leaf 
of two v a r i e t i e s each of radish (Pusa Rashmi and Local) and 
turnip (Snow Bal l and Local) . Radish was sampled at 35? 50 
and 65 days (d) a f te r sowing and turnip a t 35, 50? ^5 and BOd 
a f t e r sowing. 
In f a c t o r i a l randomised block design, 100, 15O or 200 
kg N/ha ( B . QQ, B ^ , B Q) was applied to the p lo t s as 
commercial grade urea for the cu l t iva t ion of both crops. Each 
treatment was repl icated t h r i c e . A uniform dose consis t ing of 
20 kg P and 25 kg K/ha vms also applied in each p lo t as calcium 
superphosphate and muriate of potash respec t ive ly . Radish 
(Experiment 1) was sown on 16 i^ovember, 1981 and turnip 
(Experiment 2) on I8 November, 1981. The summary of various 
treatments i s given in Table 2 . Five rows from each p lo t were 
harvested for t o t a l marketable yield a t 50d and the remaining 
five rows a t 65d af ter sov;ing in the case of rad ish . Turnip, 
being a longer duration crop, vjas harvested a t 65 and 80d 
a f t e r sowing. 
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Table 2. Summary of treatments given in Experiments 1 and 2 
Experiment 1 (Radish) 
Varie t ies Treatments 
Basal nitrogen (kg / ha ) 
Pus a Rashmi 
Local 
100 
100 
150 
1^0 
200 
200 
N.B. A uniform basal dose of 20 kg P and 25 kg lO^ha was 
added to the s o i l . 
Experiment 2 (Turnip) 
Var ie t ies Treatments 
Basal nitrogen (kg/ ha) 
Snow Ball 
Local 
100 
100 
150 
150 
200 
200 
N.B. A uniform basal dose of 20 kg P and 25 kg K/ha was 
added to the s o i l . 
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3 .8 SzEerJ-ffle^i^s ^ aqg k 
These experiments were performed during the "rabi" 
(winter) season of 1982-83 in the same f ie ld in which 
Experiments 1 and 2 were carr ied out . The aim of these experi-
ments was to study the effect of four doses of f e r t i l i s e r 
ni t rogen, applied in one or more sp l i t s , on growth, yield and 
NPK contents of the root and leaf a t 35, 5^ and 65d in radish 
(Experiment 3) and at 3 ^ , 50» ^5 and 80d in turnip (Experiment h)* 
Only one vsiriety each of radish (Pusa Rashmi) and turnip (Snow 
Bal l ) tha t had performed be t t e r in Experiments 1 and 2 was 
se lec ted . I n simple randomised block design, ten doses of 
ni trogen (Table 3) were applied as basal and top dressing in 
the form of commercial grade urea . Each p lo t received in 
addi t ion 20 kg P and 25 kg K/ha a t the time of sowing. The 
sowing of radish and turnip was done on 20 and 22 November, 1982 
respec t ive ly . Top dressing of nitrogen was done j u s t a f te r 
the f i r s t sampling (35<i) ^^ radish and after the second samp-
l i n g (50d) in tu rn ip . Half the crop was harvested a t 50d 
and the remaining half a t 65d (Experiment 3) in rad ish . 
S imi la r ly , turnip was harvested in two equal instalments 
a t 65 and 80d (Experiment h) for determination of t o t a l 
marketable y ie ld . 
Table 3 . Siiinniary of treatments given in Experiments 3 and h 
Experiment 3 (Radish var . Pusa Rashmi) 
Basal^. Mode of nitrogen applicat ion and Total 
quantity applied (kg/ha) 
Top dressing 
(35d af ter sowing) 
100 0 100 
100 100 200 
100 200 300 
100 300 ifOO 
200 0 200 
200 100 300 
200 200 IfOO 
300 0 300 
300 100 IfOO 
l<-00 0 1+00 
N,E. A uniform basal dose of 20 kg P and 2^ kg K/ha was 
added to the s o i l . 
Experiment h (Turnip var . Snow Bal l ) 
Basal Mode of nitrogen application and Total 
quantity applied (kg/ha) 
Top dressing 
(!?0d af ter sowing) 
100 0 100 
100 100 200 
100 200 300 
100 300 IfOO 
200 0 200 
200 100 300 
200 200 if 00 
300 0 300 
300 100 IfOO 
IfOO 0 M-00 
N.B. A uniform basal dose of 20 kg P and 25 kg K/ha was 
added to the s o i l . 
These experiments were conducted during the year l983-8if. 
In these and the following two t r i a l s (Experiments 7 and 8) , 
y ie ld charEicteristics only were noted a t ^0 in radish and 65d 
in tu rn ip . The optimum stage for harves t , growth cha rac t e r i s t i c s 
and NPK contents of leaf and root were already worked out in 
e a r l i e r exjieriments (Experiments 1-^-). The aim of Experiments 
5 and 6 was to compare the efficacy of top dressing with fo l i a r 
spray of nitrogen on radish a t S^d (Experiment ^) after sowing 
and on turnip a t 50d af ter sowing (Experiment 6 ) . The timing of 
supplement?3l nitrogen application in these two experiments was 
based on the e a r l i e r observation tha t the root /shoot a t these 
s tages in the respective crop were suf f ic ien t ly well developed 
to u t i l i s e the applied n u t r i e n t s . The design of both experiments 
was simple randomised. Ei ther 15^ or 200 kg I /ha (Table h) was 
broadcasted before sowing in combination witdbi a uniform dose of 
phosphorus (20 kg P/ha) and potassium (25 kg K/ha). Aqaeous 
solut ion of urea was sprayed on the shoots once a t the r a t e of 
5, 15 and 25 kg N/ha af ter the f i r s t sampling in radish (35d 
a f te r sowing) and af ter the second sampling in turnip (50d af ter 
sowing). Controls were sprayed with deionized water only. For 
comparison, 2^ kg N/ha was top dressed with bo til (150 and 200 
kg N/ha). The l a t t e r dose of basal nitrogen had proved optimum 
in e a r l i e r experiments. The other dose (1^0 kg I /ha) was selected 
Table h-* Summary of treatments given in Experiments 5 and 6 
Experiment 5 (Radish var . Pus,a Rashmi) 
„ T Mode of nitrogen applicat ion and quantity m A. •^ 
ToJ) dressing Fo l ia r spray 
(35d a f te r sowing) (35d af ter sowing) 
150 - - 150 
150 - 5 155 
1^0 - 1^ 165 
150 - 25 175 
200 - - 200 
200 - ^ 20^ 
200 - ,15 215 
200 - 25 225 
150 25 - 175 
200 25 - 225 
N.B. A uniform basal dose^20 kg P and 25 kg K/ha was added 
to the s o i l . 
Experiment 6 (Turnip var . Snow Ball) 
Mode of nitrogen applicat ion and quantity 
appJLJ.g'^  (Kg/tia) 
Basal j ^ p dressing Fo l i a r spray '^°^^ 
(^Od af ter sowing) (^Od af ter sowing) 
150 - - 150 
150 - 5 15? 
150 - 15 165 
150 - 2^ 175 
200 - - 200 
200 - 5 205 
200 - 15 215 
200 - 25 225 
150 25 - 175 
200 25 - 22^ 
N.B. A uniform basal dose of 20 kg P and 2^ kg K/ha was added 
to the s o i l . 
to deteiTnine whether or not f e r t i l i s e r economy could he effected 
through f o l i a r spray or top dressing. In each esperiment , 
there were ten treatinents (Table h-), each with three replica^ 
t i o n s . Sowing of radish was done on 22 November, 1983 and of 
turnip on 2lf November, 1983• Hadish was harvested a t ^Od 
and turnip a t S^d af ter sowing, as these stages provided the 
bes t marketable yields in e a r l i e r experiments. 
3.10 SxperJ4ngHtS 7 a^d § 
These f ie ld t r i a l s were also conducted on radish var, 
Pusa Rashmi and turnip var. Snow Ball respect ively in the 
year 1983-SH-. The aim of these experiments was to study the 
e f f ec t of three basal nitrogen doses with and without supplem-
ented fo l i a r spray of nitrogen applied in one or two i n s t a l -
ments a t an in te rva l of seven days to determine the bes t 
combination of basal and fo l i a r applicat ion for optimum market-
able yield,. 
The experiments were based on simple randomised block 
des ign . The basal f e r t i l i s e r consisted of 1^0, 175 or 200 kg N/ha 
in combination with a uniform dose of phosphorus (20 kg P/ha) 
and potassium (2^ kg K/ha) broadcast in each p lo t before sowing 
(Table ^)• Aqueous solution of urea was sprayed once a t the 
r a t e of 2^ kg N/ha at 35d (radish) and 50d ( turn ip) or twice 
(25 + 25 kg N/ha) at 35 and U2d ( radish) and 50 and 57d ( t a r n i p ) . 
Table 5« Summary of treatments given in Experiments 7 and 8 
Experiment 7 (Radish var . Pusa Rashmi) 
Mode of nitrogen application and quantity 
Basal applied (kg/ha) ^^^^l 
Fo l ia r spray 
(35d af ter sowing) (l+2d af ter sowing) 
150 0 0 150 
175 0 0 \% 
200 0 0 200 
150 25 0 175 
175 25 0 200 
200 25 0 22^ 
150 25 25 200 
175 25 25 225 
N.B. A uniform basal dose of 20 kg P and 25 kg IQ h^a was 
added to the s o i l . 
Experiment 8 (Turnip var . Snow Ba l l ) 
Mode of nitrogen application and quantity 
Basal applied (kg/ha) ^^^^^ 
Fo l ia r spray 
(^Od af ter sowing) (57d a f te r sowing) 
150 0 0 150 
175 0 0 175 
200 0 0 200 
150 25 0 175 
175 25 0 200 
200 25 0 225 
150 25 25 200 
175 25 25 225 
N.B. A uniform basal dose of 20 kg P and 25 kg K/ha was 
added to the s o i l . 
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Other prac t ices regarding the sowing method, seed r a t e , weeding 
and i r r i g a t i o n were the seime as in e a r l i e r experiments. Sowing 
of radish was done on 26 November, 1983 and tha t of turnip on 
28 November, I983. Harvesting was done a t 50d in radish and 65d 
in tu rn ip . 
3.11 Sampling technique 
Three plants were pulled out manually from each r e p l i c a t e . 
In Experiments 1-V, sampling was done a t 35j 5^ and 65d after 
sowing in radish and 35', 50> ^5 and 80d af te r sowing in turnip 
to study the i r growth pa t t e rn , NPK content and yield character-
i s t i c s . The f i r s t sampling could not be done before 35d in both 
crops because the roots were not suf f ic ien t ly developed. La te r , 
samplings were done at 15 days i n t e r v a l s . As the growth period 
was comparatively longer in turn ip , an addi t ional sampling at 
80d af ter soi-zing was undertaken. In Experiments 5-8, sampling 
was done only a t ^^d in radish and 65d in turnip as these had 
proved to be the optimum stages for obtaining the bes t qual i ty 
crops, 
3.12 Growth and yield cha rac te r i s t i c s 
To observe the effect of f e r t i l i s e r applicat ion on growth, 
the following parameters were selected for study a t 35? 5^ and 
S^d a f ter sowing in radish and 35, 5^i 65 and 80d a f te r sowing 
in the case of tu rn ip . 
u 
1. Leaf number/plant 
2 . Fully expanded leaves /p lant 
3 . Immature leaves/plant 
h. Fresh weight/plant 
5. Fresh weight/top 
6 . Fresh weight/root 
7* Dry weight/plant 
8. Dry weight/top 
9 . Dry weight/root 
10. Length/'root 
11 . D iame t e r / roo t . 
Whereas fresh and dry weight would account for t o t a l 
product iv i ty in terms of ra te of increase in weight, volume 
and dry matter accumulation, number of ful ly expanded and 
immature leaves would be a measure of d i f f e ren t i a t i on . Simi-
l a r l y , root length and diameter would denote meristematic 
a c t i v i t y . 
3.13 %tr;tgat content 
In Experiments 1-^, leaves and roots were analysed sepa-
r a t e l y a t three stages of grov/th of radish and four of turnip 
( p . -^ 1 ) for assessing the i r nu t r i t i ona l s ta tus with regard to 
ni t rogen, phosphorus and potassium. Thus, leaf or root lilPK 
were determined as: ( i ) percentage of nitrogen, ( i i ) percentage 
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of phosphorus, and ( i i i ) percentage of potassium, respect ively 
on dry weight b a s i s . 
3.13.1 £iaai_aQaiisis 
The three p lants in each sample were wiped free of any 
adhering dust p a r t i c l e s . Tops were separated from roots and 
fresh weight of each recorded. The samples were dried for12lf 
hours in an oven a t 80 c . Dry weight of tops and roots was 
noted af ter complete drying of the samples. Roots and ful ly 
expanded leaf blades were then f inely powdered. The powder was 
passed through a 72 mesh screen and stored in polythene bags. 
Before being analysed for i t s NPK content, the powder was kept 
overnight at 70 C for digest ion according to the method of 
Lindner (19^U-) with s l igh t modification as given below. 
3.13.2 Slicestj-Qn <?f samples 
100 mg of the dried powder of each sample of leaf or 
root was carefully transferred to a 50 inl Kjeldahl f l ask . I t 
was -wet-ashed in 2 ml of chemically pure sulphuric acid and 
heated for about 2 hours u n t i l i t was broken down and p a r t i a l l y 
dissolved. Dense fumes were given off a t th is stage and the 
contents turned black. After cooling the f lask for about 1^ 
minutes, 0,5 ml chemically pure 3O percent hydrogen peroxide 
was added dropwise and the solut ion was heated again t i l l the 
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colour of the solution changed from black to l i g h t yellovr. After 
heating for about 3O minutes, the f lask was kept for IO minutes, 
for cojoling and an addit ional amount of three to four drops of 
hydrogen peroxide added, foUowed by gentle heating for another 
15 minutes, to get clean and colourless e x t r a c t . Care was taken 
in the addition of hydrogen peroxide because i t s excess might 
oxidise the ammonia in the absence of organic matter. The 
peroxide digested material was di luted with double d i s t i l l e d 
water and transferred with three or four washings to a 100 ml 
volumetric f lask and volume made up. 
For further analyses of nitrogen, phosphorus and pota-
ssium, su i tab le al iquots were taken from these sulphuric acid-
peroxide digested samples. The methods employed for the 
est imation of these elements are br ie f ly described below. 
3.13.2.1 gstJ^ ^atj-on of nlXvog^n 
For the estimation of nitrogen in the san^Dles, the method 
of Lindner (l9Mf) was adopted. A IO ml al iquot of the peroxide-
digested material was taken in a 5^0 ml volumetric f l a sk . The 
excess of acid was p a r t i a l l y neutralized with 2 ml of 2.5 N 
sodium hyd]X)xide. 1 ml of 10 percent sodium s i l i c a t e was added 
to prevent turbidi ty and then f ina l ly the volume was made up. 
A 5 ml al iquot of th i s solution was taken in 10 ml graduated 
t e s t tube and 0,5 ml of l e s s l e r ' s reggent was added drop by drop, 
mixing thoroughly af ter each instalment. After adding d i s t i l l e d 
water to make up the volume, the contents were allowed to stand 
for about 5 minutes for maximum colour development. The solu-
t ion was then transferred to a colorimetric tube and the 
op t i ca l density was measured a t 5^5 MI . A blank was run with 
each se t of determination. The reading of each sample was 
compared with a ca l ib ra t ion curve, obtained by using known 
d i lu t ions of a standard ammonium sulphate solut ion. 
3.13.2.2 Estimation of phosphorus 
Phosphorus in the sulphuric acid-peroxide d iges t was 
determined by the method of Fiske and Subba row (192^). A 5 nil 
a l iquot was taken in a 10 ml graduated tube and 1 ml of molybdate 
reagent (2*5 percent ammonium molybdate in 10 N HpSO, ) was 
carefully sidded, followed by addition of 0.1+ ml of 1:2:H-, 
aminonaphtholsulphonic acid, which turned the contents b lue . 
D i s t i l l e d water was added to make up the volume to 10 ml and 
the solution was allowed to stand for 5 minutes af ter mixing 
thoroughly. Then, i t was transferred to a colorimetric tube 
and the opt ica l density was read a t 620 nm. A blank was run 
for each determination. A ca l ib ra t ion curve was prepared, by 
using known d i lu t ions of a standard monobasic potassium 
phosphate solut ion, from which the amount of phosphorus in 
the sample was noted. 
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3.13«2.3 Estimation of potassitim 
Potassium was estimated using a flame photometer. 
A 10 ml £G.iquot was taken and read a t 768 nm. A blank was run 
side by s ide . The readings were compared with a ca l ib ra t ion 
curve p lo t ted for d i f ferent d i lu t ions of a standard potassium 
sulphate solut ion. 
3.1H- S ta t i s t i c s i l analysis 
All data were s t a t i s t i c a l l y analysed, according to the 
design of each experiment, by adopting analysis c5f variance 
technique according to Panse and Sukhatme (1967)^ The most 
rigorous ' F ' t e s t s were followed in which the e r ror due to 
r ep l i ca t e s was also determined. When 'F* value was found to be 
s ign i f i can t a t the 5 percent l eve l of p robab i l i ty , c r i t i c a l 
difference (CD.) was calculated. Models of the analysis of 
variance (ANOVA) are given in Table 6. 
Table 6. Models of the analyses of variance (ANOVA) 
Experiments 1 and 2 (Factorial randomised block design) 
Source of var ia t ion D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
Replicat ions 2 
Treatments (T) 2 
Var ie t ies (Y) 1 
T X V 2 
Error 10 
Total 
Experiments 3 , 
Source 
^, 5 
of var ia t ion 
and 6 
17 
(Simple 
D.F. 
randomised 
> D . Q . 
block de 
M.S. 
sign) 
F 
Replicat ions 2 
Treatments 9 
Error 18 
Total 29 
Experiments 7 and 8 (Simple randomised block design) 
Source of var ia t ion D.F. S.S. M.S. F 
Repl icat ions 2 
Treatments 7 
Error 1^ 
Total 23 
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EXPSRIlffiNTAL BESCTLTS CHAPTER - If 
l f .1 BxPQrllflQUt 1 
In t h i s preliminary f ie ld t r i a l s the effect of three 
basal doses of nitrogen CB Q, B ^ Q and B QQ-* > applied with a 
uniform dose of phosphorus C^PQ) and potassium (K j^), was studied 
on tvro va r i e t i e s of radish, namely Pusa Rashmi (PH) and Local (L)^ 
a t three stages of growth C35> 5^ and 65d af ter sowing). The 
aim of the experiment was to find out: ( i ) optimum nitrogen 
requirement, ( i i ) be t t e r var ie ty , ( i i i ) sui table stage for 
harvest ing and ( iv) leaf and root NPK contents . The s igni f icant 
da ta are b r ie f ly described below (Tables 7 to 2^+). 
if. 1.1 Leaf iqwrn^er/plant 
The effect of treatments a t 35 and S^d, the va r i e t a l 
response at 5^ and 65d and the in te rac t ion effect at 35 and ^Od 
on the number of leaves per p lan t was found to be s ign i f ican t 
(Table 7 ) . Nitrogen application increased leaf production. At 
35d, B was as effect ive as B.^^ . The l a t t e r gave h7»5% higher 
I 5 U £:-UU 
value than B ^. However, at 65d, a linear increase in leaf 
number/plant was obtained as the dose of nitrogen was increased, 
being 25.0?^  higher in B „ than in B „ . 
The two varieties did not show any difference in leaf 
number at 35d. However, Pusa Rashmi performed better at 50d 
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{7*2)io more l eaves ) , while the Local var iety surpassed the former 
by 6.'+^ at 65d in th i s regard. 
Regarding in terac t ion e f fec t , B.QQ X PR and B x L 
"both proved equally in fe r ior to the other four in te rac t ions which 
were themselves at par with each other a t 35d. At the second 
stage of sampling, B QQ X PR proved b e t t e r than B QQ X L . 
Highest leaf number was obtained with B QQ X PR; but B ^^ x^ PR 
was at par with i t . 
i+.1.2 Fully expanded leaves /p lant 
The effect of treatments at a l l samplings arai the 
v a r i e t a l response at ^Od was noted to be s igni f icant (Table 8 ) . 
Like to t a l l ea f number, a t 35d, the number of fully expanded 
leaves was equal ih treatments B._,^ and B.^_ and was c r i t i c a l l y 
with 1^0 200 
higher than / the lowest dose ( B . Q Q ) . However, t h i s pa t te rn 
was not niiaintained l a t e r . At ^Od, B „ gave the maximum ef fec t , 
while B ^ - was at par with B ^^  . On the other hand, a t 65d, 
B ^ and B „„ gave equal values, while B _ gave a lower value 
than the former and was at par with the l a t t e r . An apparent 
increase in fully expanded leaves between 35 and 50cL and a 
decrease l a t e r (65d) was also noted. 
Pusa Rashmi gave b e t t e r response than Local a t 50d, 
^'k•,% more fully expanded leaves being noted in the former. 
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The treatment ef fect on th i s character was s ign i f ican t 
only a t 65d; but va r i e t a l response and T x V in te rac t ion effects 
were s igni f icant a t 50 and 65d (Table 9 ) . B QO S^^® ^^ ® maximum 
value a t 65d; whereas B and B ^ ^ were equal in the i r e f fec t , 
Loc;3l var iety gave 17.?^ higher value a t ^Od and 12.3^» 
a t 65d than Pus a Rashmi. 
Regarding the in terac t ion e f fec t , a t ^Od, the bes t 
combination was B^^„ x PR and the l e a s t value was obtained in 
150 
B -^ „ X PR. At 65d, however, the combination B x L proved 
to be the best,followed by B ^^ x PR. On the other hand, 
B^ .- X PR r-ecorded the lowest value. 150 
^ . 1 .^ Fresh weight/plant 
Treatment e f fec t , va r i e t a l response and T x Y i n t e r -
act ion effects were s igni f icant a t 35, 50 and 65d (Table 10). 
Considering the treatment ef fec t , a l i n e a r increase was noted at 
each of the three samplings, with B QQ giving 195*5j 67.3 and 
36.8^ higher value than B QQ at 35, 50 and 65d respect ive ly . 
The table also indicates apparently a continuous increase in 
fresh weight/plant up to 65d. 
Varietal response was d i f ferent a t each sampling. Local 
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var ie ty gave higher value of fresh weight/plant a t 3^d, out-
yie ld ing the other variety by 18.5/S. Pusa Rashini,was, however, 
found to be superior a t l a t e r samplings. I t s fresh weight was 
18.2?^ and l8,^fo more than tha t of Local a t ^0 and 6% respec-
t i v e l y . 
Regarding the in terac t ion e f fec t , B.^Q X L , B ^ x L and 
B _Q X PR gave equally good : values, whereas B ^ x PR gave the 
poorest r e su l t s a t 35d» Hovrever, a t 50d, the combination 
^200 ^ ^^ S^ ^® s ignif icant ly highest value and B.QQ X L , the 
lowest . Other combinations(B.QQ X PR and B ^ Q X PR)were also 
superior to B Q„ X L and B ^ „ x L respect ively . At 65d again, 
BpQQ X PR recorded the highest value^followed by B |^ Q X L , with 
B QQ X PR giving the lowest value. 
^ . 1 . 5 Fresh weight/top 
Treatment e f fec t , va r i e t a l response and in te rac t ion 
e f f ec t were s igni f icant a t ^0 and 6^d only (Table 11). B QQ 
produced the maximum fresh weight of tops (36.^^ more than B.QQ, 
which gave the lowest value) a t 50d. At 65d, the ef fec t of B J^ Q 
was a t par with that of B QQ, with B again giving the lowest 
value . 
At 50 and 65d Pusa Rashmi gave 26.3 and 39.2^ more top 
fresh weight respectively than the Local va r i e ty . 
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At ^Od, the combination B x PR gave the highest fresh 
weight of tops. The lowest weight was noted in B x PR, 
B QQ X L and B Q- X L (which were a t par with each o the r ) . At 
65 d a lso , B,,QQ X PR gave highest value. B .^^  x PR and B j . x L 
were a t par with each other , while B^-.^ x L recorded the 
minimum value. 
^ . 1 . 6 Fresh weight/root 
Except the va r i e t a l response at 35 d, the data were 
s ign i f i can t (Table 12). At 35, 50 and 65d, B .„ recorded the 
maximum values. I t out-yielded B ^^ by 309.9^, 82.7^ and 37.6^ 
at the three samplings respect ively . A l i n e a r increase in root 
fresh weight with increase in f e r t i l i s e r doses was noted a t 35, 
50 and 65d. 
Pusa Rashmi performed be t t e r than Local. I t gave Ih-,?'/' 
more fresh weight of root a t ^Od and ^3^^% n^ore a t 65d. 
Taicing into account the in te rac t ion ef fec t a t 35d, 
B X PR Jind B -^Q x L^being at par , gave maximum value. On the 
other hand, B Q_ X PR and B „» x L gave the lowest values which 
were also a t par with each other. At 50d, the combinations of 
B QQ, B ^ and B -„ proved be t t e r respect ively with Pusa Rashmi 
than with the local va r ie ty . The maximum value was noted in 
Bp^^ X PR and the minimum, in B.QQ X L . At 65d, Local var ie ty 
gave betteir response than Pusa Rashmi with B -^ and B -.^  
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respec t ive ly . The combination B^^Q X PR proved to be the bes t 
and B QQ x PR, the poorest . 
1+.1.7 Dry ygight/pXmt 
The effect of treatment, va r i e t a l response and the 
in t e r ac t ion effect was s igni f icant a t a l l samplings (Table I 3 ) . 
At 35d, B ^ „ was at par with B ^ . B recorded the maximum 
value . At 50d, B ^^  was a t par with B and B gave the 
lowest value. At the l a s t sampling, l ike the f i r s t , B 
proved superior by giving the maximum value. The remaining 
two treatments proved equally e f fec t ive . 
Considering the va r i e t a l response, Local lagged behind 
Pusa Rashmi a t a l l samplings. The difference in the dry weight/ 
p lant of the two va r i e t i e s was maximum (21.9^) a t 6^d while i t 
was only ^2,7fo at ^Od and 3,7% a t 3^d. 
At 35d, the combinations B _ x PR and B _^ x L gave 
highest dry weight and vrere a t par in t he i r e f fec t . All 
remaining values were a t par . At 50d, the combinations of B .^ . 
1 yV 
and BpQQ with e i the r var ie ty produced s imilar e f fec t . However, 
BpQQ X L was a t par with B ^ Q X PR. The l a t t e r combination was 
also equalled by B QQ X L , which had the l e a s t e f fec t on dry 
matter production. At 6^d, BpQQ x PR gave the maximum dry weight/ 
p l a n t . I t was followed by B ^- x L. The l^est of the combinations, 
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except B -- x L, had equal e f fec t . I t appears that dry matter 
accumulation was a continuous process upto 65d. This is ind i -
cated in Table 13 "by the values a t the three s tages . 
^-.1.8 Dry weight/top 
Except va r ie ta l response at a l l samplings and i n t e r -
action effect a t 50cl, the other effects were s ign i f ican t 
(Table 1l+)„ ^^QQ gave the maximum value a t the three samplings, 
being I65.7, 3I . I and 100.1+^ more respect ively than tha t in B.QQ. 
Hovrever, a t 'yOd, B ^ Q was at par with B_QQ. 
Regarding the in terac t ion e f fec t , a t 35d, B.^Q X PR 
proved the best combination for dry weight/ top. I t was closely 
followed by B QQ X L (equalled by B J^ Q X L ) . The lowest value, 
on the othBr hand, was noted in B _Q X PR, which was at par 
with tha t in B.QQ X L. At 65d again, B^^^ x PR proved to be 
the best and B^„ x PR, the poorest among a l l combinations. 
J+.I.9 Dry weight/root 
Ttie treatment e f fec t , v a r i e t a l response and T x Y 
in te rac t ion ef fec t were s igni f icant a t 35> 50 and 6^d (Table 15). 
The effect of treatments followed the same trend as was observed 
on top dry weight. At 35d, a l l three doses of nitrogen gave 
c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent values, the dry weight/root in Bp^^ being 
262.2^ more than in B «_. Treatment B ^ ^ was a t par with B^QQ 
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a t ^Od and B.QQ, with B ^ Q at 65d. The remaining values a t 
the two stages were c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t . Dry matter of roots 
apparently increased from one sampling to the next . 
Varietal response was more c lea r . Compared to the Local 
va r i e ty , Pusa Rashmi recorded IJ+.6, 2^.1 and 3^.2^ higher dry 
weight/root a t 35, 50 and 65d respect ively . Both va r i e t i e s 
showed a continuous increase in dry matter accumulation up to 
the l a s t harvesting. 
At 35d, the combination B ^^ x PR proved best among a l l 
the combinations. I t was closely followed by B ^ x L. The 
lowest val.ues were given by B x L and B,QQ X PR which were 
a t par . The effect of B ^ _ x PR was also a t par with tha t of 
B^Q X L a t this s tage. The pat tern was almost same at 50d 
a l s o . At the third sampling, however, the combinations B QQ X PR 
and BpQQ x PR produced s igni f icant ly higher dry weight/root 
than B QQ x L and B^QQX L respect ively . The e f fec t of the 
remaining tvra combinations was a t par with each o ther . 
5+.I.10 Diameter/root 
Al l .da ta , except in terac t ion effect a t 35 and 65d, were 
signif icari t (Table 16). B ^^ ^ was a t par with B ^^ ^ a t a l l the 
three sam^ilings in producing maximum diameter/root . On the 
other hand, B p^ ,^ which gave the lowest values, was a t par with 
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B ^ Q but d i f f e r e d c r i t i c a l l y wi th B Q a t 35 and 65d. At 50d» 
B p-Q was a t pa r w i th B Q. The lowest dose recorded the minimuEi 
r o o t d iameter a t t h i s s tage a l s o . 
Local v a r i e t y , a t e a r l y s tage ( 3 5 d ) , gave h igher value 
of roo t d iamete r . However, a t l a t e r s t ages (50 and 65d) , Pusa 
Rashmi surpassed i t by 25.0^ and 5*0^ 
At 50cl, the combinations B _ x PR and B . - Q x L vrere 
a t p a r . However, B ^ and B „ „ Q gave d i f f e r e n t va lues for the 
two v a r i e t i e s . The maximum (and equal ) va lues were obtained in 
B^ ^„ X PR and B^„^ x PR. On the o ther hand, the combinations 150 200 ' 
B ^ X L and B ^ x L gave comparatively lower v a l u e s . 
1+.I.II Lent 
All d a t a were s i g n i f i c a n t (Table I 7 ) . The t rea tment 
e f f e c t was s i m i l a r a t f i r s t and t h i r d sampl ings . At 35 and 65d, 
B gave the maximum value while the remaining two doses were 
equa l i n t h e i r e f f e c t . At 50d, however, BpQQ was equa l led 
b y B ^ ^ Q . 
Pusa Rashmi maintained i t s s u p e r i o r i t y over the Local 
v a r i e t y a t a l l s t a g e s . Root l eng th was 17«7) 11*1 and 1 1 . ^ 
more in the former a t 35> 50 and 65d r e s p e c t i v e l y . In bo th 
v a r i e t i e s , the inc rease in l eng th was apr.arently more between 
35 and 50d than between 50 and 65d. 
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At 35cL, B^ QQ X PR ga-ve the maxiimim value, followed by 
BpQQ X L, the lowest values being noted in B QQ X L , B .^^  x L 
and B J.Q x PR which were at par . At ^Od, the differences in 
length were not sharp. The lowest length / radish was given by 
B Q„ X L, At the l a s t sampling, B ^ ^ x PR and B „„ x PR, which 
had equal e f fec t , gave the highest values, whereas B^^Q X L had 
the poorest e f fec t . 
if. 1.12 Total marketable yield 
Marketable radish yield (top + root) was recorded only 
a t 50 and 65d. The t rea tnen t s , va r i e t i e s and the i r in te rac t ion 
were found to have s igni f icant ef fec t (Table 18). At both 50 
and 65d, B recorded the maximum y ie ld , giving 172.9 and 
100,0^ higher value respectively than B . On the other hand, 
B p.Q gave 105.1 and l6,8^ more yield a t 50 and 65d respect ively 
compared to B „_, which gave the lov/est value. 
Pus a Rashmi gave h^^6% more marketable yield a t 50d and 
8.2^ more a t the l a t e r harvest than Local. 
At 50d, the maximum value was obtained in the combina-
t ion B^^^ x PR and the lowest in B „„ x L. I t i s noteworthy 
tha t B j^ Q X PR recorded be t t e r yield than B _„ x L. On the 
other hand B.,.Q X L performed be t t e r than B.^Q X L and B QQ X PR. 
At 65d, however, B ^^  x L gave much higher value (27,9^ more 
than recorded in B x PR). B^QQ X PR gave the highest and 
Table 18. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on t o t a l marketable yield 
in tv7o -varieties of radish at two stages of growth ( t / h a ) . 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
Vat ie t i es 50d 6^d 
Treatments — 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 1^0 200 Mean 
Pusa ?cashjni U.OOO 8.900 11.266 8.0^5 1O.O66 9-566 20.800 13.1+77 
Local 3-133 "^-733 8.200 5.688 8.600 12.233 16.533 12.1 -^55 
Mean 3-566 7-3l6 9.733 9-333 10.900 18.666 
; CD. a t 5^ 
0.310 
0.253 
O.V39 
Treatment (T) 
Var ie ty (V) 
T X V 
C D . a t 
0.267 
0.218 
0.378 
61 
^100 "^  ^ ^^ ® lowest yield a t t h i s stage a l s o , t h a t for the former 
combination being 25.8^ more than the value of B x L. 
V.1.13 Ifatrient content 
In general , the ef fect of various treatments, v a r i e t i e s 
and 1x1 in teract ion on leaf and root N, P and K contend was 
s ign i f i can t and clear cut a t a l l samplings (Tables ^9-2U•), 
Except a t ^Od, when the effect of B ^^ was a t par with 
t h a t of B^Q, a l l the treatments recorded c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent 
values at various stages (Table 19). B „ gave the maximum 
l e a f nitrogen content and maintained i t upto 6^d. I t was 1.117, 
0.167 and 0,27^% higher than in B ^^ at 3^, 50 and 65d respec-
t i v e l y . Maximum leaf nitrogen concentration was noted at 35d 
in a l l the treatments and i t decreased vrith growth. 
Local var ie ty of radish accumulated more nitrogen in 
leaves a t 3? and 6^d, the difference between the v a r i e t i e s being 
0.008 and 0.05^ respect ively . On the other hand, Pusa Rashmi 
recorded the maximum value a t 50cL which was 0,k22fo higher than 
in the Local va r i e ty . 
Regarding the in terac t ion effect a t 35d, B ^^ x PR and 
BpQQ X L gave the maximum values and were a t par with each 
o ther . The lowest values were given by B QQ X PR and B ^ Q X L 
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vrhich did not d i f fer c r i t i c a l l y . At 50cL, Pusa Rashmi surpassed 
the Local var ie ty , giving higher values with a l l the three 
t reatments . I t was maximum (and at par) in B.^_ x PR and 
B Q X PR and minimum in B .^^  x L. At 65d,B .^^  x L and B j^ „ x L 
gave higher values than B QQ X PR and B .^^  x PR respect ively . 
However, B „^ x PR gave the highest leaf nitrogen content 
among a l l the combinations, whereas the lov/est concentration 
of leaf nitrogen was found in B^„^ x PR. 
^ • 100 
^.1.13.2 BQot nitrogen cpntent 
The treatment B gave the maximum effect a t 35, ^0 
as well as 6^d (Table 20) . Root nitrogen content in B^QQ was 
0,1+80^ more than in B at 35d. At this stage, B^QQ gave 
s l i g h t l y higher percentage of root nitrogen than B ^^  . At ^0 
and 65d, B .. and B^^. followed B^^^ in t he i r effect in tha t 150 100 200 
order . In general, the concentration was more a t 50<i than a t 
35 or 65d. 
Regarding the va r i e t a l response a t 35 and 50d, the 
pa t t e rn was similar to that noted in leaf nitrogen content. 
Local gave higher value (O.OU-6^  more) a t 35d and Pusa Rashmi, 
(0,071^ more) a t 5^d, The l a t t e r variety maintained i t s 
higher root nitrogen concentration at 65d and gave 0.228^ 
higher value than the Local va r i e ty . Taking into account the 
sampling s tages , the maximum concentration was noted a t 5^^ 
in both v a r i e t i e s . 
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In terac t ion effect was not uniform a t 3^, 'yO and 6^d; 
but the in teract ion B_„_ x PR gave the highest value, followed 
by B -^ - X L a t a l l three s tages. At 35d, B -„ x L and 
B.^Q X L gave higher values than B Q_ X PR and B ^^ .^  x PR 
respec t ive ly . At ^Od, B ^^^ x L gave higher nitrogen content 
than B^^v x PR whereas the lowest value was noted in B,^_ x L, 150 100 
At 65d, B . x L equalled the ef fect of B x PR; but B xL 
gave lower nitrogen concentration than B,^„ x PR. 
100 
Compared with leaf ni t rogen, a more uniform pat tern was 
noted in the case of leaf phosphorus content (Table 21) , At 
a l l the three sampling s tages , B -.^  gave the highest value, 
follov/ed by B ^Q and B ^^ in tha t order. The maximum concen-
t r a t i on was noted at 35^ and the minimum, a t 65d, 
Percent leaf phosphorus followed the same trend in the 
two v a r i e t i e s a t 50 and 6^d as percent leaf ni t rogen, i . e . fusa 
Rashmi gave higher concentration a t '^Od and Local a t 65d. 
Contrary to leaf and root nitrogen values, a t 3^ d, Pusa Rashmi 
gave higher phosphorus concentration in leaves . Maximum leaf 
phosphorus content was noted a t 35d in both v a r i e t i e s as in 
the case of leaf nitrogen content. 
The pat tern of in terac t ion effect was d i f ferent from 
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sampling to sampling. At 3?d? ^pon ^ ^^ accumulated maximum 
phosphorus in leaves . I t was closely followed by B ^ x PR. 
The l a t t e r combination, on the other hand, proved be t t e r than 
B^^„ X L and even B^„^ x L, the lowest content being noted in 150 200 ' 
B „-. X PR and B x L which were a t par . At 50d, however, 
B _^ X L proved best and B _ x L, the poorest . At the l a s t 
sampling, a l l combinations of the three f e r t i l i s e r doses gave 
higher valiies with Local var iety than with Pusa Rashmi. The 
maximum leaf phosphorus content was noted in B „,. x L and the 
minimum, in B ^ Q X PR, 
V . I . 13.If Hoot Phosphorus content 
Table 22 indicates tha t , l i ke percent leaf phosphorus, 
B QQ gave the maximum value,being 0.218, 0,095 and 0,135% 
more than those obtained in B __^  a t 35j ^0 and 65d respectively, 
B^»^ was followed by B._.^ and B^^^ in tha t order. Contrary to 
2UU lyv 1UU 
root ni t rogen, phosphorus concentration of root was more a t 
35d than at 50 or 65d, 
Pusa Rashmi recorded higher phosphorus concentration 
in root a t 35 d which was 0.236^ more than in Local; but the 
l a t t e r var iety surpassed i t , giving 0,l86^ more phosphorus, a t 
50d, The trend was reversed again a t 65d, with Pusa Rashmi 
giving s l igh t ly higher phosphorus content than Local. I t may 
be pointed out here tha t Pusa Rashmi at 35d and Local a t ^Od 
gave the maximum phosphorus concentration in a l l the three 
samplings. 
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Hegarding the in teract ion ef fec t , l i k e leaf phosphorus 
content, a t 35d, B x PR recorded the maximam value followed 
by B J.Q X PR. The l a t t e r proved more effect ive than B .^^  x L. 
At 50d, the highest value was noted in B „^ x L, followed by 
B^Q X L and B _ x L, vrhich were a t par . The miniimim value 
was noted in B _. x PR. At 6 ^ d a l s o , B x L proved the best 
among a l l combinations. However, a t th is s tage , i t was followed 
by B j^^ X PR, which proved be t t e r than B ^^  x L. The lowest 
root phosphorus concentration was noted in B ^ , . x L. 
If.1.13.5 Leaf potassium content 
Leaf potassium followed the same trend as was observed 
in leaf and root phosphorus in response to treatments (Table 23) . 
B^ orN proved to be the best dose,followed by B^^. and B^..^ in 200 -' 150 100 
that order, a t 35, 50 and 65d^giving O.I4-55, 0.89 and 0,775% 
higher values than B -^ respect ively . 
Between the v a r i e t i e s , Pusa Rashmi gave 0,5591 0,527 and 
0.323^ higher values than the Local var ie ty a t the three stages 
respec t ive ly . Both va r i e t i e s recorded maximum values a t 35d. 
Considering the in teract ion effect a t 35d, B -^ x PR 
recorded the maximum value. At 50d, however, the combination 
Bp-.j^  X PR proved the bes t . I t may be pointed out that B.J^Q X PR 
was superior even to B QQ X L with regard to potassium accumu-
l a t i o n in leaf . At the l a s t sampling, B^QQ X L gave the highest 
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value followed by BpQQ x PR. The combination B ^^ x L gave the 
lowest leaf potassium content a t a l l three samplings. 
i f .1.13.6 B,QQt pot^ggfflffl wnt^ent 
Like the root nitrogen and phosphoirus, root potassium 
content was maximum in B (Table 2^-), being 0.6^2, I.260 and 
1.036^ more at 3^? 50 and 65d respectively than B which gave 
the lowest values. 
In contras t to leaf potassium, Local var ie ty gave higher 
values for root potassium content a t ^0 and 65d. The concen-
t r a t ion in both the va r i e t i e s was maximum at 50d. 
In most of the combinations, Local var ie ty gave higher 
values than Pusa Hashmi a t the three samplings. The highest 
root potassium content was recorded by B_-Q X L and B -^ x PR 
(being at par) a t 35d, by B ^ x L and B _ x L (which were a t 
par ) a t ^Od and by ^^QQ X L at 65d. The lowest values were 
given by B^^Q X L , B^^^ X PR and B^^^ x L a t 3?, 50 and 65d 
respec t ive ly . 
Taking into account a l l the three nu t r i en t s (NPK), in 
general , the potassium concentration was higher and phosphorus 
the lower. The maximum potassium was noted up to 2,793i^ in roots 
(^Od), the nitrogen was 2,55% in leaves (3?cL) while the phos-
phorus was 0.890^ in leaves a t 35d. 
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^ .2 Experiment 2 
This f ield t r i a l on turnip was conducted side by side 
with Experiment 1 (on rad i sh ) . Three basal doses of nitrogen 
(B QQ, B ._ and B Q„) were applied a t the time of sowing with 
•uniform doses of phosphoras (P^Q) and potassium (K c') to study 
t h e i r effect on two v a r i e t i e s of turnip (Snow ba l l and Local) 
a t four growth stages. The aim of th i s experiment was to 
determine the optimum f e r t i l i s e r dose, to se lec t the more 
su i t ab le var ie ty and to es tab l i sh the bes t harvesting time. 
The s igni f icant data on growth, yield and NPK contents are 
summarised in Tables 2^-k•^ and are described br ie f ly below. 
if.2.1 Leaf number/plant 
The effect of treatments on the number of leaves produced 
per p lan t a t a l l samplings (35, 50, 65 and 80d af ter sowing), 
v a r i e t a l response a t 35 and 80d and the i r in te rac t ion effect a t 
65 and 80d was found to be s igni f icant (Table 25) . 
In general, increase in the quantity of nitrogen applied 
increased leaf production. At 35^, a l l the three treatments gave 
c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent values, 200 kg N/ha giving the maximum value 
(20.1^ more then 100 kg l /ha) followed by B ^ ^ . At 50, 65 and 
BOd a lso , B „» proved superior. However, the effect of B.^Q was 
a t par with that of B „ a t 50 and BOd. B ^ gave the lowest 
values a t a l l the samplings; but , a t 65d, i t was a t par with 
Table 25« Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on leaf production in two 
va r i e t i e s of turnip at four stages of growth (number/plant). 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 15O 200 Mean 
Snow Ball ^.990 6.5^0 7.21O 6.583 8.020 8.lfOO 7.57O 7.996 
Local if.880 • 5.500 5.850 5.ifiO 6.880 8.310 8.53O 7.9O6 
Mean 5.^35 6.O25 6.53O 7.1f50 8.355 8.050 
CD. at 5^ CD. a t 5^ 
Treatment (T) 0.lf30 0,550 
Variety (V) 0.600 N.S. 
T X V N.,S. N.S. 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 9.660 8.350 9.99O 9.330 6.96O 8.990 9.990 8.6lf6 
Local 8.28O 8.810 10.660 9.250 3.520 lf.33Q 3.77O 3.873 
Mean 8.970 8.580 IO.33O 5.2^0 7.660 6.880 
C D . a t 5^ C D . a t 5^ 
Treatment (T) 0.^-50 0.lf50 
Variety (V) N.S. O.58O 
T X V 0.6lfO 0.630 
N.S, - Non-significant. 
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B.^Q* I t may be pointed out here tha t an increase in leaf 
number/plant was noted upto 6^d only. 
Snow Ball (SB) gave 21.7 and 123.2^ more leaf number/ 
p l a n t than the Local var iety (L) a t 35 and 80d respect ive ly . 
Regarding the in te rac t ion e f fec t , a t 65d, B x L 
recorded the maximum value, followed by B x SB and B x SB, 
2UU 1UU 
which were a t par . The remaining combinations were a t par with 
each other . At 80d, a l l combinations of Snow Ball were s ign i -
f i can t ly superior in leaf production than the combinations 
with the Local va r ie ty . B „Q X SB gave the maximum leaf number/ 
p l a n t . 
V.2.2 a;i].ly Qg)aad,9.Qi i^^YQu/pi^nX 
«JL-
The treatment effect^all samplings, the varietal 
response at 35', 65 and 80d and the interaction effect at BOd 
only were noted to be significant for this characteristic 
(Table 26). Among the treatments, ^oQO P^°^®^ superior at all 
samplings. However, the effect at 35d was not as clear as 
noted in leaf number/plant. It was equalled by B . and the 
latter was itself equalled by B , At 35, 50, 6^ and BOd, 
B produced 5h,7, 78.1, 62.1 and 56.3r^  more fully expanded 
leaves than B^ /.o,, There was a continuous increase in the 100 
number of fully expanded leaves/plant upto 65d only. 
Table 26. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on ful ly expanded leaves in two 
va r i e t i e s of turnip a t four stages of growth (number/plant). 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
Var i e t i e s / 35cL 50d 
Treatments "" 
Basal N (kg/ha) ' Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Bal l 1-5^0 2.23O 2.33O 2.O33 2.^80 2.663 3.^60 2.93I+ 
Local 1.330 1.330 2.110 1.590 1.663 2.873 3.996 2.8Mf 
Mean 1 .^-3^ 1.78O 2.220 2.121 2.768 3.778 
CD. at 5% CD. at ^% 
Treatment (T) 0.^2^ O.6O6 
Variety-^ (V) 0.lf28 N.S. 
T X V N.S N.3. 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 3.»+36 1+.276 5'^3 1+-385 2.616 3.330 3.223 3.056 
Local 2.663 3.663 l+.l+'-+3 3.590 0.370 O.9O6 I.I4J+3 O.9O6 
Mean 3.050 3.970 ^.9^3 1.^93 2.118 2.333 
I C D . a t 5^ 
0.025 
0.021 
0.036 
N.S. Non-significant . 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
CD., a t 
0.555 
0.1|28 
N.S. 
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Like leaf number/plant, Snow Ball produced more fully 
expanded leaves/plant than Local. I t was 27.9, 22.1 and 237.3^ 
more a t 35, 65 and 80d respect ively . I t may be noted tha t the 
decl ine in the number of fully expanded leaves /p lan t between 
65 and 80d was more conspicuous in Local than in Snow Ba l l . 
Regarding the in te rac t ion e f fec t , a t 80d, B.^/Q X SB 
gave the maximum value among a l l the combinations and B „ x L^ 
the minimum. All combinations of treatments with Snow Ball 
produced s ignif icant ly more fully expanded leaves compared to 
the respective combinations with the Local va r i e ty . 
^ .2 .3 Immature leaves/plant 
The effect of treatments was s ign i f ican t a t a l l samplings. 
Hov/ever, v a r i e t a l response and in te rac t ion e f fec t was noted to 
be s igni f icant only a t 6^ and 80d (Table 27) . 
The treatment effect was not consis tent . Hov^ever, B „ 
proved generally superior for th i s parameter. 
Snow Ball and Local responded di f ferent ly a t 65 and 80d. 
Whereas Local recorded higher value than Snow Ball a t 65d, the 
reverse was noted at 80d. I t may be noted that Snow Ball 
showed an increase in immature leaves /p lant between 6^ and 80d 
while a decrease was noted in Local va r ie ty . 
Table 2.1 • E f f ec t of ba sa l doses of n i t r o g e n on immature l e a v e s i n two 
v a r i e t i e s of t u rn ip a t four s t ages of growth (number /p l an t ) . 
Sampling (days a f t e r sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 3^d 50d 
Treatments -
Basal N (kg /ha) Basal N (kg /ha ) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 1^0 200 Mean 
Snow B a l l if.if^O if.333 If.886 if.5^5 ^.If^O ^.ylfO if.010 ^.066 
Local 3«550 V.I70 3.7^3 3»821 ^.217 5.if37 if.^ifO 5.06if 
Mean if.001 lf.25l lf.30lf 5-333 5-588 if.275 
C D . a t % C D . a t ^ 
Treatment (T) O.19O O.732 
Var i e ty (V) N.S. N.S. 
T X 7 N.S. N.S. 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow B a l l 6.22lf lf.07if If.5lf7 lf.9if8 if.3^14- 5-656 6.767 5.589 
Loca l 5.617 5-1^7 6.217 5.660 3-150 3-^2l+ 2.33O 2.968 
Mean 5.920 lf.6lO 5.382 3-7^7 I4-.5VO if.51+8 
C D . a t 5^ 
0.737 
0.602 
1.0lf3 
N .S . No n - s i g n i f i c a n t . 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
C D . at 5^ 
0.573 
0.568 
0.811 
n 
Regarding the effect of in te rac t ion between treatments 
and v a r i e t i e s , a t 65d, both va r i e t i e s gave equal response with 
^100' ^ ^ ^ e with B^^ Q and B^^Q Local gave higher values than 
Snow Bal l . At 80d, Bp^^ x SB recorded maximum immature leaves / 
p l a n t , while B QQ X L and B QQ X L exhibited the poorest e f fec t . 
^.2.U- Fresh weight/plant 
Treatment e f fec t , v a r i e t a l response and in te rac t ion 
e f fec t were found to be s igni f icant a t a l l stages (Table 28) . 
B gave the maximum values a t a l l saniplings. Gonipared to the 
fresh weight in B Q, i t was 193.2, 11+0.8, 108.3 and ^2h,7fo 
more a t 35, 50> ^5 and 80d respect ively . I t i s noteworthy 
tha t the increase in fresh weight was l i n e a r only upto 65d. 
Except a t 35d, Snow Ball performed b e t t e r ±n terms 
of fresh weight/plant a t a l l samplings. The increase was 10.9, 
1+.6 and 19.0^ a t 50, 65 and 80d respect ively . 
The in terac t ion effect of B x L proved the bes t among 
a l l the combinations a t 35, 5^ and 65d. At the l a s t sampling, 
however, B ^ ^ x SB recorded the highest value. 
^ •2 .5 Fresh weight/ton 
All data regarding top fresh weight were s ign i f ican t 
(Table 29) . The highest dose, B , gave the maximum fresh 
weight/top a t a l l samplings. I t was 188.8, 37.6,and 97.1 and 
19^-.6^ more thaq the fresh weight obtained with B Q a t the 
Table 28 . Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on fresh weight in tv;o var ie -
t i e s of turnip at four stages of growth (g/plant) 
San5)ling (days af ter sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 35d ^Od 
Treatments -
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
Snow Ball 
Local 
Mean 
100 
10.220 
11.000 
10,610 
150 
18.000 
11.220 
11f.6lO 
200 Mean 
27.000 l8.i+00 
35.220 19.11+0 
31.110 
100 
38.350 
15.873 
27.110 
150 
53.950 
50.16O 
52,050 
200 Mean 
59.630 50.6ifO 
70.930 1+5.650 
65.280 
CD. a t 5% CD. a t 5% 
Treatment (T) 1.233 O.652 
Variety (V) O.I+O7 O.532 
T X V 1.7Mf 0.922 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 6O.85O I+9.98O 9O.85O 70.220 ^0.320 5O.66O IO7.I2O 66.O3O 
Local 1+1+.120 1+9.650 116.690 67.150 11-6.110 3I+.99O 85.320 55,k70 
Mean 52.if80 if9.820 1O3.77O 1+3-210 I42.82O 96.220 
; CD. a t 5?^  
0.790 
0.61+5 
0.918 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
CD. at 
0.652 
0.530 
0.922 
Table 29* Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on top fresh weight in two 
va r i e t i e s of turnip a t four stages of growth ( g / t o p ) . 
Sampling (days af ter sov/ing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 3^d 50d 
Treatments -
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 l^ 'O 200 Mean 
Snow Ball ^.663 11.666 llf.110 10.1l^ -6 25.I7O 20.626 2I4-.VIO 23.U-00 
Local 6.776 5.776 18.873 10.lf75 7.773 15.186 2O.9J+O llf.630 
Mean 5.71O 8.71I l6.if91 I6.lf71 I7.9O6 22.670 
C D . at 5^ C D . a t 5% 
Treatment (T) O.651 0.1^ .56 
Variety (V) O.23I O.372 
T X V 0.921 0.6lf5 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 1^0 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 23.783 2^.^50 3U-.083 27.^70 10.000 12.660 25.220 15.96O 
Local I6.I4-7O 15.213 ^-5.250 25.6Mf 10.333 8.500 3^-690 17.861 
Mean 20.126 II+.89O 39.666 IO.166 IO.58O 29.953 
C D . at 5% C D . a t ^ 
Treatment (T) O.38I 0.959 
Variety (V) O.3II O.783 
T X V 0.539 1.3^7 
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respective s tages . All values were c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t a t 
35? 50 and ^^d. However, a t 80d^lOO kg N/ha was a t par with 
150 kg N/ha in i t s e f fec t . 
Local var iety gave higher fresh weight/top at 35 and 
80d than Snow Bal l , being 3.2 and 11.9^ more; while Snow Ball 
gave 59.9 and 7«1;^ higher values a t 50 and 65d respect ive ly . 
Fresh weight/top increased only up to 65d. I t may be noted 
here tha t increase in top fresh weight was apparently more 
between 50 and 6% in Local and between 35 and ^Od in Snow Ba l l . 
Taking into account the in te rac t ion e f fec t , B^QQ X L 
generally recorded the highest top fresh weight /plant . For 
Snox^ Ball a l so , B.^^ proved superior to B,_- and B,^» a t most 
' 200 "^  ^ 100 150 
samplings. 
^•2 .6 Fresh weight/root 
Except the v a r i e t a l response a t 35d, a l l data regarding 
root fresh weight were found to be s ign i f ican t (Table 30)« The 
trend of f e r t i l i s e r effect was more or l e s s the same as noted 
in fresh weight/plant . B _Q gave the maximum values, 199»^» 
300.7, 97.5 and 100.5^ more than noted in B a t 35, 50 and 
80d respect ively . Comparing the data for various s tages , the 
increase in root fresh weight from 35 to 50 and from 50 to 65d 
was noted to be much more conspicuous than betvreen 65 and 80d. 
Table 30. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on root fresh weight in two 
va r i e t i e s of turnip at four stages of growth ( g / r o o t ) . 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 35d 50d 
Treatments -
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 15O 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 5'5'53 6.333 12.886 8.257 13.I86 33O30 35«220 27.2if1 
Local ^.206 5.M+.3 16.33O 8.660 8.O76 3I4-.983 ^9.996 29-352 
Mean if.879 5«885 1^ .^608 IO.631 314-.156 lf2.608 
C D . a t % CD. a t % 
Treatment (T) O.867 O.618 
Variety (V) N.S. O.505 
T X V 1.220 0.875 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 27.653 3li-.l420 71.II6 i+lf.396 30-333 37'990 81.686 50.O6O 
Local 37.086 35.i+if6 56.770 1+3-101 35'776 26.if90 50.650 37.63O 
Mean 32-369 3^-933 63.9if3 33.055 32.2ifO 66.268 
C D . a t 5^ CD. a t 
Treatment (T) 0.lf5If O.927 
Variety (V) O.37O O.59I4-
T X V 0.6lf2 1.029 
N.S. No n-s ign i f i can t . 
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Local variety gave "7,7$ more fresh weight/root a t 50<i» 
while a t the following samplings (65 and 80d), Snow Ball gave 
3.0 and 3 3 • ' ^ more root fresh weight respect ively than Local. 
Regarding the in terac t ion ef fec t , B^QQ X L gave the 
maximum values a t 35 and 50cl, as in the case of fresh weight/ 
p l a n t . On the other hand, B Q- X SB out-yielded a l l other 
combinations a t 6^ and 80d. However, i t is noteworthy tha t 
t h i s combination increased root fresh weight between 50 and 65d 
much more conspicuously than between 65 and 80d. 
^ .2 .7 Dry weight/plant 
All data , except the in te rac t ion effect a t 65 and BOd, 
were s ign i f i can t (Table 31)» The values for B „ were maximum 
a t each stage, being 188.6, lyO.lf, 79.if and 98.^^ more than 
those for B QQ a t 35, 50? 65 and 80d respect ively . The three 
ni t rogen doses produced c lear -cut r e su l t s a t 35d, with B^Q^^ 
giving the lowest value. However, a t l a t e r samplings, the 
e f f ec t of B Q was a t par with that of B ^.Q. I t may also be 
pointed out that dry matter accumulation showed a l i n e a r 
increase from one growth stage to the other . 
Compared to fresh weight, the response of v a r i e t i e s 
with regard to dry weight production was comparatively consis tent . 
Snow Ball maintained i t s super ior i ty through^out the growth 
per iod . I t s dry weight was 9.5? 9 .0 , 3^*0 and \\^4> more a t 
35j 5O5 65 and 80d respectively than tha t of Local. 
Table 3 1 . Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on dry weight in two var ie-
t i e s of turnip a t four stages of growth ( g / p l a n t ) . 
Sampling (days after sowing) 
Var i e t i e s / 3^d 50d 
Treatments "" 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Bal l 1 .i+l6 1.933 if.056 2.lf68 I.83O 2.680 3.800 2.77O 
Local 1.283 1.7^3 3.736 2,25if 1.310 1.620 If.690 2.5lfO 
Mean 1.3^0 I.838 3*896 1-570 2.1^0 h.2h^ 
CD. at 5% C.D4 a t ^fo 
Treatment (T) O.37O 1.000 
Variety (V) O.18O 0.220 
T X V 0.1+80 1.10V 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 15O 200 Mean 
Snow Bal l 3.^20 3.6lfO 6.593 ^-551 3.760 3.880 7.1+33 5.02lf 
Local 2.1U)3 3.336 V.V53 3.397 3.006 i|,.i76 5.993 ^.391 
Mean 2.911 3.^88 5*523 3-383 ^.028 6.713 
I CD. a t 5% 
0.800 
0.1+20 
N.S. 
N.S. Non-significant. 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
CD. a t 
1.150 
0.700 
N.S. 
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Regarding the in te rac t ion ef fec t , both v a r i e t i e s gave 
equal response to each, of the three doses a t 35 and ^Od, the 
combinations B QQ X SB and '^oQQ -^ ^  accumulating maximum dry 
matter . 
^ . 2 . 8 Pry yeJghVtQP.. 
The effect of treatment and v a r i e t a l response a t a l l 
samplings and the in te rac t ion effect a t 50d only were noted 
to be s igni f icant (Table 32) . The treatment B^Q gave the 
i e s t and B.QQ, the poorest effect in terms of dry weight/ top. 
The increase due to B^QQ over B^QQ was 178.^, 172.9, 53«6 and 
8'^,U.fo a t 35", ^0, 6^ and 80d respect ive ly . However, the 
e f fec t of B.QQ was at par with that of B.^Q a t the l a s t three 
samplings. I t was also noted that the dry weight of top 
increased up to 6^d, 
As in the case of dry weight/plant , Snow Ba l l , proved 
b e t t e r than Local, giving l 6 . 8 , 12.9, 36.7 and 11.9^ increase 
a t 35, 5O) 65 and 80d respect ive ly . In both v a r i e t i e s , dry 
matter accumulation was more between ^0 and 65d than between 
35 and 50cl. 
Treatment x variety e f fec t , a t ^06., was maxiimim in 
^200 -^  ^» w^ch was followed by that of B2gQ x SB. On the 
other hand, B^QQ X L , B.^^Q X L and B,QQ X SB were a t par with 
each other in giving the value for top dry weight. 
Table 32* Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on top dry weight in two 
va r i e t i e s of turnip a t four stages of growth (g / top ) . 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 35d 50d 
Treatments ~ 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 1^0 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 0,9i6 1.1U-3 2X7^ 1-512 I.090 1.530 1.87O 1.1+90 
Locsa 0.763 0.923 2.196 1.29^ 0.610 0.570 2.780 1.320 
Mean O.839 I.O33 2.336 O.850 1.050 2.320 
CD. a t 5^ C D . a t 5% 
Treatment (T) O.OI4-9 O.38O 
Variety (V) O.Oli-O 0.110 
T X V N .S . 0.5IAf 
65d 80d 
Basfal N (kg /ha) Basal N (kg /ha ) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow B a l l 2 .660 1.99O 3.663 2.771 1 . ^ 0 2 .000 2 .663 2.031+ 
Loca l 1.653 1.986 2.1^1+3 2.027 1.226 1.896 2 .333 1.818 
Mean 2.156 1.988 3.O53 I .333 1.91+8 2.1+98 
CD. at % 
0.691+ 
0.156 
N.S. 
N.S. Non-significant. 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
C D . a t 
0.756 
0.618 
N.S. 
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i+.2,9 Dry weight/root 
The effect of treatment, v a r i e t a l response and the i r 
i n t e rac t ion effect were noted to be s ign i f ican t a t each of the 
four stages (Table 33) . All values for the ef fec t of t r e a t -
ment (except tha t for BQQ,which proved a t par with B ^^  a t 
80 d ) were c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent from one another. BpQQ S^ "^ ® 
the maximum values, which were 205.9, 166.7, 227.1 and 10^.6^ 
more than in B . In contrast to dry weight accumulation by 
tops , the process in roots was noted to be continuous through-
out the period of the experiment. 
Local variety recorded s l igh t ly higher value ( 1 . 0 ^ 
more) a t 3? d. Later, Snow Ball surpassed i t in dry matter 
accumulation by lf.3, 29.9 and 12.3^ a t ^0, 65 and 80 d 
respec t ive ly . 
The combination B^QQ X SB proved best for dry weight/ 
root a t a l l samplings; but a t ^0 d, B „ x L was a t par with 
20U 
i t . B^^^ X SB and B^„^ x L gave the lowest and equal values 100 100 
a t 35, 50 and 65 d, whereas a t 80 d, B^^_ x L and B .^  x SB 
10U 1 pU 
gave the lowest values. 
^-.2.10 Diameter/root 
The effect of treatment a t a l l samplings, v a r i e t a l 
response at 50 and 80 d and in te rac t ion ef fec t a t 65 d was 
Table 33. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on root dry weight in two 
va r i e t i e s of turnip at four stages of growth ( g / r o o t ) . 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 35d 50d 
Treatments Basal N (kg/ha) Basal I (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 0.^00 O.79O 1.^80 O.950 O.7I+O 1.1^0 I.93O 1.273 
Local 0.520 0.820 1,514-0 O.96O 0.700 1.050 1.91© 1.220 
Mean O.51O 0.800 I.56O O.72O 1.IOO I.92O 
C D . a t 5^ CD. at 5% 
Treatment (T) 0.010 O.O9O 
Variety (V) O.OO7 0.028 
T X V 0.020 0.130 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball O.76O 1.650 2.930 1.78O 2.32O 1.880 lf.770 2.89O 
Local 0.750 1.350 2.010 1.370 1.780 2.28O 3.66O 2.573 
Mean 0,75") I.50O 2.lf70 2.050 2.080 If.2l5 
; C D . a t 5^ 
O.llfS 
O.iIfO 
0.167 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
CD. a t 
0.090 
0.070 
0.130 
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found to be s ignif icant (Table y+), The highest dose CBp^^) 
gave maximum diameter of root a t a l l samplings. I t was 95*3» 
70.U-, 37*3 and 9+>7fo more than tha t obtained in B _ . The 
diameter of root was not much affected by increasing the f e r t i -
l i s e r dose from B -Q to B p.^. This was noted a t a l l samplings, 
exce-Dt a t 6^ d where the two were found to be a t pa r . 
The root diameter in Snow Ball was comparatively more 
than in Local, which i t surpassed by ^^.6 and 9.3^ a t 50 and 
80 d resDBctively. 
Regarding the in te rac t ion ef fec t , a t 65 d, both 
v a r i e t i e s gave equal response to B.„- and B.j.„. Among a l l the 
combinations, B^QQ X SB gave the maximum diameterj followed by 
BpQQ x L. The combinations B.QQ X SB, B (^ „ x SB and B QQ X L , 
which were a t par with each other, gave the poorest e f fec t . 
i+.2.11 Total marketable yield 
The treatment e f fec t , v a r i e t a l response and the i r 
i n t e r ac t ion effect on yield per hectare were noted to be 
s ign i f i can t (Table 35) • This parameter was recorded only a t 
65 and 80 d. Like the other growth parameters, the t o t a l 
y ie ld was maximum in treatment B ^ a t both s tages . I t was 
87.7 and 81.6^ more than in B at 65 and 80 d respec t ive ly . 
Considering the effect of each leve l of f e r t i l i s e r a t 65 and 
80 d, the increase was noted to be marginal. However, when 
Table 3if. E f fec t of basa l doses of n i t rogen on r o o t d iameter i n two 
v a r i e t i e s of t u rn ip a t four s t ages of grov/th (cm) 
Sampling (days a f t e r sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 35d ^Od 
Trea tments -
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg /ha ) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 1^0 200 Mean 
Snow B a l l 1.680 1.720 3.000 2 . I33 2.000 3.17O ^.000 3.39O 
Local I.^VO 2.000 2.860 2.100 2.800 2.820 3.18O 2.933 
Mean I .500 1.860 2.930 2 . W 0 2.995 ^-090 
C D . a t 5/9 C D . a t 5^ 
Treatment (T) I.O27 I.O30 
Var ie ty (V) N.S. 0.086 
T X V N.S. N.S . 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
IOO 150 200 Mean 100 1^0 200 Mean 
Snow Ba l l if.060 k,3kO 6.220 > .373 H-.060 It-.lf70 if.860 l4-.lf60 
Local ^ .^20 V.73O 5.if20 if.353 2.7OO 3.920 5.600 lf.080 
Mean U-.2V0 if.535 5.820 3.38O I+.19O 5.23O 
; C D . a t ^% 
0,876 
0.290 
N.S. 
N .S . Non-s ign i f icsmt . 
Treatment (T) 
Var i e ty (V) 
T X V 
C D . a t 
Q.29O 
N.S. 
0.1f20 
Table 35« Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on to t a l marketable yield in 
two va r i e t i e s of turnip at two stages of growth ( t / ha ) 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / ^^d 80d 
Treatments -
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 1^0 200 Mean 100 1^0 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 5.2^0 8.016 II.O83 8.II6 5.9OO 7.833 8.733 7.^88 
Local 3.500 6.300 5.3l}.1 5.0if7 3.3^0 6.660 8.066 6.O27 
Mean if.37? 7.1^8 8.212 if.62? 7.2^+9 8.399 
G.D. a t % C D . at 5^ 
Treatment (T) O.3I42 0.1+63 
Variety (V) 0.082 O.378 
T X V 0.lf88 0.65lf 
n 
data for the effect of the three treatment a t each stage were 
compared among themselves, i t was noted tha t the increase was 
more from B to B ^ than between B j . and B ^ ^ a t both 
samplings. 
Snow Ball gave be t t e r yield a t both harves t s . I t was 
60.8 and 2)4-.2 % more than that of the Local va r i e ty . 
Regarding the in terac t ion effect , each combination 
of f e r t i l i s e r treatment with Snow Ball proved s igni f icant ly 
b e t t e r than the respective combination with Local a t both 
ha rves t s . The maximum yield was recorded in B x SB and 
200 
the minimum, in B ^^ x L a t 6^d. I t may also be noted that 
combination B .^^  x SB proved b e t t e r than B ^ x L. At 80d 
a l so , B Q X SB was the best combination, but B ^^  x SB and 
^200 ^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ P^^ ^-^^^ ^^''^^ o ther . The minimum yield was 
obtained in combination B x L a t both harves t s . 
V.2.12 Nutrient content 
In general, the effect of various t reatments , v a r i e t a l 
response and in te rac t ion effect on leaf and root N,P and K 
contents were found to be s igni f icant a t a l l the san53lings 
(Tables 36-I+I). 
U-.2.12.1 Leaf nitrogen content^ 
In general, nitrogen applicat ion increased leaf 
7? 
nitrogen linearly (Table 36). BgQo S^ "^ ® ^^ ® maximum percen-
tage of nitrogen at all samplings. As the growth period 
increased,, the concentration decreased so that it was maximum 
at 35d and minimum at 80d. 
Out of the two varieties, Snow Ball recorded higher 
concentration of nitrogen at all samplings, except at 65d when 
it lagged behind variety Local. As the plants matured, in 
general, both varieties showed a decrease in leaf nitrogen 
concentration. 
Regarding the interaction effect, at 3^d, B.;;^ ^ x SB 
and B_„„ x SB were at par with each other and recorded the 
maximum nitrogen content. B -^„ x SB gave the minimum value. 
At 50 and 80d, B ^ x SB was best among all the combinations 
while B j^  X L (at 50d) and B _Q x L (at 80d) gave the lowest 
values. At 65d, however, Bp^Q x L proved to be the best 
combination and B Q„ X SB, the poorest. 
H-.2.12.2 Root nitrogen content 
Like leaf nitrogen, it was noted that B^QQ gave 
significantly higher values, followed by B ^^  and B Q in 
that order (Table 37) • It may be pointed out that apparently 
a good amount of nitrogen was accumulated in the roots between 
35 and 50d and a decline was noted after 50d. However, even 
Table 36, Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on leaf nitrogen content in 
two va r i e t i e s of turnip at four stages of growth i% dry weight) . 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
V a r i e t i e s / 35d 50d 
Treatments -
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean IOO 1^ 0 200 Mean 
Snow Ball I.833 2.7OO 2.7O3 2.M2 O.850 O.883 1 .H-00 1 .OW 
Local 1.853 1.996 1.996 1.9*+8 0.if33 O.287 O.ij-00 O.373 
Mean 1 .8lf3 2.3if8 2.3^0 0-6if0 0.^85 O.9OO 
•^.D. a t 5% C D . a t 5% 
Treatment (T) 0.001+ O.OI6 
Variety (Y) 0,003 0.013 
T X V 0,006 0.022 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
65d 806. 
BaSc'O. N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 0.200 0.1+00 O.50O O.366 O.35O O.750 O.9OO O.667 
Local O.lfOO 0,800 1.000 O.733 0.1^0 O.35O 0.1+00 O.3OO 
Mean O.3OO 0.600 O.750 0.2^0 O.55O 0,656 
CD. a t ^ 
0.011 
0,009 
0,015 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
CD. at 5% 
0,005 
0,001+ 
0,007 
Table 37* Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on root nitrogen content in 
two va r i e t i e s of turnip at four stages of growth i'^ dry weight) 
Sampling (days af ter sov/ing) 
Va r i e t i e s / 35d ^Od 
Treatments ~ 
BasEd N (kg/ha) , Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 1^ 0 200 Mean 
Snow Ball O.750 1.263 1.660 i.22lf O.78O 1.3?0 2.660 1.596 
Local 0.310 0.660 O.83O O.60O 0.880 1.550 2.000 i.)4-76 
Mean O.53O O.961 1.21+5 O.83O 1.1+50 2.330 
CD. at 5% CD. a t 5% 
Treatment (T) 0,003 O.OO5 
Variety (V) 0.002 0.00l|-
T X V 0,00>+ 0.007 
65d 80d 
BasfO. N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball O.650 O.97O 2.060 1.226 0.600 O.9OO 1.996 I . I65 
Local 0.800 1.150 2.3^40 1 .U-30 O.75O 1.100 2.280 1.376 
Mean 0,720 1.O6O 2.200 , O.675 1.000 2.I38 
i CD. a t 5^ 
0,010 
0,008 
0.01 If 
/ • ^ s 
Treatment (T) 
Variety (V) 
T X V 
CD. at 
O.Olif 
0.011 
0.019 
r 
V 
« • * * > 
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a t 80d the root nitrogen concentration in each treatment was 
higher than tha t noted a t B^d* 
Varie ta l response was also d i s t i n c t . I n i t i a l l y , Snow 
Ball showed be t t e r uptake of nitrogen (upto 50d). But a t the 
following samplings, Local showed a higher percentage of 
n i t rogen. Taking into account d i f fe ren t samplings, both 
v a r i e t i e s recorded an increase in root nitrogen concentration 
up to 50d and then,a dec l ine . 
At 3^ and ^Od, B^QQ X SB gave maximum values while, 
a t 65 and 80d, B j.. x L replaced i t . At 3^d, B p. x SB was 
b e t t e r than B ^ x L but at l a t e r samplings the pos i t ion was 
reversed. The same trend was noted vrith B^QQ a l so . 
^ .2 .12 .3 Leaf phosphorus content 
Treatment B„^^ gave the maximum values a t a l l samplings, 
followed by B ^ and B _„ in tha t order (Table 38) . Leaf 
phosphorus, l ike leaf nitrogen, showed a continuous ( a l b e i t 
l e s s conspicuous) decline in i t s concentration from 3^ to BOd. 
Snow Ball recorded higher concentration of phosphorus 
in the leaf a t 3^, ^0 a-rid BOd while Local accumulated more of 
the nu t r ien t a t 65d. In general , each variety showed a 
decrease in concentration as the p lan t matured. 
Regarding the in te rac t ion e f fec t , BpQ^ x SB and ^QQQ X L 
Table 38. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on leaf phosphorus content in 
two va r i e t i e s of turnip a t four stages of growth (% dry weight) . 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
Var i e t i e s / 35cl 50d 
Treatments - Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Bal l 0.660 O.87O O.91O O.813 0-^50 O.67O 0.800 0.61+0 
Local 0.6lfO 0.880 O.9OO O.8O7 0.lf30 O.5OO O.69O O.5I4O 
Mean 0.6^0 O.875 O^W 0 . ^ 0 O.585 O.7I1-5 
; CD. a t 5^ 
0.013 
0.011 
0.019 
65d 80d 
Treatment (T) 
Vare i ty (V) 
T X V 
C D . a t 
0.003 
0.001 
0,010 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal W (kg/ha) 
100 1^ 0 200 Mean IOO 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 0.220 O.28O 0.660 O.386 O.23O O.l+lfO 0.^00 O.390 
Local O.lfOO 0.520 0.7lf0 0,^^0 0.200 O.3OO O.lfl+0 O.313 
Mean O.310 O.395 O.7OO 0.21^ O.37O 0.1+70 
CD. a t 5i C D . a t ^^ 
Treatment ( T ) O.O27 0.011 
Variety (7 ) 0.022 O.OO9 
T X V 0.039 0.115 
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pro'ved at psir and gave the highest values for leaf phosphorus 
a t 3>5 and 80d. However, B x SB a t ^Od and B x L a t 65d 
gave the highest values . B ^^ x L gave the lov;est value for 
the concentration of phosphorus a t 35 and 50d. However, a t 
65d, B^ QQ X SB and, a t 80d, B^^Q X L , B^^Q X L and B Q X SB, 
being a t par , recorded the lowest values for leaf phosphorus 
content . 
^-.2.12.1+ Root phosphorus content 
Treatment Bp^ Q gave the maximum root phosphorus 
concentration a t a l l samplings (Table 39)• All values were 
c r i t i c a l l y different from one another. In general , a decrease 
in root phosphorus concentration was observed from 35 "to 80d. 
Local variety responded be t t e r in terms of root 
phosphorus accumulation. I t gave maximum values a t a l l 
samplings. 
The combination B^ Q^ -. X L gave maximum value at all 
samplings. A perusal of interaction effects reveals that 
almost each applied dose recorded higher value with Local 
than v;ith Snow Ball. 
-^.2.12.5 Leaf potassium content 
The highest values at all samplings were noted in 
Bp^Q (Table ^O). All values were critically different and 
Table 39. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on root phosphorus content : 
t\TO va r i e t i e s of turnip a t four stages of growth i% dry weigh 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
Va r i e t i e s / 35d 50d , 
T T * S 3 . t ^ s r i i j s "" ' •'—'•-'• •••""' ••»""•"• ' • '- II. . .- n• ' ' ' • • • - ,-
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean IOO 150 200 Mean, 
Snow Ball O.H7O O.53O O.7OO O.566 O.550 0.600 O.72O 0,623 
Local O.76O 0.800 0.880 0.813 0'66O O.72O O.87O 0,y^0 
Mean 0.6l^ 0.66^ O.79O O.6O5 0.660 O.795 
CD. a t 5% C D . at % 
Treatment (T) 0.027 0.010 
Variety (V) 0.022 O.OO8 
T X V 0.038 O.Ollf 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
'•00 1^ 0 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball O.52O O.550 O.69O O.586 O.310 0.1,00 O.500 0.1^^3 
Local 0.630 0.670 0.773 0.691 O.29O 0.62O O.7OO O.536 
.^^ ^" " ' ^ ' ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 ^ ] ^ ^300 0.510 0.607' 
CD. at 5^  
Treatment (T) 0.OO3 ^^ 
Variety (v) o.002 ^'^""^ 
T X V 0^00^ 0.009 
0.015 
Table ^-0. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on leaf potassium content in 
two va r i e t i e s of turnip a t four stages of growth i% dry weight), 
Sampling (days after sowing) 
Var i e t i e s / 35d ^Od 
Treatments "" 
Bsisal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 1-350 1*780 2.16O 1.763 O.67O I.300 1A7O 1.1^^ 6 
Local 1.170 1«256 1.860 l.USS 0,390 I.150 1.200 O.913 
Mean 1.260 1.518 2.010 O.53O 1.225 1.335 
CD. at 5% C.D. a t 5% 
Treatment (T) 0,0l2 0,012 
Variety (v) 0,010 O.OO9 
T X V 0,017 0.017 
65d 80d 
Basal N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 150 200 Mean 
Snow Ball 0,510 1.100 1.210 0.9lfO O.350 O.9OO 1.000 O.75O 
Local O.lfOO 1.036 1.150 0.862 0.300 0.903 0.990 0.731 
Mean 0.lf55 1,068 I.18O O.325 O.9OI 0.995 
C D . at 5^ CD. at ^ 
Treatment ( T ) O.O63 0.008 
Variety (V^ O.O5I O.OO7 
T X V 0.089 0.012 
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B.QQ gave the poorest e f f ec t . The concentration of leaf pota-
ssium, l ike those of nitrogen and phosphorus, was noted to 
decrease gradually from 35 to 80d. 
I t was noted tha t Snow Ball recorded a higher concen-
t r a t i on of potassium at a l l samplings. A decrease in concen-
t r a t ion was also noted as the plants advanced in age. I t was 
apparently more pronounced between 35 and 50d. 
B-jQQ X SB gave higher values for leaf potassium 
content than B^QQ X L at 35 and 50d. At the following samplings, 
the values were, however, a t pa r . The lowest potassium concen-
t r a t ion was noted in B __ x L at successive samplings. 
if.2.12.6 Root potassium content 
Treatment B^QQ gave highest values for the concentration 
of potassium in root a t 5^) ^5 and 80d (Table h^). At 35d, 
however, B,QQ gave the maximum value. All values were c r i t i -
ca l ly d i f ferent from one another. Whereas treatment B.QQ 
showed a l i nea r increase in root potassium content , the other 
two treatments did not present such a c lea r -cu t p i c t u r e , a t 
successive s tages . 
Snow Bal l accumulated more potassium than Local a t 
35» 50 and 65d, while Local surpassed i t a t 80d. 
At each sampling, B2QQ x SB gave the highest values for 
root potassium content . The lowest value was recorded in B ^^ x^L 
a t 35d and in B^oo ^ ^ ^"^ ®100 ^ ^^ ^^ ^°*^* ^^ ^^^» ^100 ^ ^ 
and B^Q X L and, at 80d, B .^Q x L showed the poorest e f fec t . 
Table ^4-1. Effect of basal doses of nitrogen on root potassiiim content in 
two va r i e t i e s of turnip at four stages of growth (% dry weight) . 
Sampling (days af ter sowing) 
Var ie t i e s / 35d 50d 
Treatments -
Basial N (kg/ha) Basal K (kg/ha) 
100 1^0 200 Mean 100 l^ 'O 200 Mean 
Snow Ball O.986 O.996 O.996 O.993 I.OOO I.58O 2.210 1.^96 
Local 0.990 0.800 0.880 O.89O O.990 1.^00 1.650 1.38O 
Mean O.988 O.898 , O.938 O.995 1-^^0 1.930 
» * . . . . • • . . . 
CD. a t ^% C D . a t ^% 
Treatment (T) O.OO5 0,009 
Variety (V) O.OO f^ O.OO7 
T X 7 O.OO'/ 0.012 
6^d 80d 
Basja N (kg/ha) Basal N (kg/ha) 
100 150 200 Mean 100 1^0 200 Mean 
Snow Ball I.I6O I.I3O I.3OO 1.196 1.3OO 1,220 I.85O 1.1+56 
Local 1.000 1.000 1.23O I.O76 1.866 I . I I 6 I.6IO I.53I 
Mean I.O8O I.O65 1.26^ 1,583 I . I68 1.73O 
CD. at 5% C.D. a t 5i 
Treatment (T) 0.010 O.O36 
Variety (V) O.OO8 0,030 
T X V O.Oilf 0,052 
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U-.3 Experiment 3 
In th i s f ie ld experiment the effect of various nitrogen 
doses applied a t sowing and as supplemental top dressing af te r 
35d was studied on Pusa Hashmi variety of radish . The aim of 
t h i s experiment was to study the i r comparative effect on 
growth, yield and -JPK contents . The resu l t s are summarised 
in Tables h2-hQ and the s igni f icant data are br ief ly described 
below. I t may be recalled that top dressing was undertaken 
35d af te r sowing. Hence, data collected at the f i r s t sampling 
(35d stage) actual ly portray the effect of the s t a r t e r dose 
only irresipective of top dressing. 
U-.3«1 Leaf number/plant 
At 35d, t o t a l leaves were maximum in B^QQT and minimum 
in B Q, E'j^ QQ and ^.QQT which proved a t par with one another-
The optimum treatment was followed by ^P^QT „ and B_-_. At 
the next tvra samplings, treatments containing 200 kg N/ha as 
s t a r t e r dose (B^QQ, B^Q^T^^Q, B^QQT^QQ), followed by B^^Q and 
B T , produced more leaves than o the r s . B produced 
minimum leaves, being equalled by B T a t ^Od and B QT 
as well as B J^QQT a t 65d. I t was also noted tha t t o t a l leaf 
production was more between 35 and 5*^ than betv/een ^0 and 
65d (Table h2), 
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U-.3.2 F-glly expanded leaves/plant 
At 35d, treatment 2200*^200 ^^^® ^^ ® maximum effec t 
(37.8 % more than B . ^ Q ) . I t was followed by Bpoo '^^ ^ ^'^00' 
which had equal e f fec t , B, QQ was l e a s t e f fec t ive , in the 
production of fully expanded leaves . At 50'i, however, three 
t reatments , namely B^Q^T^QQ, B20O'^200 ^°^ ^300 ^®^® equally 
highly ef fec t ive , the l a s t two also being a t par with B^QQ 
^^^ ^300^100- Treatments B^^^, B^^QT^^Q and B^^QT^QQ produced 
minimum leaves . At 65d, treatments B^QQ'^^OO' ^100^300' ^300' 
B Q T Q- and Bp^^ gave equal and optimum ef fec t , B^  QQ and 
B - giving the lowest values (Table ^ 2 ) . 
i+.3«3 Immature leaves/plant 
BpQ T^ Q a t 35d and B Q a t ^0 and 6^d gave the maximum 
values (Table h2) for th i s parameter. At 3^ and ^Od, the 
remaining treatments were equal v/ith one another in t h e i r 
e f f ec t , except B Q^T a t 35d, which was poorest and a t par 
with B^oQ. At 65d, however, B^ggT^^^, 3^^^ , B^ogT^^g and 
B T _^  were equal in t he i r effect and gave c r i t i c a l l y higher 
values than the r e s t of the treatments which were also a t par 
with one another. Immature leaves/plant increased more in 
number between 35 and ^0^ than between ^0 and 65d. 
^.3.U- Fresh v/eight/plant 
Like leaf number/plant, a l l the doses containing 200 
83 
(or even 300) kg N/ha applied a t sowing proved b e t t e r in 
producing fresh weight of p l a n t s . Table ^3 ind ica tes tha t 
treatments ^2^0^200' -^ 200 ^"^ ^20o'^100' f°^lo^®<i ^7 ^300' 
recorded the maximum effect at 35^- ^he optimum fresh weight 
was VI .8 fo more than tha t in B „^. At 50d, a l l treatments 
gave c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent values, BpQ« giving the maximum 
ef fec t (18^.8 % more than B .QQ) , followed by B^QQ. At 6^d 
a l so , B^ QQ maintained i t s super ior i ty , giving 129.6^ more 
fresh weight/plant than B^QQ which gave the poorest e f f ec t . 
At t h i s ssimpling, B QQ was followed by B - ^ Q , B.QQT_QQ and 
B T Q, which were a t par with one another. In general , 
•^ion ^^^ vrell as B, Q^) were among the treatments tha t had 
the poorest ef fec t a t the three samplings. The increase in 
fresh weight/plant was more conspicuous between the f i r s t 
two samplings than between ^0 and 65d. 
if.3.5 Fresh weight/top 
At 3^d, B Q T Q and B QQT gave the maximum fresh 
weight/top (Table U-3). However, B Q T was a t par with 
B in i t s e f fec t . Treatments B.Q^T , B ^^ and B, , which 
were equal with one another, produced the lowest fresh weight 
of tops . Like the fresh weight/plant , at 50d, each treatment 
had c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t effect compared with o thers , except 
B ^ Q T and B Q which were a t par with each other and 
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recorded the maxiaram fresh weight/top (197•'? % more than 
treatment 3,„^.which gave the poorest e f f e c t ) . At the l a s t 
"100' 
stage (65'd), B _T gave the maximum value (l90.1f ^ more than 
B , which again gave the lowest va lue ) . Like the fresh 
weight /plant , fresh weight/top also shov/ed greater increase 
between 35' and O^d than between 50 and 65d. 
^+.3.6 Fresh weight/root 
Like fresh weight/plant, fresh weight/root was also 
maximum in B - a t a l l the three samplings (Table U-3), I t 
was 5^.8, 179'5 and 108.2^ more than^B at 35, 50 and 65d 
respec t ive ly . The treatments B^QQT.Q and B^QQT^QQ gave equal 
e f fec t and followed B ^ Q a t the three samplings. At 35 and 
65d samplings, the lowest fresh weight/root was recorded in 
treatment B, _^ whereas a t 50d,B „ gave the l e a s t value. 
Regarding the increase between the 35 and 50d and 50 and 65d, 
i t was more between the f i r s t two samplings. 
if.3.7 Dry weight/plant 
Drj^  matter production in radish plants was more in 
treatments containing an i n i t i a l dose of 200 kg of basal 
ni trogen/ha (Table ^ ) . Thus a t 35d, i t was maximum in B^QQ 
and ^oQi^A^:^'^ » followed by B^QQI^QQ . The treatments B, Q^and 
B QQT^QQ, were /equal in the i r e f fec t . Treatment ^^m ^^'^^ ^^^ 
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maxijimm dry weight/plant a t 50 and 65d a l so , with B^^^T^^^, 
B T and B Q (giving equal values at both samplings) 
following i t . The treatment B gave the poorest e f fec t ; 
hu t i t equalled B T Q and B^^^ a t 50d and B^^Q a t 6^d, I t 
may also be pointed out that dry matter accumulation was very 
conspicuous between the two e a r l i e r samplings. Generally, the 
increase was about four-fold from 35 to 5^^ and l e s s than 
two-fold between 5^ and 65d. 
U-.3.S Dry weight/top 
At 35d, B^Qo and B^QQT^^Q were a t par ^^ i^th each other 
and recorded the maximum effect ,wi th Bpp^ „T _„ following i t 
(Table hh). On the other hand, at 50d, B and B QT 
proved a t par and superior to the r e s t of the t reatments . 
3 _T occupied a pos i t ion among those tha t followed the 
90U 100 
the optimum treatments a t th is s tage . At 65d, hovxever, t r e a t -
ment B QQ recorded the maximum value, followed by B-.QQT ^ and 
B in that order. B QQ and \Q^ were invariably among those 
t ha t exhibited the poorest effect a t each s tage. In cont ras t 
to dry weight/plant, dry weight/top showed a consis tent increase 
from 35 to 65d. 
'+.3.9 Dry weight/root 
Treatment B200 Proved the most ef fec t ive dose for t h i s 
parameter a t a l l three samplings (Table Mf). Like the fresh 
86 
, card B1400 
w e i g h t / r o o t , B .Q^ / r eco rded the minimum e f f e c t . Treatment B, „_ 
gave the lowest va lues for t h i s parameter a t 35 and 65d while 
B^QQ held t h i s p o s i t i o n a t ^Od. At 35d, B ^ ^ Q T ^ ^ ^ and B^QQT^^Q 
which gave equal v a l u e s , followed the optimum t rea tment (Bpj,„). 
At 50d, B^ QQ was followed by B^^^, B^^QT^Q^ and B^QQT^Q^, 
i n t h a t o r d e r . At the l a s t sampling, B was follov/ed by 
^ 2 0 0 ^ 0 0 ' ^200^200 ^"^ ^ 1 0 0 ^ 0 0 ' ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ P^^ ' Contrary 
to the dry we igh t / t op , i t was noted t h a t dry ma t t e r accumulation 
i n r o o t was more between 35 and ^06. than between 5*^  and 65d. 
i+.3,lO Leng th / roo t 
I n g e n e r a l , a l l t r ea tments having 200 kg N/ha as i n i t i a l 
b a s a l dose proved b e t t e r than the o t h e r t r ea tments a t the th ree 
samplings (Table 1+5) • At 35d, t rea tment Bp^gT „ recorded the 
maximum l e n g t h / r a d i s h . B Q T ^ ^ ^ , B Q, B^QQT^QQ and B^QQ, which 
were equal i n t h e i r e f f ec t , fo l lowed i t . Treatment B> -^ was the 
p o o r e s t among a l l . At the fol lowing two s a m p l i n g s , i . e . 5^ and 
65d, Bp_^ gave the maximum value (30.0^ and 3>^»0fo more r e s p e c -
t i v e l y than B ^ Q ) . Treatment B, ^„ gave again the l e a s t va lue s 
a t both s t a g e s . 
^ . 3 . 1 1 Diamete r / roo t 
At the f i r s t sampling ( 3 5 ^ ) , ^oQO ^"^ ^"^00 ^^^^ equa l 
va lue (Table k^)» I t was maximum ilQ.^fo more t hanB .QQ) . The 
r e s t of the t rea tments d i f f e r e d c r i t i c a l l y from each o the r i n 
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t h e i r e f f e c t , except B.QQ and \QQ, whicli were a t p a r and gave 
the lowest v a l u e s . At 50 and 65d a l s o , Bp„Q proved the b e s t 
g iv ing h7.^ and '^O.Ofo h igher va lues than B ^ - . At ^Od s t a g e , 
^200^100' ^200^200 ^^ ^100*^300 ' ^®^"S eqaa.1, followed i t . 
The t r ea tmen t s ^AQQ^^QQ ^^^ ^100 ^®'^ ® p o o r e s t i n t h e i r e f f e c t . 
At 65d, B2ooT2oo» ^aOo'^lOO' ^100^200 ^ ° ^ ^100^300 P^°^^^ ^^ P^^ 
w i th each o the r and followed the optimum t r ea tmen t (B^QQ) . 
Root d iameter increased s u b s t a n t i a l l y between 35 and ^^d 
o n l y . 
^•3*12 To ta l marketable y i e l d 
Total, y i e l d of r a d i s h / h a was s tud ied only a t 5^ and 6^6. 
(Table H-5) as the p l a n t s were not marketable a t 35d. At bo th 
h a r v e s t s , B^,Q_ was the most e f f e c t i v e dose and recorded the 
maximum values (100.0^ and 78.C^ more r e s p e c t i v e l y than B ^ Q 
which gave the minimum v a l u e s ) . At the f i r s t h a r v e s t , Bp^^^ 
was followed by B Q^, B^^QT^QQ , \QO^^QQ ^^^ ^200*^200 ^^ ^^^^ 
o r d e r . At the second ha rves t ^ the e f f e c t of a l l t r ea tmen t s 
d i f f e r e d c r i t i c a l l y wi th one ano the r . The p a t t e r n was almost 
the same as a t the f i r s t h a r v e s t , except t h a t the p o s i t i o n of 
B T and B ^ was in te rchanged . 
^-,3.13 Nu t r i en t content 
Leaf and roo t W, P and K con ten t s were es t imated a t 35> 
50 and 65d land were found to be s i g n i f i c a n t l y a f fec ted by 
88 
the treatments (Tables if6-lf8). 
!+.3• 13• 'I Leaf nitrogen content 
The treatment effect was more d i s t i n c t a t 35 and 65d. 
At the former sampling, a l l treatments gave c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t 
values , except B ^^ and B _T _ , which were equal with each 
o the r . As expected, the doses containing more applied nitrogen 
recorded generally higher concentration of nitrogen in leaf 
(Table U-6). At 35id, B. QQ gave the maximum concentration of 
ni t rogen in leaves (2.23 % niore than B . ^ Q , which gave the l e a s t 
v a l u e ) . I t was followed by B^QQ, B^^QT^QQ and \Q(^^Q^t ^200^^200* 
^200' ^100'^300' ^lOo'^200» ^100*^100 ^"^ ^100 ^" ^^^^ order . On 
the other hand a t 5^^, treatments B^,-JQT^QQ, B^QQT2QQ, B^^QT^QQ 
and Bv -.Q produced equal effect and gave the maximum values 
whereas B ^^ proved the poorest in i t s effect and differed 
c r i t i c a l l y with the other treatments. At 65d, a l l values , 
except those for B and B > Q , d i f f e r e d c r i t i c a l l y with one 
another . At th i s sampling,B.QQTPQQ recorded the maximum effect 
and B^QQT.QQ, the minimum. The optimum treatment was followed 
^y ^100^100' ^200^200' ^100' ^200» ^20o'^100» ^300» \ o O ^'^ 
B^ nnT-,nn in that order. In most of the treatments, the concen-100 300 ' 
tration was more at 35d than at later stages. However, in 
B.QQT^QQ, B.QQT^QQ and B^QQT.QQ^the concentration was more at 
50d than at 35^ after sowing. 
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l+.3«13»2 Root n i t rogen con ten t 
At 35d, t rea tments ^-.QQT QQ, B-QQ and B, „Q gave maximum 
iavid equal) e f f e c t (Table V6). The lowest n i t r ogen concent ra -
t i o n i n r o o t was noted in B ^^, B „ T ^^ and B ^ T ^ which 
100' 100 100 100 200 
were a l so equal i n t h e i r e f f e c t . At ^Od, B ^ ^ Q T . Q „ gave the 
maximum value (2 .3^^ more than the l e a s t value obta ined in B . Q Q ) * 
I t was c r i t i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t from those given by a l l o the r t r e a t -
ments and was followed by B^^^, B ^ Q ^ T ^ ^ ^ , B ^ ^ ^ and B^^QT^Q^ which 
were equal ly e f f e c t i v e among themselves . At 65d, a l l va lues 
d i f f e r e d c r i t i c a l l y with one ano the r , 3^00*^100 being the b e s t 
i n i t s e f f e c t . The t rea tments B^QQT.QQ, B^QQTPQQ, BpQQ, 
^200^100' ^300^100» ^100'^200' ^300 ^"'^ ^lOO followed i t i n t h a t 
o r d e r . Like l e a f n i t rogen , a gradual decrease was noted in the 
roo t n i t r ogen con ten t upto 65d. However, a t 50d, the t r ea tments 
®300^100» ^100^200' ^100^300 ^"^ ^100^100 S^^® ^^S^®^ ^ ^ " ® ^ 
than obta ined a t 35'd. 
^ • 3 • 13 • 3 Leaf phosphorus con ten t 
Almost a l l the values of l ea f phosphorus con ten t of 
r a d i s h obta ined as a r e s u l t of n i t rogen a p p l i c a t i o n d i f f e r e d 
c r i t i c a l l y from one another a t each of t h r ee samplings 
(Table h7) * At 3^d, B ^ _ recorded the maximum concen t r a t ion 
of phosphorus i n the l e a v e s . I t was followed by Bp^QT„„^, 
^200 ' ^100 ' ^200^100 i " ^^^^ °^^^^- Treatments B^^J^^^ and 
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B.„QT_QQ were equal i n t h e i r e f f e c t wi th each o t h e r . On the 
o t h e r hand, B.QQT^QQ and Bi QQ were d i f f e r e n t from each o t h e r . 
At 50d, Bpoo'^100 ^^^® ^^® maximum v a l u e . I t s e f f e c t was 
follovjed by t h a t of B ^T . Next to i t were t r ea tments 
B T and B.J^QT Q, which were equal with each o the r i n 
t h e i r e f f e c t . These t rea tments were follov/ed by B . Q Q T . Q Q , 
^•500» \ o O ' ^200 ^^^ "^100 ^^ ^^^^ o r d e r . Treatment B^QQT^QQ 
gave the lowest l ea f phosphorus con ten t a t t h i s s t a g e . At 
65d, BpQ„TpQQ proved the most e f f e c t i v e t r e a t m e n t . B __and 
B .QQT QQ were a t pa r and gave h igher l e a f phosphorus concent ra -
t i ^ than B^QQ and B ^^T Q. Treatment B^QQT^ QQ gave the lowest 
v a l u e . I t may be noted t h a t , the concen t r a t i on of phosphorus 
i n l e a f increased upto ^06. only and then i t decreased a t 65d. 
1+.3.13 .V Root l^hosphorus con ten t 
At 35^d, t rea tment B^J^QT QQ recorded the maximum value 
(Table h7). Treatments B _Q, B_Q„T and B , t h a t were a t 
p a r , followed i t i n t h e i r e f f e c t . The minimum con ten t was 
noted in B^^^, B ^ ^ Q T ^ ^ ^ and B^QQT^^^ , which were a t p a r . At 
50d, most of the values obtained were c r i t i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t 
those for 
from one ano the r , except/B^QQ and B^QQT Q, which were equal 
and were p laced a t the t h i r d p o s i t i o n . The maximum value was 
ob ta ined i n B.QQT QQ and the minimum, i n B QQ. At 65d, the 
maximum value was obta ined in BpQgTpQ„ and t r ea tmen t s BpQQ, 
9 
Bl00 ' ' " ^^ ' ^ " ' ' •^ '"^ ' " " ' ' ' ' ' ' l00'^300' V o ' ^100' '200' ^100^100' 
•^ U-00» ^•^Oo'^ lOO ^^^ ^POO'^ lOO follo^scl i t i n t h a t o rde r i n t h e i r 
e f f e c t on r o o t phosphorus c o n t e n t . Like l ea f phosphorus con ten t , 
r o o t s a l so showed an i nc r ea se i n concen t r a t i on from 3^d to 
50d, except i n t r ea tments B and B „ where a minor decrease 
was no ted . The r o o t phosphorus con ten t , however, decreased in 
a l l the t r ea tmen t s a t 65d. 
'+ • 3• 13• 5 Leaf potassium con ten t 
and 
At 3'?d two t rea tments (B ^^T QQ/ ^-IOO'' P^^' '^®^ equa l ly 
e f f e c t i v e i n giving the maxlmim value (Table 1+8). On the 
o t h e r hand, B^QQT Q, B^QQ and B _ gave the minimum (equa l ) 
c o n c e n t r a t i o n of l ea f po tass ium. At ^Od, a comparat ively sharp 
d i f f e r e n c e was no ted , as a l l t r e a t m e n t s , except B.^^T.^^ and 
•^200-^200' °'^ ^® s t a t i s t i c a l l y equal v a l u e s . Treatment B .QQ 
r e s u l t e d i n the maximum leaf potassium c o n t e n t , followed by 
B QT.QQ and BpQQT „„ in t h a t o r d e r . Minimum c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
was noted i n B< QQ. At 6^d, ^QQ^^QQ recorded the maximum e f f e c t . 
I t was followed by B^^ QQ and B^QQT^QQ (which equa l led each o t h e r ) , 
BPQQT^QO? B,|QQT-.QQ and BpQQ in t h a t o r d e r . Minimum lea f 
po tass ium con ten t was noted i n B^QQ, B.QQT.QQ and B^QQ^the l a s t 
i n i t s e f f e c t 
be ing equal to B^QQT Q ^ I n gene ra l , a cont inuous decrease i n 
the concen t r a t i on of l e a f potassium was noted in most t r ea tmen t s 
as the p l a n t s matured. However, a t ^^d, the t r ea tmen t s B . ^ Q , 
92 
^100^100» ^200''"100 ^"^ ^300'^100 ^^ "^ ® s l igh t ly higher values than 
were obtained at 35^. 
h,3,13.6 Boot ^otassi-um content 
At 35d, B-)QQ and B, QQ, being at par , recorded the maximum 
e f f ec t , followed by B QQT ^^ (Table ^-8). Next to i t were BpQQ, 
^200^100' ^20o'^200 ^^^ ^100*^300' ^^^^^'^ ^®^® equal to one 
another in the i r e f fec t . The poorest effect was noted in B^QQ, 
B QQT QQ and B.QQT^QQ, which were at par . At 50cl, B-QQ and 
B QQT QQ, which were a t par , proved bes t in t he i r e f fec t , 
followed by B^Qo ^B^QQT^QQ and B^OQT^OO^ ^200 ^^^ ^100^300' 
in tha t order. Like the 35^ reading, the minimum values were 
noted in B^^^, B^^QT^^Q and B^QQT^QQ, which were a t par . At 
the l a s t sanrpling (65d), B.QQT ^^ gave the maximum root potassium 
content , followed by B^QQT QQ, B QQ and B.QQT^QQ, in tha t order . 
The lowest concentration was noted in ^pnQ^-tQQ* Unlike the leaf, 
the root in a l l the ti^eatments recorded higher values of 
potassium content a t ^Od when compared with 35^, s imi la r ly , 
^100^300' ^100^100' ^100 ^ ^ ^100^200 g^^ ® Wisher values a t 
6^d but the remaining treatments showed a decrease in 
concentration of root potassium. 
^•^ Sxperlirient k 
This f ie ld experiment was conducted simultaneously with 
Experiment 3 , keeping the same doses of n i t rogen. Turnip 
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var ie ty Snow Ball was selected on the bas is of i t s b e t t e r 
performance in Experiment 2 . The aim of the experiment was to 
study the effect of d i f ferent doses of nitrogen applied a t 
sowing as well as by supplemental top dressing (^Od af te r 
sowing) on the growth, yield and NPK contents a t four stages 
of growth. The s igni f icant data are br ief ly described below 
(Tables U-9-55) • I t may be noted tha t , a s in Experiment 3 on 
radishyin general, the treatments having 200 kg N/ha applied 
as s t a r t e r dose proved be t t e r than the other treatments for 
most of the growth aod yield cha rac t e r i s t i c s a t each sampling. 
I t may also be noted tha t Bv QQ was poorest in i t s effect cOso 
the treatments containing the s t a r t e r dose 100 kg N/ha. 
H.l+.l Leaf number/nlant 
Total leaves were maximum in B^QQ a t a l l the four 
samplings (35? 5^^ ^5 and 80d). However, a t 35 and 50d, %oo"''lOO 
and, a t 65d, ^2Q(?20Q ^^'^^ ^^ P^ --"^  with B^QQ* The lowest effect 
was noted in B QQ, B.QQT ^ and B, „„ a t the f i r s t sampling, 
in B - at 50d and in B, QQ at the l a s t two samplings. Treat-
ment B QQ produced ^ f . 9 , 4^-1-3) 50«1 and 77*'^o more leaves than 
B „^ a t 35, 50J 65 and 80d respect ive ly . I t may be pointed 
out tha t the effect of d i f fe ren t treatments was more d i s t i n c t 
a t the l a s t two samplings, while a t the e a r l i e r sainplings, the 
treatment ef fect was not so d i s t i n c t . A s l igh t increase in 
lea.f number/pi ant was noted between 35 and 50d, while between 
50 and 65d^ the increase was more pronounced in individual 
t reatments . Leaf production was e i ther arrested or decreased 
in each treatment between 6^ and 80d (Table ^9) • 
h»h,2 Fully expanded leaves /p lant 
The effect of d i f ferent treatments on expansion of leaves 
was not as c lear -cu t as on t o t a l leaf production noted above; 
bu t these two parameters showed one s imi l a r i t y . The treatments 
tha t produced more fully expanded leaves invariably contained 
200 kg M/ha as basal dose. At the f i r s t sampling (35^)? ^-lOO' 
B^o^T^^^ and B. ^^ gave the lowest values tha t were a t -par with 100 100 M-00 '^  
each o ther . At 50d, the minimum value v;as given by B.QQ. At 
65d, the lowest values were recorded in B QQ, B.QQT - Q , B_QQT QQ 
and 3^QQ,which were a t pa r . At the l a s t sampling, B.QQ was the 
poorest in i t s effect (Table 1+9) • Almost a constant increase 
was noted upto 65d of growth while, at 80d a decrease in the 
number of fully expanded leaves/plant was noted. 
^.l+.3 Immalcure leaves/plant 
The number of immature leaves /p lant was maximum at 35d 
in treatment B ; a t 50d, in B^QQT ; and at 65 and 80d, in 
BpQQTpQQ. The ontimum doses were followed by ^200^100^ ^20o'^200 ' 
BpQQ and B^QQ a t 35, 50? ^5 and BOd respect ive ly . At 35d, the 
minimum value was noted in B^QQ, while a t 50d, B ^QT^QQ, being 
a t par with BOQQJ gave the lovrest value. At the l a s t two 
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sam-nlings, hov/ever, the numlier of immature l e aves was lowes t 
i n t rea tment B, (Table H-9) • In g e n e r a l , a decrease was noted 
i n the number of immature l eaves between 3^ and ^Od, i n each 
t r e a t m e n t . However, a t 65d, thercj was an inc rease i n t h e i r 
number i n a l l t r e a tmen t s ; but i t genera l ly decreased a t 80d 
a g a i n . 
1+.^.^ F resh w e i g h t / p l a n t 
Treatment B gave the mciximum va lues a t a l l four 
samplings (Table ^O) • F resh weight i n t h i s t r ea tment was 25»^, 
^1 '1', 137*3 and 178.6^ more than in B^Q^ a t 3 ^ , 50, 6^ and BOd 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Taking i n t o account the remaining t r ea tments a t 
d i f f e r e n t samplings, B T ^ t rea tment proved next to the b e s t 
t r e a t m e n t i n i t s effectj(^35 and 50d, when i t was a t p a r with 
BPQQT QQ. At the l a s t tv/o samplings, i . e . 65 and BOd, t r e a t -
ment B^QQT^QQ followed BpQQ. I t was a t par wi th B-.QQ a t 65d 
and V7ith B .„QT_QQ and B^QQT QQ a t the l a s t s t a g e . Treatments 
B.pQ and/or B, QQ proved the l e a s t e f f e c t i v e for t h i s pa ramete r . 
A g e n e r a l , inc rease i n p l a n t f resh weight was noted up to 65d. 
I t was comparatively more between ^0 and 65d. At the l a s t 
sampling, a decrease v;-as noted in the va lues fo r a l l the 
t r e a t m e n t s . 
i+.if.^ Fresh weight / top 
Like the t o t a l f r e s h w e i g h t / p l a n t noted above, t h i s 
parameter was maximum in B a t a l l the samplings (Table ^^) » 
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The lowest va lues were given by B« „Q a t 3^d, by B .QQ and 
^100*^300 ^^ ^ ° ^ ' ^y ^100 ^ ^ \ o o ^^ ^^'^ ^"^ ^^ ^100 ^^ ^^'^^ 
Out of the remaining t r e a t m e n t s , B^QQT^QQ and B^QQT^QQ were 
g e n e r a l l y among the t r ea tments t h a t c lo se ly followed the optimum 
a t each sampling. An inc rease in f resh weigh t / top was noted 
i n almost a l l the t r ea tments upto 65d o n l y . 
U-.1+.6 Fresh we igh t / roo t 
Unl ike the e a r l i e r noted pa r ame te r s , B^QQ was the most 
e f f e c t i v e dose f o r t h i s parameter a t 35d (35*1^ more than B QQ) ; 
b u t a t 50d, i t was replaced by the t r ea tment ^onn^pon ( H ' S ^ 
more than B Q^) .. At 6^ and 80d, Bp^^ was the most e f f e c t i v e 
dose recording the h ighes t f resh weight of r o o t and giving 
139^2 and 179.6^ h igher va lues r e s p e c t i v e l y than B . ^ Q (Table ^0). 
An i n c r e a s e up to 65d only was noted i n f r e sh w e i g h t / r o o t a l s o . 
U-.V.? Dry we igh t / p l an t 
I t i s ev ident from Table ^^ t h a t , a t 35d, Bp^^T _Q and 
B^QQT QQ were a t pa r with each o the r i n giving the maximum 
dry w e i g h t / p l a n t (96.6^ more than B .QQ) . At ^0, 65 and 80d 
BpQQ recorded the maximum v a l u e s ; bu t a t 50 d i t s e f f e c t was 
a t p a r wi th t h a t of B - „ Q and B^QQT Q_. Among o t h e r t r e a t m e n t s , 
B gene ra l l y followed the optimum dose . Treatment B ^ T 
a t 35d; B^QQ, B^QQT^QQ, B^QQT^QQ, B^QQT^QQ and B^Q^ (which were 
97 
a t par) at ^Od and B ^^ and \QQ ("being a t par) a t 6^ and 80d 
gave the minimum dry weight/plant . A l inea r increase in dry 
weight/plant was noted in a l l the treatments upto 65d. The 
increase was comparatively more conspicuous between 35 and ^Od 
than between ^0 and 65d. 
U-.if.8 Dry weight/top 
At 35d, treatments ^QQ^^^QQ^ B-QQ and B QQT^Q^ were 
equal and recorded the maximum value, while ^^QQ^nQQ showed 
the l e a s t effect on th i s parameter. Treatments BpQo'^ pOO ' B 
and B, QQ followed the optimum treatments a t th is s tage . 
At ^Od, B Q and \Q(^200 ^®^^§ ^^ P^^> recorded the maximum 
values and B.QQ and B^QQT Q, the minimum. At 6^ and 80d, the 
maximum effect of B was c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t from tha t of 
the remaining treatments, with B giving the lowest value 
(Table ^1) . An increase in dry weight/top was noted up to 
65d while i t decreased between 65 and BOd. 
k-,k-*9 Dry weight/root 
At the f i r s t sampling, B ^ gave the maximum effect 
(78.5^ more than B^^^), followed by B^QQT^^Q. At 50d,B ^ 
proved superior to the other treatments (33.3^ more than B _„) , 
followed by B Q^T^^^. At the third sampling, the bes t dose 
(3^00^ was followed by B QQ. At BOd a lso , B^^^^ maintained i t s 
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super ior i ty over the other treatments. I t may be pointed out 
t h a t treatment B, ^_ had the most adverse effect on th i s 
cha rac t e r i s t i c a t each stage (Table 5l)« Unlike other para-
meters, dry weight/turnip increased l inea r ly up to 80d. 
However, the increase was more pronounced between 35 and ^Od. 
and 50 and 65d but was only marginal between 65 and 80d. 
^.H.10 Diameter/root 
Treatment B^Q,, resulted in the highest value for root 
diameter at a l l stages (Table ^2). Treatment B^-QT was a t 
par with i t a t 50d and followed i t a t the remaining samplings. 
The lowest diameter values were noted in B, _. A s l i g h t 
increase in the root diameter was noted up to 65d, while a 
marginal decrease was noted between the l a s t two samplings. 
1+.U-.11 Tot-al marketable yield 
The t o t a l yield of turnip crop was noted only at 65 and 
80d of growth as turnips of marketable quali ty were not obtained 
e a r l i e r . Like most other growth parameters, i t was maximum 
in B QQ at both harvests (Table 52). I t was followed in i t s 
e f fec t by B,5^ ^T _„. Most treatments had c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t 
e f fec t , with the lov/est value being noted in B-|QQ a t both stages. 
I t may be pointed out tha t in each treatment a minor reduction 
in turnip yield was noted at BOd. 
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^•.h*^2 Nutrient content 
Leaf and root N, P and K contents were estimated a t a l l 
four growth stages of turnip and were found to be s igni f icant ly 
affected by the treatments (Tables 53-^5) • 
If.If.12.1 Leaf nitrogen content 
At 35d, the maximum percentage of nitrogen was recorded 
in B^gg. I t was followed by B^^^, B^^^T^^^, B^^o^^OO' ^300 ""^ 
B^QQT QQ v/hich were equal in the i r e f fec t . The minimum leaf 
nitrogen content was recorded in B.QQT QQ and ^^nQ^noO ' ^^ 
the following sampling (50d), treatments ^-JQQT QQ and B^QQ 
( a t par) proved most ef fec t ive , followed by B-QQ. The minimum 
values were given by B^QQ, B^QO^-JOQ ^^^ ^200-^200* ^^ ^^^' -^^^ 
nitrogen percentage was maximum in B.^QT^QQ, follo\'/ed by 
B^QQT^QQ. I t was h.Cffo more than in B QQ, which gave the lowest 
value and v;as a t par with Bp„Q. At the l a s t sampling, a l l 
t reatments gave c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent values (Table 53) • A 
decrease in concentration was noted between 3^ and 50d in a l l 
between 
the t reatments , v;hile / 6^ and 80d^ the decrease was evident in 
the treatments ha-i?ing no top dress ing. On the other hand a t 
65d^an increase was noted in a l l the treatments with top 
d ress ing . 
if.^.12.2 Root nitrogen content 
At 35^, maximum concentration of nitrogen in the root 
was noted in B . It was followed by 6200^^200 ^^^ ^ 300-'-100 
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( a t r>ar). The minimura e f f e c t was noted in B . ^ Q , B . Q ^ T ^ ^ Q , 
•^100-^200' •^ 'lOO'^ '^ OO ^'^^ ^U-00' ^ ^ ^ ^ were a t par wi th one ano the r . 
At 50d, B-,QQT.QQ gave the h ighes t v a l u e , followed by BpQQ, 
•^200*^100' •^''Oo'^200 ^^ •^•^00' ^'^^'^^ showed equal e f f e c t . The 
minimum roo t n i t rogen con ten t was again noted in the same 
t r e a t m e n t s as a t 35d. At 65d, as i n the case of l e a f , ^^nn^ooo 
recorded the maximum v a l u e , followed by ^OQQT^QQ, B^QQT „ Q , 
^^100'^300» ^^200*^200^' ^200'^100» ^300» ^200» ^100 ^"^ \ o O ' ^^ 
t h a t o r d e r . At the l a s t sampling, B.QQT QQ and B^QQ gave the 
h i g h e s t concen t r a t i on of n i t rogen i n r o o t s , followed by B ^ Q Q T „ ^ „ . 
The minimum va lues were noted in B,QQ a t 6^ as wel l as 80d. A 
dec rease i n roo t n i t rogen conten t was noted up[jto ^Od in t r e a t -
ments B .QQT-QQ, B^QQ and B-.QQT QQ. At 65d, t h i s dec rease was 
noted only i n t rea tments where top d r e s s i n g was not appl ied 
( B ^ Q Q , B^QQ, B-QQ and B, Q Q ) , while i n o t h e r t r e a t m e n t s , having 
d i f f e r e n t doses of top d r e s s i n g , an i nc rea se v/as noted between 
^0 and 65d. L a s t l y , a decrease was noted in a l l t r ea tmen t s 
between 65 and 80d (Table ^ 3 ) . 
U-.1+.12.3 Leaf phosphorus con ten t 
In g e n e r a l , t r ea tments con ta in ing h igh i n i t i a l doses 
of b a s a l n i t rogen recorded high l e a f phosphorus c o n c e n t r a t i o n 
a t 35 and ^Od. At the two l a t e r sampl ings , the doses wi thout 
top d r e s s i n g proved l e s s e f f e c t i v e . At 35d, B_QQ gave the 
maximum v a l u e , followed by ^\^QQ and B^QQT^QQ ( a t p a r ) , B2QQT^QQ, 
10 
^^100^300' ^200 ' ^20o'^200^' ^^100' ^100^^200^ ^ ^ ^ 1 0 0 ^ 1 0 0 ' ^^ 
t h a t o r d e r . At ^Cti, B, Q recorded maximum e f f e c t , followed by 
^300 ' ^ ^ 3 0 ^ 1 0 0 ' ^200^200-^' ^^200' ^300^100^' ^®100» ^100^300^' 
^100^100 ^ ^ ^100^200' ^° ^^^^ °^^®^- ^^ ^^ *^ > ^100'^1Q0 ^^^^ 
the maximum ^ a l u e . I t was followed by Bp^ T , ^®ion"^?00' 
^100^300' ^300 ' ^300^100^» ^20o'^200' \ c o » ^200 ^ ^ ^100 ' 
i n t h a t o r d e r . At 80d, a l s o , ^-IQQ^^QQ proved the b e s t t r e a t -
ment. I t was followed by B2QQT-,QQ, BgQo'^ j.OO ^^lOo'^200» ^300 ' 
^300^100^ ^'^00^300' \ 0 0 ^^^ ^^100' ^200^ '^^ ^^^^ ° ^ ® ^ 
(Table ^if). The phosphorus percentage decreased up t o ^ O d 
of growth (before top d r e s s i n g was a p p l i e d ) . An i n c r e a s e was 
noted a t 65d in a l l t r ea tments having top d re s s ing of n i t r o g e n . 
At 80d, a decrease i n phosphorus concen t r a t i on was noted aga in . 
U-.U-.i2.if fis^pt ptosphorns cQPtgpl; 
Table ^k- i n d i c a t e s t h a t , a t 35^i the pe rcen tage of 
phosphorus i n the roo t of t u r n i p was maximum i n Bp-„T ^ and 
B„QQTPQQ, which were a t p a r and were followed by ^poo ^^ *^  ^^^ 
minimum in ^^^QQ^nQO' -^ ^ ^ ^ ' -^200 ^^^^ ^^® h ighes t r o o t ' 
phosphorus c o n c e n t r a t i o n . Treatments BOQQT.QQ, ^ 2 0 0 ' ' ' 2 0 0 » 
B-QQ and B-VQQT.QQ, which were equal i n t h e i r e f f e c t , followed 
Bp^„. Like the 35^ s t a g e , the minimum value was noted in 
B.QQT Q-. At 65d sampling, the maximum value was noted i n 
B.QQT QQ and the minimum^in B^QQ. These va lues were c r i t i c a l l y 
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d i f f e ren t from the r e s t of the treatments. At the l a s t sampling 
B „^T „Q and B^QQ recorded maximum (equal) va lues , followed by 
^100^200' ^200*^100' ^200^200/^300' ^300^100^ ^ ^ ^^100^^300' 
B> QQ), in that order. The lowest value was noted in B.^^^. 
Root phosphorus concentration for various treatments was 
comparable a t 35 and 80d. The values in general were lower 
a t these samplings when compared with the values obtained at 
50 and 65d. 
^.^-.12.5 Leaf potassium content 
At 35d, maximum concentration of potassium in leaf was 
recorded in B^QQT^QQ, followed by B^QQT^QQ, B200T200, ^^OO^^QQ. 
^200' ^300» ^100^300 ^"^ ^^300^100' \ 0 0 ^ ' ^" ^^^^ °^^^^ 
(Table 55) • The lowest leaf potassium content was noted in 
B.QQ; but i t s effect was a t par with tha t of B^QQT.QQ. At 
50d, BpQQ proved to be the b e s t / . I t recorded more potassium 
than B.QQ which resulted in the lowest percentage. Regarding 
the other treatments, B^^QT^^Q, B^QQ'I^^QQ, ^^100^200' ^200^200' 
^300^» ^30o'^100' ^100^100 ^"^ \ 0 0 follo^^ed the optimum 
treatment (B^QQ^J ^^ ^^^^ order. At 65d, B^QQT^QQ gave the 
maximum value followed by B^^^, (B^Q^T^^^ , B ^ ^ ^ ) and (B^QQI^Q^, 
^200' ^200^100' ^200^200' ^100^' ^"^ ^^^^ °^^^'"* ^o '^ lOO 
resul ted in the lowest leaf potassium content . At 80d, 
B„QQT QQ gave the highest leaf potassium content . I t was 
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folloi.ed by (B2oo» ^200^00^ ' ^ ^ 0 0 ^ 0 0 ' \ o o ^ ' ^100^300 ^ ^ 
I t may be noted that the leaf potassium content was high, in 
genera l , at early stages of growth (35, 5^ and 6^d). I t was 
minimum at 80d. 
lfjf.12.6 Root potassium content 
At 35d, each treatment gave c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t value, 
tha t for B^QQT QQ being the h ighest . I t was followed by ^PQQT^QQ 
^300' ^200^100' ^100^300' ^100*^200' ^200' ^100^100 ^"^ \ o O , ^ " 
tha t order . B^QQ gave the lowest percentage of potassium in 
root (Table 55)• At 50d, B-.QQT^QQ, B^QQ and B^QQ (which were 
equal in the i r effect) proved the most e f f i c i e n t . The r e s t of 
the treatments did not provide a c lear -cut p i c tu r e . At 65d, 
B T and B „„ were equally effect ive in recording the 
maximum value. These treatments were followed by B^.^T^.. and 
200 100 
B Q. At the l a s t sampling (80d)^the e f fec t of B.QQT , B^QQ 
and B-^^T Q was superior to that of the other t reatments . At 
t h i s stage, B, QQ gave the lowest value. In general , the 
lowest root potassium concentration was noted at 35d, and the 
h ighes t , a t ^^d. At the 65d sampling, the concentrations 
decreased s l igh t ly but v/ere comparatively higher than at 80d. 
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^•5 Experiment "^ 
In t h i s experiment, the effect of ten f e r t i l i s e r combi-
nat ions on radish variety Pus a Rashmi was s tudied. The aim of 
the t r i a l was to compare the efficacy of the mode of f e r t i l i s e r 
appl ica t ion (top dressing vs fo l i a r spray) on the yield of 
radish^at the same time keeping in mind f e r t i l i s e r economy. 
Top dressing and fo l i a r spray were done 35d after sowing. 
The following parameters were taken into account, a t 5^ 0d 
a f te r sowing, the optimum stage for harvest established in 
Experiments 1 and 3 . Table 5^ indicates tha t a l l data were 
s ign i f i can t . These are br ief ly discussed below. 
Treatment B^^^^ produced the maximum fresh weight, 
89.2^ more than B^^Q vfhich produced the minimum fresh weight 
(Table 5^). B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^s followed by B^^^f^^ and B ^ ^ T ^ 
(which were at par with each o the r ) , BpOO'^ l'^  ^^^ ^ i<c/ l< 
( a t p a r ) , Bg^Q and B^QQF^. ( a t p a r ) , B^QQT ^^  and B. ^.QF^, in 
t ha t order . I t may be pointed out tha t B^J-QF^J- proved b e t t e r 
thanB^^oT^,^ and B^QQT^^. 
^•5-2 Fresh MQXgW%QV 
BPQQF J. recorded the maximum value for fresh weight/top 
(126.6^ more than B ^.Q, which again gave the poorest e f f e c t ) . 
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I t was followed by B^^QT^^, 3200^1^' ^200' ^1^0^15' \Q(?^ ^""^ 
B QQT ( a t p a r ) , ^ . ^ ^ F ^ and B F in tha t order. I t may be 
added tha t fresh weight/top was influenced by f o l i a r spray 
when applied with 200 kg N/ha (Table 56)» 
^•^•3 Fresh weight/root 
Like the fresh weight/plant , i t was maximum in B^^^F^^ 
followed by B^^QT^^, B^^QF^^, \Q^2^ ^ ^ ^200^15 ^^^ P^^» 
^200"^^' ®200» ^150^5 ^ ^ ^200*^25 -^ ^ *^^^ order (Table 56). 
The treatment B. ^^ Q ^^^ '*^ ®^ poorest in influencing the 
root fresh weight. Fol ia r application of 2^ kg N/ha was 
b e t t e r {B^^^^J) than the same amount of f e r t i l i s e r applied 
(B -.g'^ pj^ ) as top dress ing. 
^•5«^ Dry weight/plant 
This a t t r i b u t e was also maximum in "^^^^(^2^ ( l^^A^ more 
than in B ^ ) followed by B ^- . I t may be noted that very low 
values for diy weight/plant were given by B ^^  , B ^^ ^^ F^  and 
B l 5 ( / l 5 ' * " ^ ^ = ^200^5' ^200^15' ' '200^25' ^150^25 ^"^ ^00^^25 
occupied intermediate pos i t ions (Table 5^). 
^ 0 ' 5 Dry weight/tot) 
This parameter followed almost the same pa t te rn as was 
noted for dry weight/plant (Table 5^). Treatment B^^^QF j . , 
gave the maximum value (131.3^ inore than B. ^^.Q). Dry matter 
Iflf) 
accumulation in tops was equal in B^J^QT j^ and B^QQT^. The 
values were more than obtained in B.^..Q, B.^QF^. and B.^^F j ^ . 
Fo l i a r f e r t i l i s a t i o n proved b e t t e r than top dress ihg. 
h.y.6 Dry wgig]it/ropt 
Treatment B.-,^F^^ proved ontimum for th i s narameter 15^ 25 
(180.7?^ more than B.^„) . The trend v;as s imilar to tha t noted 
1 pu 
for dry weight/plant and dry weight/ top. However, only the 
e f fec t of treatments BpQQ and B Q^F^, which followed the 
optimum treatment (B.j^gF j . ) , was c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent from 
the o the r s . Treatments B.^„ and B^^.F . were given among the 
treatments that gave the poorest performance. 
i t if. 5 • 7 Length/roo1 
A perusal of Table ^6 indicates t ha t the effect of 
treatments on radish root length was not very d i s t i n c t . However, 
i t may be noted tha t B^S^^ and B^QQ were among the bes t 
treatments and B. ^-.Q, B^QF^^ and B.-.QF.J^ as well as B_QQT j ^ , 
among those tha t produced the shor tes t roo t s . 
^ . 5 • 8 Diameter/root 
The pic ture for th i s narameter was also i n d i s t i n c t . 
However, b e t t e r r e su l t s were obtained with treatments B.(-.QF^^^, 
B^^QT^^^, B^QQF^ and B^QQ. Treatment B^^^ (equalled by B^^^F^) 
gave the lowest values for the root diameter (Table ^6) . 
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h»^*9 Total marketable yield 
Like most parameters noted above, B.^ ^^F ^^  proved optimum 
for radish y i e ld . I t gave 37»^ more yield than B ^ , which 
gave the lowext value. I t may be pointed out tha t the optimum 
treatment ^^^c^o^n^"^ out-yielded B „ that had proved bes t among 
the soi l -appl ied nitrogen treatments in e a r l i e r f i e ld t r i a l s 
and 
on radish (Sxperiments 1 and 3) / thus also resul ted in a 
saving of 2!? kg N/ha. While comparing top dressing with 
f o l i a r appl icat ion, the l a t t e r mode of f e r t i l i s e r application 
proved benef ic ia l than the former^ as B^JF ^^  tha t contained 
the same amount of f e r t i l i s e r gave 8.5^ more radish yield than 
t h a t recorded in ^^<:;Q^2^* 
M-.6 Experiment 6 
The aim of th i s experiment was to compare the effect of 
various combinations of supplemental nitrogen (applied by top 
dressing or spray) on the yield cha rac t e r i s t i c s of 3no\^ Bal l 
var ie ty of tu rn ip . Top dressing^as well as fo l ia r spray was 
done 50cl af ter sowing. The treatments were selected on the 
bas i s of data of e a r l i e r experiments on tu rn ip , sind the 
ideal growth stage^from the point of view of marketabi l i ty 
(65d af te r sowing). Mil cha rac te r i s t i c s studied in t h i s 
f ie ld t r i a l were noted to be affected s igni f icant ly by 
108 
f e r t i l i s e r application (Table 57). These are br ie f ly consi-
dered below. 
^•6.1 FrQS:^ vfgisht/p,lant 
All treatments gave c r i t i c a l l y d i f fe ren t values . Fresh 
weight /p lant was maximum in B^r^g^pej being ^6,^% more than in 
B.j^Q, which gave the minimum value (Table 57)» The optimum 
treatment (B^^QF t^^ ^ ^^^ followed by B^QQF.^J ^20O'^2 ' I ' ^^'^(?2^^ 
^200 ' ^150^15' ^20(^5' ^^5(f5 "-"^ ^200^25' '^^  ^^^^ °^^^^-
if.6.2 Fresh weight/top 
Like p lan t fresh weight, a l l values obtained with 
various treatments were c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent from each other for 
f resh weight of top. Treatment Bpon"'"?^ proved optitmim, giving 
82,1^ more top fresh weight than B.^^Q. Among the treatments that 
followed the optiimim treatment, mention may be made of B QF ,,,, 
B.^QF^K and B. ^ ^ T ^ . The lowest value for fresh weight of top 
was noted in Bp^QF-p.. 
^+.6.3 Fresh weight/root 
Treatments B r^'QT p^- and B^QQ whose effect was a t par , 
proved to be the best for fresh weight of roo t , giving about 
51.1^ higher value than B^^Q. These treatments were followed 
^^ ^150^25' ^150^15 ^"^ ^20(/ i5* Treatment B^^Q gave the 
minimiim value for fresh weight of root . 
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^.6.1+ Dry v /e l^h t /p lan t 
Like f r e s h w e i g h t / p l a n t , dry mat te r p roduc t ion was 
h i g h e s t i n t rea tment B._,„F^^ (59«8^ more than in 3^ . ^ ) , The 
optdMim dose was followed by B ^ Q ^ , B ^ Q ^ F ^ , B ^ ^ Q F ^ ^ , B ^ ^ Q T ^ ^ 
o r d e r (Table ^ 7 ) . 
U-.b.p Dry weigh t / top 
As in the case of f r e s h weight and dry w e i g h t / p l a n t , 
B ^ ^ ^ c ^ proved the optimum dose for dry weight of top (Table ^7) 
I t was followed by B^QQ and B^QQFJ^. On the o t h e r hand, B Q ^ F ^ 
was the l e a s t e f f e c t i v e treafcient for dry ma t t e r p roduc t ion in 
t u r n i p t o p s . The remaining t r ea tmen t s (BPQQT^K, B^QQF^,^, B ^^Q, 
B . K Q F ^ ^ and B ^ ^ Q T ^ ^ ) were in t e rmed ia te in t h e i r p o s i t i o n for 
t h i s pa ramete r . 
^ • 6 . 6 Dry we igh t / roo t 
The e f f e c t of va r ious t r ea tmen t s on t h i s parameter was 
no t as d i s t i n c t as noted in o the r parameters desc r ibed above 
(•^able 57)• I t was maximum i n t r ea tments B^„„ and B^„_F^^ 
200 200 15 
( a t p a r ) ana minimum in B.^_ and B.^„F^ ( a l s o a t p a r ) . Out 
of the tvra optimum t reatments^B^QQF^^ was a t p a r wi th B ^ ^ Q F ^ . 
Treatments B ^ Q and B^QQ^t^ gave the lowest va lues for t h i s 
parameter and were a t p a r wi th each o the r in t h e i r e f f e c t . 
no 
^•6.7 Diameter/root 
Data on the effect of treatments on root dinmeter 
revealed tha t treatment ^nnn (which was at par with B^Q^F^) was 
bes t for th i s parameter, followed by B^^QF.J^. The treatments 
^200^15' ^200^2^' ^150^5' ^150^25 ^ ^ ^150^^25 ^®^® ^^ P^^ ^"^ 
t he i r e f fec t . The lowest effect was noted in B „ Q _ T ^ and 
B^ p^ Q which were a t par (Table 57)» 
^ .6 .8 Total marketable yie ld 
Treatment Bpoo c^^  gave the maximum yield but B2Q0 proved 
a t par with i t . The l a t t e r treatment was a t par with B^^ ^, 
The lowest yield of turnip was noted in treatment B.^^ which 
was c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent in i t s effect from a l l other t r e a t -
ments (Table ^7)» 
^ .7 Experiment 7 
The aim of th is f ie ld experiment on Pusa Rashmi var ie ty 
of rad ish was to study the effect of the frequency of supplef 
mental fo l i a r spray of nitrogen (applied e i the r once a t 35d or 
tvrlee a t 3^ and ^2d af ter sowing) in combination with basal 
doses selected on the basis of the data of Experiment ^. The 
data (Table ^8) indicate that the effect of treatment was 
s i gn i f i c an t . These are br ief ly described below. 
I l l 
'+»7«1 Fresh w e i g h t / p l a n t 
Most of the t r ea tments d i f f e r ed c r i t i c a l l y in t h e i r 
e f f e c t . B ^^ QF recorded the h ighes t f r e s h weight of the p l a n t 
(Table ^8). I t was 5^*^% more than in B ^ , which gave the 
lowes t v a l u e . Treatments B^^^F^^, B ^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ , B^^^ and B^^^F^^^^^ 
(which were a t p a r ) , B^ J'^^_^^^ and B^^^ follov/ed the optimum 
t r ea tmen t in t h a t order and were c r i t i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t in t h e i r 
e f f e c t from t h a t of B . | ^ Q . 
^ • 7 . 2 Fresh weigh t / top 
Al l the t r ea tments gave c r i t i c a l l y d i f f e r e n t v a l u e s . 
Like f r e sh vreight of whole p l a n t s , t rea tment ^^c^f^o'^ recorded 
the maximum value (Table ^ 8 ) . I t was 5^ 1.3^ 5 more/than B ^ ^ Q , 
whose va lue was the l owes t , The optimum t r ea tmen t was 
followed by B^^^F^^^^^, B^^^F^^, B^^^, B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , ^^^^^^^^^ 
and B^QQ, i n t h a t o rde r . 
'+»7«3 Fresh weigh t / roo t 
Hoot f r e sh weight v/as a l so maximum in t rea tment B. ^QF ^^  
which was equsuLled by Booo^p"!* "^ ^ ^^^ ^8.7^ more than the 
minimum value noted in B . ^ Q . The r e s t of the va lues v/ere c r i t i -
c a l l y d i f f e r e n t from one another and were in the o rder B^^J"^ ., 
175 2 ^ ' 
^175^25+25' ^^75' ^200 ^""^ ^ 1 7 / 2 5 + 2 ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^* 
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h*7'^ Dry w e i g h t / p l a n t 
Table ^8 i n d i c a t e s t h a t t r ea tment EpQ^Fp^. was equal led 
"by ^-|c5'(/2^ ^ producing the h i g h e s t dry ma t t e r in whole p l a n t . 
On the o t h e r hand, t r ea tmen t s B.^^Q and B.^^^Tp^ pi- gave the 
lov/est v a l u e s . Treatment ^200^2^ produced 61.6^ more dry 
m a t t e r than B^C^Q. 
v . ? ' 5 Dry weigh t / top 
As i s revealed "by Table 58^ t r ea tments ^'\<(^2'n+2'i 
and B „„Fpj-. gave the maximum v a l u e s , be ing a t p a r i n t h e i r 
e f f e c t . These were c lose ly followed by B ^ . ^ F ^ . Treatments 
B _^, Bp„Q and B J " ^ t h a t followed i t . w e r e e q u a l l wi th one 
another and in te rmedia te i n t h e i r e f f e c t . Like the parameters 
considered e a r l i e r , B. ^^ Q gave the lowest va lue f o r the dry 
weight of t o p . The b e s t t rea tment recorded ^^\3fo h igher value 
t h a n B.J-.Q. 
^•7»6 Dyy we igh t / roo t 
Dry mat te r accumulation was op t imal ly bu t equa l ly 
a f f ec t ed by t rea tments B^ KQF ^^ , B^^^Fg^ and B20o^2^ (Table ^ 8 ) . 
The r e s t of the t r ea tments were a t p a r wi th one another in t h e i r 
(poor) e f f e c t , except B^ j-0^2 =1+2=1'^ ^^ "^ "^ ^ ^^^ equal led by B.„j^ only. 
Treatment B ^ J " ^ produced 70.1,^ more dry mat te r than B ^.Q. 
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h.7'7 Lengtt 
Table 58 indicates tha t treatment BpQQ gave maximum 
root length, the value being c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent from tha t in 
a l l other treatments. I t was followed by B,^„, B ^ , B^^^^_, 
150 175 1 per 25 
and -'3-]^ o^2I^ +2t^ ' ^•'^ ^^^ \^eTQ a t par with one another. The 
remaining treatments ( B ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ , B^Q^F^^ and B^^^^^_^^^) were 
also equal in t he i r effect and gave the minimum root length 
of rad ish . 
^.7.8 Dj.afflgter/rQ.o.t 
Hoot diameter v.^ as not affected by treatments in a very 
c l ea r -cu t manner although the effect was s igni f icant (Table ^8) 
Treatment B.^^QF^J- (which was a t par with B Q and 'Q.^^^^ ^^) 
gave the highest value. Treatment B c^-QFp,- gave (23.0^) higher 
value for root, diameter compared v;ith B ^ Q which had the l e a s t 
ef.^ect on root diameter. 
U-.7.9 Total marketable yield 
A pei-usal of Table ^8 reveals that treatments B^ c^ -QFpj-
and B. (^ Fpj^  (shov/ing equal effect on t o t a l produce) recorded 
the maximum yield of radish , while B ^ v/as a close second. 
Treatment B ^ ^ F ^ yielded 25*9^ more than B ^ Q , which gave the 
lovrest value. Among the remaining treatments, B. ^ and 
Vp 
B.^ ^QFpt^  per ^^T^^ a t par in the i r effect and follov/ed BpQ^, 
while B J'gc- 2t^  ^"^ ^200'^ 2'o ^^°^®^ ^^ ®^ §® O"^ ®^  ^it^O* 
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^•8 Experiment 8 
This f ie ld t r i a l , l ike Experiment 7 on radish , was 
conducted to study the effect of the frequency of supplemental 
spray of nitrogen on the yield cha rac te r i s t i c s of Snow Ball 
va r ie ty of turnip grown v/ith three basal doses of ni trogen 
selected on the basis of the data of Experiment 6, Spray 
appl ica t ion was done e i the r once ( a t ^Od) or twice ( a t ^0 and 
57d) af ter sowing, supplying e i the r 25 or ^0 kg N/ha of addi-
t i ona l nitrogen by th i s technique. The data (Table ^9) on 
y ie ld cha rac t e r i s t i c s studied at 6^d were noted to be s ign i -
f i can t and are br ief ly described below. 
^ .8 .1 FfQSh ^gj.ght/plant 
This a t t r i bu t e was maximum in B^QQ, being 35*9^ more 
than in B. ^^Q, which gave the lowest value among a l l treatments 
(Table 59). The optimum treatment was followed by B^^^ ,^ 
^175^25+25 '^"^ ^ ^150^25 ^''^^^^ "^^^^ ^^ P ^ ^ ' ^20(^25' ^ 1 7 / 2 5 
and B^^pFp^ 21^  (which were a t par) in tha t order . 
^ .8 .2 Fresh weight/ton 
All values differed c r i t i c a l l y from one another 
(Table 59). Like fresh weight of v/hole p l an t , B200 proved the 
bes t for top fresh weight. I t was 66»7fo more than in B.^^Q. 
The treatments B^^^F^^ , B^^^F2^^25' ^l50^25+25» ^150^25' ^175' 
B p.Q and B j^JpK followed the optimum,in t ha t order. 
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^ .8 .3 Fresh weight/root 
Treatment B -^ ga^ ve the maximum value, followed by 
^175^2^' ®l5cf25» ^200 ^ ^ ^17/25+25 ^^^^^°^ ®^^ ® "^^^ P^^ with 
each o the r ) , B^QQF^J^J B ^ ^ and B^^^^ ^^±n tha t order . The 
optimum treatment (B „^) produced 32.9^ more fresh vreight than 
B^^Q (Table ^9) . 
^ • 8 . ^ Dry weight/nlant 
Table 59 shows tha t treatments B^QQ, B ^ Q F ^ and B.„p^ 
were optimal and equally effective and were closely followed 
by B^^QF^K, which was at par with B^„^, ^^^(^2^+2'^ ^^^ ^ 1 7 ^ 2 ^ 
( a t p a r ) , 6^^21^+21^ ^"^ ^150^^" ^^^* order. Treatment B^^^ 
produced 27«5^ more dry matter than B ^^  , 
i+.8.5 Dry weJlghVtQP 
Like the fresh weight/plant , fresh weight/top and dry 
weight /p lant , dry weight of top was maximum in treatment ^^On' 
However, i t was equalled by Bp^^F ^^  on the one hand and 
B^^^F^_. _^ on the o ther . The l a s t mentioned treatment was 150 25+25 
followed by B. ^QF p., B.^j^F^^. -^ ^ and B ^^  (vrhich were a t par with 
one another) and B.„^Fpj^ and B.j^„ (also a t par with each o t h e r ) . 
Treatment B^QQ gave 72.6^ higher dry weight of top than B.^.Q 
(Table 59). 
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^-.^-.6 Dry weight/root 
This parameter more or less followed the pa t te rn noted 
for fresh weight / root . The maximum values were recorded in 
B^ and B P . Treatment B^y^25 ^^^ equalled by B F^ . 
On the other hand B^J"^ ^ gave the lowest value which was 
c r i t i c a l l y d i f ferent from a l l o the rs . Compared with B |^„, the 
treatment B ^ produced 26.2/^ more root dry mat ter . 
^•"^-7 Diameter/root 
Treatment B. ^ ^QF J^^  gave the maximum diameter/root 
tosr^ether with B^QQ, B J'^t^ ^^ ^17^2^+21^* "^ '^ ^ remaining 
treatments (B^^Q, B^^^F^^^^^^ ' ^17^ ^"^ ^200^2'^' ^^ich were 
equal in the i r ef fec t with one another) gave lower values for 
root diameter. 
V.8.8 Total marketable yield 
Regarding the t o t a l yield of turnips of the bes t 
qual i ty for the market, i t was noted t h a t the pa t te rn of the 
ef fec t of comparable treatments was similar to that noted in 
Exneriment 6. Thus, treatments B „ and B ^^QF^ (v;hich were 
equalled by B J' ^) gave the maximuij t o t a l y i e ld . Siigilarly, 
trea^cments B and B Q^F equalled each other in giving the 
lowest marketable y i e ld . Of the remaining three treatments, 
B. „ , and B-.c-QFpp^  p^ (being at par) followed the optimum 
treatments , while -^t71:^ ^2'^ +2'i ^^^ ^ s l igh t edge over the two 
tha t gave the minimum value. Treatment Spno S^ "^ ® 3^.6;^ higher 
value than B. J^Q. 
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5 • 1 I n t r o d u c t i o n 
For ensur ing b e t t e r y i e l d of v e g e t a b l e s , manures and 
chemical f e r t i l i s e r s are considered to be tbe most impor tan t 
f a c t o r . Vegetable growers, t h e r e f o r e , give cons iderab le a t t e n t i o n 
to f e r t i l i s e r a p p l i c a t i o n for mainta in ing high p r o d u c t i v i t y l e v e l s . 
However, where farming i s s t i l l not organised as an i n d u s t r y , as 
in I n d i a , most farmers do not know how to e x t r a c t the maximam 
b e n e f i t from the cos t l y f e r t i l i s e r s they apply . I t may be empha-
s i s e d t h a t the kind and amount of f e r t i l i s e r s , and t h e i r mode of 
a p p l i c a t i o n , depends to a l a r g e ex ten t on the type of the vege-
t a b l e . 
L i t e o the r c rops , chemical f e r t i l i s e r s have proved 
s u p e r i o r i n comparison to farm yard manure (FYM) for commercial 
v ege t ab l e growing. The e f f ec t i venes s of a f e r t i l i s e r depends on 
i t s quantity' and mode of a p p l i c a t i o n ; s o i l t e x t u r e ; r a i n f a l l and 
o t h e r c l i m a t i c cond i t ions and, of cour se , the type of crop grown. 
This makes f e r t i l i s e r t r i a l s under va r ious ag roc l ima t i c cond i t ions 
necessary for success fu l farming. 
As mentioned e a r l i e r ( p . 11) n i t r o g e n , phosphorus and 
potass ium are given more a t t e n t i o n among the minera l n u t r i e n t s as 
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they are reraoAred "by crop p lan ts in very large quant i t ies and must 
be supplied regularly for normal growth and y ie ld . Of these, 
nitrogen gives rapid and pronounced ef fec ts . I t enhances leaf 
and root growth, produces succulence, increases green colour of 
the leaf and delays flowering and f r u i t i n g . Evidently, these 
are highly desirable for the production of radish and tu rn ip , 
the txTO vegetables selected for the present study. 
^.2 Experiments 1 and 2 
I t was noted tha t , in general , most of the growth and 
yield cha rac te r i s t i c s were increased l inear ly with the increase in 
n i t rogen. Thus_, the highest nitrogen l eve l (B QQ) proved bes t at 
35, 50 and 65d in radish (Tables 7- l8 ; F ig .? ) and a t 35» 5^, 65 
and 80d in -turnip (Tables 25-35> F ig . 8 ) . The benef ic ia l effects 
of nitrogen on growth and yield are well kno\'m. I t stimulates 
vegetat ive growth and thus encourages the development of leaves , 
stems and roo ts . 
I t i s evident from the tables tha t nitrogen application 
a t higher leve l appreciably improved a l l the growth parameters and 
t h i s was ref lected in higher yie lds of radish and tu rn ip . Bathkal 
e t a l . (1969) noted tha t the response of radish to graded levels 
of nitrogen was l i n e a r . Bryden (19^2) and Reith and Inkson (1963) 
reported tha t turnip requires a l i be ra l supply of nitrogen for 
optimum y ie ld . Bowers and ?ose (1959), Brantley ( l 9 6 l ) , McFerran 
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e t a l . (1963) and d e l Val le and Harmon (1970) obtained s i m i l a r 
r e s u l t s wi th t u rn ip g r e e n s . The b e n e f i c i a l e f f e c t of inc reas ing 
doses of n i t rogen a p p l i c a t i o n on growth and y i e l d of r a d i s h and 
t u r n i p , revealed by the p r e s e n t s tudy , i s in conformity v/ith 
these as wel l as o the r r ecen t p u b l i c a t i o n s (Hoy and S e t h , 197H 
Muthuswamy and Muthukrishnan, 1971 j Haq and iChan, 1972; Maarya 
£ j i ^ . , 1977; Sharma, 1981; Singh ^ ^ . , 1932; Barker £ i ^ . , 
1933; Park and F r i t z , 1933 and Parkash e t a l . , 198^ on r a d i s h ; 
and La i and De, 1972; Bagchi, 1982; Rajput and Singh, 1982 and 
Smirnov e t a l . , 1982 on t u r n i p ) . 
5*2.1 Growth and y i e ld 
In r a d i s h , most of the parameters increased l i n e a r l y with 
the advancenent of age which confirms the f i nd ings of Muthuswamy 
and Muthukrishnan ( l 9 7 l ) « However, the number of f u l l y expanded 
l eaves (Table 8) was h ighes t a t ^Od while e longa t ion of roo t 
remained a l n o s t r e s t r i c t e d between 50 eind 65d (Table 17)« The 
i n c r e a s e in f u l l y expanded l e a v e s / p l a n t from 35- -5^ followed by a 
d e c l i n e may be due to the senescence in o lde r ( f u l l y esspanded) 
l e a v e s . The concen t r a t ion of n u t r i e n t s i n young l eaves i s 
normal ly maintained a t the expense of o lde r ones and can lead 
to e a r l y senescence (Greenway and Gunn, 1966), However, i t must 
be admitted t h a t t r a n s f e r of mineral n u t r i e n t s from o lde r to 
younger l eaves i s not the only cause of l e a f senescence b u t 
12 
usual ly accompanies i t . Senescence i s an in t eg ra l and important 
p a r t of p lant development and i s under genetic control (Thomas 
and Stoddart , 1980). As i s well knovm the development of sink 
( roo t in the present study) i s a death message to the older 
leaves as most of the mobile nut r ien ts get t ranslocated towards 
the developing organs (Bidwell, 1979) • The same seems to happen 
in the present study also where NPK generally decrease in leaves 
and increase in roots as the crop matures (Tables 19-2^4-). 
I t may be noted that radishes are sold in the market with 
t he i r tops i n t a c t . Table 8 shows tha t the number of fu l ly 
expanded leaves was highest a t '^Od. The tops a t t h i s stage also 
looked more green and fresh and the i r I^K contents in general 
were also higher (Tables 19-2if). In addit ion, although a neg l i -
gible increase in root length was noted at 65d (Table 1?) and 
the t o t a l marketable yield was higher than a t ^^d (Table 18; 
F ig . 7 ) , the shape, tenderness and crispness of roots made the 
50d samples superior . I t may also be pointed out tha t pungency 
and p i th iness increase with the delay in harvest (Roy and 
Seth, 1971)' 
In tu rn ip , most of the growth and yield parameters 
increased only upto 65d. Table 2^ reveals a decl ine in leaf 
production at 80d. This may be due to the senescence in older 
leaves a t t h i s l a t e stage of growth (Thomas and Stoddart , I98O). 
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The decrease in the number of leaves together with t h a t in the 
fresh v/eight/top noted a t 80d (Tables 2^ and 29) resulted in the 
lower dry weight/top at t h i s stage (Table 32) • Contrary to the 
tops, dry matter accumulation in roots was found to increase 
l i nea r l y u n t i l the l a s t sampling (Table 33)• However, root 
dianBter (Table 3^ +) increased only upto 65d and fresh weight/root 
(Table 3O) also did not d i f fer much in the 65 and 80d samples. 
I t i s also to be noted tha t differences in t o t a l marketable yield 
of turnips (Table 35) were negl igible between 6^ and 80d. From 
the decl ine in leaf number/plant, fresh weight/plant and fresh 
weight/top (as greens are important pa r t i cu l a r ly in loca l var ie ty) 
and the decrease in diameter/root i t may be concluded tha t the 
bes t harvesting time for turnips i s 65d under the local agrocl i -
matic conditions in these v a r i e t i e s . Delay in harvest would 
adversely affect the qual i ty . This strengthens the view expressed 
by Hipp (1977). 
5.2.2 MPK contents 
In general , the N, P and K contents were maximum in the 
treatment containing 200 kg N/ha (B ^ ) a t a l l the samplings in 
tops as well as roots of radish (Tables 19-2^-) and turnip 
(Tables 36-k•^), An increase in the supply of nitrogen led to i t s 
higher recovery in the crops which favourably influenced the 
u l t imate y ie ld . A similar l inea r increase in ni t rogen content 
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with increase in nitrogen doses has been reported by Brantley 
and 
(1961)/ del Valle and Harmon Cl970) in turnip greens, by Bagchi 
(1982) in radish and turnip and by Roy and Seth (1971) in radish. 
An increase in phosphorus and potassium percentage in the tops of 
both crops with increasing nitrogen supiDly was also noted, 
confirming the resu l t s obtained with radish by Barker jsi al« 
(1983) and Park and F r i t z (1983). 
Increase in phosphorus content due to higher leve ls of 
applied nitrogen may be e i ther due to chemical in te rac t ion betwden 
nitrogen and phosphorus as reported by Coldwel H960) or enhanced 
uptake due to increased root growth as mentioned by De and Singh 
(1959)« Similar synergistic effects of nitrogen on phosphorus 
uptakie have been noted by Benett ^ al» C1962), Cope and Hunter(l96 
Engeistad aad Terman (1967), Munro and Cutcl iffe (197^), Cutcliffe 
and Munro (1976), Smith (1977), Palaniyandi and Smith (1978) and 
Grev/al e t aU (1983) in various vegetable crops. 
The observed l inea r increase in the potassium content of 
tops and roots of radish and turnip due to application of 
increasing doses of nitrogen i s in l ine with most other repor ts 
on various crop plan-^s, including Krantz and Chandler (1951)} 
Pr ince (19^^) and Grunes and Krantz (19^8). Special mention may 
be made here of the v/ork of Roy and Seth (1971) on radish and 
Asif and Greig (l972) on snap beans. 
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In radish, nitrogen decreased in the top progressively 
but increased upto '^06. in root . Phosphorus shov/ed a l i nea r 
decrease with the advancement of growth in top as well as root 
while potassium increased in both upto 5^^ (Tables 19-2^-). In 
turnip also (Experiment 2 ) , phosphorus decreased in general , in 
top and root while nitrogen and potassium decreased in top only. 
Kitrogen increased upto ^06. in root whereas the trend in root 
potassium was not consis tent (Tables B^-'^-l) • 
I t i s a general observation that nu t r i en t s a t t a in the i r 
highest concentration in p lan ts during early stages of grov/th and 
exhib i t a l i nea r decline towards maturity. This decrease in NPK 
concentration may be due to an exponential increase in growth 
(weight and volume) of p l a n t s . As a r e s u l t of th i s "d i lu t i on with 
growth effect" even high quant i t ies of nu t r i en t s appear to be less 
when expressed on per uni t bas is (Moorby and Besford, 1983; 
Anonymous, 193^). Munro and Cutcliffe (197^) also observed a 
decrease in NPK contents in rutabaga leaves and Taylor £ji a l . 
(1983) in those of P and K in some leafy vegetables as the crop 
matured. The increase in potassium upto ^Od noted in some cases 
in the present study may be due to high available potassium of 
the s o i l (TEible I ) . 
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5.2.3 Dis t r ibut ion of WKi toij vs root 
Both crops responded dif ferent ly regarding the d i s t r i bu -
tion of N, P and K. In radish , except a t 3% where N and K 
contents were more in the top, a l l three nu t r i en t accumulated more 
in roots throughout the growth period (Tables 19-2lf). On the 
other hand, in turn ip , the N, P and K content was more in the top 
a t 3^d while these nut r ients shov/ed greater accumulation in the 
root a t the remaining stages of grov/th (Tables 36-lfl). Both crops 
responded s-Lmilarly in accumulating generally higher concentration 
of potassium than tha t of nitrogen and phosphoinis. • 
The observed higher concentration of various nu t r i en t s 
in the tops of radish and turnip a t 3^d suggests that the process 
of t ranslocat ion of nut r ients from root to top i s more e f f i c ien t 
during early growth of both crops. On the other hand, the higher 
concentration of phosphorus throughout the growth of radish root 
(Table 22) indica tes p re fe ren t i a l accumulation of t h i s nu t r i en t . 
The present study thus confirms the observation of Roy and Seth 
(1971). I t may also be mentioned tha t Hamilton and Bemier (l975) 
also noted higher concentration of phosphorus (and potassium)-^ 
in root of l e t tuce and carrot and bulb of onion. Simi lar ly , 
Wendt (1977) recorded higher potassium content in root of 
t ad i sh . 
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The higher concentration of potassium than tha t of 
phosphorus and nitrogen in most cases may he due to i t s higher 
s o l u b i l i t y , easy ava i l ab i l i t y and greater permeation r a t e . Laske 
(1962) and Peavy and Greig (1972) noted that removal of potassium 
was higher than tha t of phosphorus and nitrogen in radish and 
spinach respect ively . More recent ly , Widdowson a i al» (1981) and 
Mengel and Kirkby (1982) reported that in various crops, including 
some of the vegetables l ike potato and tomato, uptake of potassium 
was higher than that of phosphorus and ni t rogen. 
5.2.^- Var ie ta l response 
Varie ta l differences with regard to the effect of nitrogen 
levels on various growth and yield cha rac t e r i s t i c s are highlighted 
by Tables 7-15 and 25-3^» Most of the vegetat ive and yield 
a t t r i b u t e s of the local va r i e t i e s of both crops showed less 
response to nitrogen application than did those of the improved 
v a r i e t i e s . This v/as c lear ly ref lected in the higher yields of 
Pusa Rashmi radish as well as Snow Bal l turnip (Tables I8 and 35, 
F i g s . 7 -8) . 
The in terac t ion of \QQ ^ i t h e i the r var ie ty of radish 
enhanced most of the parameters maximally. However, i t may be 
pointed out tha t the bes t TxV combination of the Local cu l t iva r 
(B-p,„ X L ) was out-yielded even by B^  ^ - x PH (^Od) by about 8.5^ 
(Table 18), indicating higher efficiency of Pusa Rashmi in 
]?A) 
extract ing and u t i l i s i n g nitrogen. Needless to add tha t 
B X PR increased the yield fur ther hy 37-'^% and got established 
as the optJLmum combination. In the case of turnip a l so , t o t a l 
marketable yield ( a t 6^d stage) was found to be maximum in 
B^ QQ X SB. HovreYer, the bes t combination for Local -variety 
was found to be B ^ Q X L (Table 35; Fig. 8 ) . I t i s noteworthy 
t h a t , l i ke radish, the combination N. ^ ^ x SB gave higher y ie ld 
than even the bes t combination involving the local va r i e ty . 
Considering the response of the two crops, radish v a r i e t i e s 
responded dif ferent ly with regard to NPX uptake a t various stages 
of growth. At 35d, Pusa Hashmi accumulated more P and K in top 
and root while Local showed higher N content in both organs. 
At 50d, Pusa Hashmi generally accumulated more N, P and K while 
a t 65d, only root N and P and leaf K were more in Pusa Hashmi 
(Tables 19-21+). On the other hand, in tu rn ip , the trend at 35 
and 50d was s imi lar . Snow Ball by and large accumulating more N, 
P and K in both top and root . At 65d, however, Local surpassed 
Snow Bal l in the N and P content of top and root while the 
reverse was noted for potassium. At the l a s t sampling, leaf N, 
P and K was more in Snow Ball while Local had higher content of 
the three nu t r i en t s in the root (Tables 36-^1 )• 
Varie ta l differences with regard to nu t r i en t concentration 
can be a t t r ibu ted to genetic var ia t ion said may presumably ar ise 
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from differences in efficiency of absorption of the nu t r i en t 
cons t i tuents of the s o i l . In fac t , the l i t e r a t u r e abounds in 
references where genotypes have been found to d i f f e r very markedly 
in the i r a b i l i t y not only in the absorption of nu t r i en t s but 
also in the i r subsequent d i s t r ibu t ion in various organs. The 
subject has been reviewed in d e t a i l by a number of v/orkers, 
including Millikan (1961), Vose (1963), Spstein and Je f fe r i e s 
(1961+), Langer (1966) and Clarkson and Hanson C198O). 
5*3 Experiments 3 and h 
Basal vs top dressing of nitrogen 
Basal application of 200 kg N/ha (B Q) a t the tjjne of 
sowing, proved best for most of the growth and yield parameters 
in radish (Experiment 3) and turnip (Experiment U-) a t a l l the 
samplings. A perusal of Tables U-2-U-5 indica tes tha t a l l growth 
and yie ld a t t r i b u t e s , except fresh and dry weight/top a t 6^d, 
were optimum when the radish crop was sown with B „ . Similarly 
in t u rn ip , except fresh weight/root a t 35d and dry vreight/root a t 
50d, a l l growth and yield a t t r i bu t e s responded bes t to so i l 
appl icat ion of B^QQ (Tables lf9-52). These r e su l t s broadly 
confirm the data of Experiments T and 2 . The observations for 
treatment B^  Q are also supported by the high values for t r e a t -
ments B2QQT.|QQ and B^QQT^QQ a t the 35d stage as these samples 
had been collected jus t before the applicat ion of top dressing 
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in both Experiments 3 and h (Tables k2-h-5; U-9-52). This good 
response of growth cha rac t e r i s t i c pa r t i cu la r ly in the top seems 
to have manifested i t s e l f cumulatively through favourable p a r t i -
t ioning of photosynthates towards the root resu l t ing in maximum 
marketable yield of radish (Fig. 9) and t u m i c (Fig. 10). In 
f ac t , the main aim of the plant breeder, i . e . , y ie ld increase , 
i s fu l f i l l ed by subtle manipulation of growth and yield a t t r i -
cha rac t e r i s t i c s 
bu tes . That increase in growth Aeads to higher y ie ld of radishes 
has also been reported by Bathkal et j l . (19^9), Roy and Seth 
(1971), Muthuswamy and Muthukrishnan (1971), Thamburaj (1973), 
Maurya £ t ^ . (197?), Singh fit a l . (198?) and Parkash fii ^ . 
(198^1-); in i^urnip greens by del Valle and Harmon (1970) and in 
turnips by Rajput and Singh (1982). 
I t maiy also be mentioned that basal application of 
200 kg N/ha (B QQ), supplemented with 100 or 200 kg N/ha, (and 
even B ) proved quite effect ive for some of the growth and yield 
parameters studied a t the O^^ i and l a t e r s tages . However,a^ the 
ef fec t of t h i s addi t ional supply of 100-200 kg N/ha did not 
match the performance of B „ alone, i t proved ra ther a wastage 
of cost ly nitrogenous f e r t i l i s e r which i s already in short supply 
in addition to the cost of labour involved in top dress ing. 
F e r t i l i s e r s are generally given before- or a t the time of sowing 
my 
vegetables . Under most condit ions, there i s no advantage in 
man  
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giving more than one application of ni trogen, pa r t i cu l a r l y on a 
s o i l well supplied with organic matter (Anonymous, 1971ti ,p.276; 
Thompsom and Kelly, 1972; p .67 ) . The data discussed above 
fu l ly endorse th is statement, as both radish (Experiment 3) andd 
turnip (Eiirperiment h) were grown with a generous supply of FIM 
(Table 1 ) . 
B.QQ and \QQ alone gave, in general, poorest effect for 
most of the growth end yield parameters a t a l l samplings in 
radish and turnip (Tables U-2-1+5; V9-52)« These data more or 
l e s s confirm the findings of Van Eysinga and Meijs (198I) on 
rad i sh , grown e i the r without added nitrogen or with excess of 
th i s nu t r i en t . I t may be recal led that the lower dose of 
nitrogen (B^QQ) had also proved insuf f ic ien t for promoting 
the grov/th of shoot and root in both crops in Experiments 1 and 2 
In Experljnents 3 and i+, B, QQ proved dele ter ious for growth and 
development. Such an adverse effect of high doses of f e r t i -
l i s e r i s observed very commonly in many crops. The present 
data confirm the view that crops do not recover fu l ly from the 
adverse effect on growth caused by unfavourable conditions in 
the ear ly stage as noted in turnip by S tanh i l l (1958). These 
findings are also in conformity with various workers engaged 
in vegetable research (Doss s i ^ . , 1975? Johnson and Evans, 
1975; Hemphill and Jackson, 1982; Torrey ^ ^ . , 1982; Mack 
1983 and Hammet ^ ^ . , 198^+). 
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5•3•1 Growth and yield 
In radish (Experiment 3)» an increase in leaf number/ 
p lan t and pa r t i cu l a r ly in tha t of fu l ly expanded leaves up to O^d 
confirms the e a r l i e r asser t ion tha t 50d stage i s comparatively 
b e t t e r for harvesting radishes . I,n addit ion, increase in fresh 
weight/top was almost checked between 5^ and 65d and, although 
fresh vjeight/root increased s l i g h t l y , length and diameter/root 
were not much affected af te r ^Od (Table U-5). A similar explana-
t ion may be given for turnip (Experiment 1+), which generally 
recorded a b e t t e r performance a t 65d as in Experiment 2 . I t i s 
therefore , confirmed that allowing radish and turnip to grow 
beyond 5^ and 6^6. respect ively is unwarranted from the point 
of view of marketabi l i ty . 
^ .3.2 Top dressing and NPK contents 
Leaf and root nitrogen in both crops decreased with age 
in general in most of the treatments, except where the s t a r t e r 
dose was 100 kg K/ha (B^^^T^g^, B^^f^^^ and B^^^T^^). In 
these treatments, an increase in nitrogen content was noted a t 
50d in radish and 65d in turnip . This benef ic ia l effect of top 
dressing was also ref lected in the increased phosphorus and 
potassium contents and confirms the findings of Grunes and Krantz 
(1958) on o a t s . However, the observed general decrease in con-
centra t ion a t succeeding stages (with the increase in growth) i s 
an establ ished fac t (Lundegardh, 195'l)' 
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In the present t r i a l on radish, leaf and root phosphorus 
increased up to 50d and then decreased in almost a l l the t r e a t -
ments (Experiment 3 ) . On the other hand, turnip (Experiment h) 
responded d i f f e ren t ly . In general , a decrease in phosphorus 
concentration was noted in treatments without top dressing 
of nitrogen (B Q, B QQ, B and \ Q Q ) . A minor increase was 
observed at 65d as a r e su l t of top dressing in most other 
t rea tments . Grunes (1959) noted tha t addition of nitrogen 
has marked effect on the absorption of so i l and f e r t i l i s e r 
phosphorus by p l a n t s . He pointed out tha t t h i s ef fec t of 
ni trogen i s i nd i r ec t as nitrogen increases the growth of the 
tops . Moreover, addition of nitrogen may affect p lan t meta-
bolism by enhancing the a b i l i t y of un i t areas of root surface 
to absorb phosphorus. 
In general , a decrease in concentration of leaf potassium 
with increase in growth in radish and turnip was noted while in 
root the nu t r i en t increased up to ^Od and then decreased in most 
of the t reatments . The observed increase in root potassium 
a t l a t e r stages insp i te of continued growth i s noteworthy. 
A possible explanation could be the re tent ion of potassium 
in root a f te r i t s absorption from the s o i l . Al te rna t ive ly , 
t ranspor t of potassium in large quant i t ies accompanying the 
photosynthetes from the top to the roots could also be a 
plausible explanation. 
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5-^ Experiments •? and .6 
Basal applicationf top dygssing and f o l i a r sprav 
In these t r i a l s , two basal nitrogen doses ( B . ^ Q , BpQg) 
were taken. Ttese were supplemented e i the r by a single top 
dressing (2^ kg N/ha) or by three leve ls of f o l i a r application 
( 5 , 15 and 25 kg N/ha) applied to radish variety Pnsa Rashmi 
a t 35d and to turnip variety Snow Ball a t ^Od when suff ic ient 
foliage had been formed'. 
In rad ish , most of the yield parameters responded best 
to B^^ .» On the other hand, top dressing was not of much 
benef i t for most of t t e a t t r i b u t e s , except length and diameter 
of rootXFis?. 11 )• 
Stiadies have-revealed that about 5P^ of s o i l applied 
nitrogen becomes unavailable to the p lan ts due to many f ac to r s , 
including v o l a t i l i s a t i o n , microbial degradation and leaching 
(Anonymous, 1971a). Consequently^ applicat ion of fu l l quantity 
of nitrogenous f e r t i l i s e r s a t the time of sowing resul ted in 
lower productive efficiency in many crops. There are repor ts 
about the benef ic ia l effects of nitrogen applied through 
fol iage over soi l -appl ied f e r t i l i s e r s on some vegetables 
l i k e tomato, b r i n j a l and pota to , where i t was noted that 
f o l i a r applicat ion was an effect ive technique in stepping up 
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vegetable production, useful for reducing f e r t i l i s e r b i l l s and 
remedial device for quiclf recovery of def ic ien t p lan ts iDe, 1971 )• 
De and Singh (1963) reported that in po ta toes , f o l i a r 
appl icat ion of one f i f th to one fourth of the quantity of 
nu t r i en t s required for so i l applicat ion was as ef fec t ive as 
the appl icat ion of the fu l l dose of these nu t r i en t s in the 
s o i l . r e s u l t i n g in f e r t i l i s e r econonty. Boynton (19^^) and 
Wittwer and Teubner (19^9) noted tha t f o l i a r nu t r i t i on i s a 
b e t t e r a l t e rna t ive to the technique of conventional s o i l appl i -
cat ion as nu t r i en t s applied to th^ so i l may become unavailable 
because of leaching with frequent watering which has to 
be commonly resorted to in vegetables. This i s more true in 
case of r£idish and- turnip where roots are confined to a l imited 
a rea . Thes benef ic ia l effect of f o l i a r nu t r i t i on in various 
vegetables was emphasised by S i lbe r s t e in and Wittwer (195'')> 
Thorne (195^), Hagiya and Takagi (1959), Wittwer e i j l . (1962), 
Rama and Mathuswamy (19614-), Wittwer and Bukovoc (19^9) and 
De (1971) ' The present data also confirm the findings of 
Roy and Seth (1971) on rad i sh . 
In tu rn ip , ^oQO^'^ ^^^ ^200 P^^ "^ ®^ optimum (and at par) 
for t o t a l yield (Fig, 12) . However, Bpoo ^^^ equalled by 
B.KQppc' (which was i t s e l f , at par with B-icro'^ p'i^* ^^ ^ ie^ of 
the saving of 25-3^ ^ N/ha, treatment B^C-QF^C^ ^^7 ®^ prefered 
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for turnip variety Snow Ball -under loca l condi t ions . However, 
farmers who are not in a pos i t ion to use a sprayer, may get 
reasonably good y ie lds with B .^^QT^ or B QQ. 
^•5 B.?S)erli?iQn1^ s 7 ?nd g 
Sing.iQ YS 0.QVi\}ie spray 
Theise t r i a l s were also conducted on Pusa Rashmi radish 
and Snow Bal l turnip (Tables 58-59) • Three doses of basal 
nitrogen (15^) 175 and 200 kg N/ha) were supplemented e i the r 
by a single spray of 25 kg N/ha (Fpcf^  at 35d or double spray 
^^25+25^ £it 35 and •^2d after sowing (Experiment 7) and a t 50d 
or 50 and 57d (Experiment 8 ) . In addi t ion, three doses of 
basal nitrogen alone ( B ^ ^ Q , B ^ ^ and B^QQ) were also included 
for comparison. Total marketable yield of radish (Experiment 7) 
was maximum in B^^^F^^ (Fig . 13). The treatment B^^^F^j- was 
a t par with i t . The performance of these treatments may be 
due to the cumulative effect of the various yie ld a t t r i b u t e s 
l i k e fresh weight /plant , f resh weight/ top, fresh weight/root , 
dry weight /plant , dry weight/root and diameter / root . These 
r e s u l t s jus t i fy the e a r l i e r inference of Experiment 5 in which 
f o l i a r nu t r i t ion proved economical over basal appl ica t ion . 
I t may also be noted that when equal quantity (200 kg N/ha) 
was provided with the help of single or double sprays, then 
the former (B.^Fp^^) proved superior to the l a t t e r (B. ^QF^^ p^^). 
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I t appears from the present study tha t the second f o l i a r 
appl icat ion ( a t ^2d) did not get suf f ic ien t time to be 
ef fec t ive for the growth of radish as the crop was harvested 
a t 50d. The data also prove the f u t i l i t y of giving more than 
200 kg N/ha as BpQ„F j . and B, jJ*^ ^ proved almost as 
in-effect ive as B ^ alone, that gave the lowest marketable 
y i e l d . 
For tu rn ips , B^I^QF^K, B QQ and B fJ*^ (which were a t 
par) gave the highest marketable yie ld (Fig . 1U-), confirming 
broadly the findings of Experiment 6. However, from the point 
of view of f e r t i l i s e r economy, i t may be concluded that 
B ^ Q P p, was the most appropriate dose as B -JF*^ simply 
demonstrated "luxury consumption". On the other hand, BpQQ 
alone may s t i l l be accepted for s i tua t ions where/^availability 
of sprayer i s a handicap. 
Comparing single spray (B^„-Fpjv) with double spray 
( B ^ ^ ^ j^ p<^ both containing the same t o t a l quantity of n i t rogen, 
the former out-yielded the l a t t e r . I t i s also to be noted 
t h a t , l ike radish, treatments containing more than 200 kg N/ha 
(B F ^ and BpQQF t^j^  proved l e s s effective for t o t a l y ie ld , 
the l a t t e r treatment proving at par with B. ^Q tha t gave the 
lowest yield of tu rn ip . 
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TURNIP (SIMOW BALL) YIELD ( t / h a ) AT 65 d 
i:nare 
II+. 'ilffect of V^xee levels of b a s t l nitrogen d'^O, 175, 
200 kg N/hs) with or " i tbout -"olier s^rcy of 25 kg 
K/ha atDT l^ied a t 50d or of ^5+^5 R^ -Vha rx^lied at 
50 and 57d on -marketable yield of tu rn ip . 
5*6 Conclusions 
1. The most sui table stage for harvesting of radish was 
found to be ^Od af ter sowing (Experiments 1 and 3) while 
i t was 6^d in turnip,which i s comparatively long duration 
crop (Experiments 2 and h) * 
2 . Pus a Rashmi (Experiment 1) and Snow Bal l (Experiment 2) 
were noted to out-yield the Local v a r i e t i e s of radish 
and turnip respec t ive ly . 
3 . Generally, the N, P and K contents of top were higher 
than those of roots at 3^d stage in both crops (Experi-
ments 1 and 2 ) . However, a t the remaining s tages , root 
exhibited higher N, P and K contents . A continuous decrease 
in concentration of the three nu t r i en t s was noted with 
increase of growth ("dilution-with-growth e f f e c t " ) . 
V. The combinations B^^Q X PR and B .^Q X SB out-ryielded 
BpQQ X L in radish (^Od) as well as turnip (65d), 
indicat ing a lower f e r t i l i s e r requirement for PR 
(Experiment I) and SB (Experiment 2) than the Local 
v a r i e t i e s . 
5* Of the nitrogen applied basal ly in various doses, BpQQ 
proved to be the best(Experiments 1-^). 
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6. In radish , supplemental fo l i a r feeding proved more effec-
t ive compared with basal application alone as well as 
top dressing, ^•i-^f/pcr Proving bes t for t o t a l marketable 
yield (Exnerlinent 5^« 
7. I n tu rn ip , B2ooJ^ t^  ^^^ ^200 P^ "^^ ®*^  equally good, the 
l a t t e r being at par with '^^c;(^2'j ^•^^'^i ^^^ showing a 
saving of 2^ kg N/ha. Top dressing (B^^QT^^) was equally 
effective when com-oared with B.^^F j ^ . However, i t lagged 
behind B_QQ and B^^^^ (Experiment 6 ) . 
3 . Unlike popular be l ie f and recommendations made by o the r s , 
comparatively higher doses of nitrogen applied as top 
dressing (T^QQ, T^QQ and TOQO^ proved ineffect ive for 
both crops (Experiments 3 and h)» 
9. Single spray a t 35d in radish and at ^Od in turnip 
proved more effect ive than two sprays a t 3^ and U-2d 
(Experiment 7) and ^0 and 57d (Experiment 8) . 
10. As far as the knowledge of the author goes, most of 
these observations are new additions to the l i t e r a t u r e on 
mineral nu t r i t i on of radish and tu rn ip . 
5*7 LcQPQsais ..for Tv,Xi\\v^ wQrK 
The experiments discussed above have no doubt helped 
in c lar i fy ing a number of problems pertaining to the mineral 
nu t r i t i on of radish and turnip and in evolving a f e r t i l i s e r 
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schedule for obtaining high y i e l d s . However, i t may be 
admitted tha t the study, being o r ig ina l , was conducted on 
only two v a r i e t i e s each of radish and tu rn ip . Therefore, 
th i s study should be extended to other v a r i e t i e s of these 
crops a l so . 
The quality of radish and turnip i s an important 
aspect but could not be studied in the present inves t iga t ion . 
Admittedly, any increase in yield i s meaningless unless the 
qual i ty i s also Improved. 
Las t ly , some growth promoting substances, l ike p lan t 
hormones ?md vitamins, should also be tested to see whether 
growth period may be reduced or y ie ld , pa r t i cu l a r l y of the 
roo t s , fur ther promoted. 
S U hi M A :i Y GHAPTI.i - 6 
The importance of the problem "Mineral nutr i t ion of 
radish and turni'j"' has heen considered. J u s t i f i c a t i o n of the 
se lec t ion of the Drotlem has been ;Aiv3n in the l i g h t of the 
above as v^ell as in viev/ of lacunae in our knowledge. The 
proposed l i ne of at tack has been brief ly indicnted 
(Char:tor l ) . 
The f e r t i l i s e r requirement of radish and turnro v/ith 
p a r t i c u l a r reference to grovj^ th and yield have been reviewed 
(Chapter 2 ) . 
The dete.ils of the matarials and methods employed for 
the eif-ht f ield t r i a l s , l a id out according to standard 
s t a t i s t i c a l designs, have been given. These have been 
supT)orted by geograDhical, edaphic and meteorological data 
(Chapter 3) • 
Judged according to analysis of variance, the data 
V7ere generelly found to bo s igni f icant . These are summarised 
in TsbTes 7-59 (Chapter h) and are br ief ly described below. 
In Experiments 1 and 2 (198^-32), the effect of three 
basa l doses ( B ) of nitrogen a-onlied a t sowing on growth, 
y ie ld and I^ TK contents of top and root of two v a r i e t i e s 
each of radish and turnip was studied a t selected s tages . 
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In general, most of the grov/th and yield parameters showed a 
pos i t ive l inear response to increase in ni trogen. Thus, 
3^p^ proved hest a t a l l the stages of growth for radish as 
well as for turn ip . The most sui table t ine for the xharvesting 
of radish and turnip was ^0 and 65d respect ive ly . 
Generally, II, P and A contents were naxiinum in top 
root of both crors in B^^Q s t a3-l s tages . In radish, N 
decreased continuously upto 65d in top but increased upto 
70d in I'oot. P shoved a l inear decrease vrith grov/th in 
ton as well as root 'Ai le K increased in both unto 50d. In 
turnir) rjlso, P decreased generally in top and root uDto the 
l a s t st-'se while II sxid K decreased in tof^  only. Root N 
increased upto ^Od whereas the trend in root K was not 
cons i s ten t . Considering NPK d i s t r ibu t ion in top and root 
in the two crops, the percentages vrere generally nore in tops 
a t 35d« At the remaining s tages , root contained more WK. 
Among the three nu t r i en t s , K in general shov/ed higher concen-
t ra t ion in both crops. 
Regarding va r i e t a l response, Pusa x:iashmi radish and 
Snow Ball turnip out-yielded the Local v a r i e t i e s with regard 
to growth and yield nararaeters as well as to t a l marketable 
y i e l d . At 35d, Pusa Hashmi exhibited higher P and K content 
while Local var ie ty had more N, in both tor and root . At 50d, 
Ml 
except root P and K, Pusa Hashmi shovred higher S, P and K 
content t'nan Local in ho th o rgans . I t maintained s u p e r i o r i t y 
a t 65d a lso in root M snd P and l ea f X. Turnip v a r i e t y Snow 
T a l l exh ib i t ed hi,i;her i''^ , P and X con ten t , excent roo t P , i n 
bo th ton snd root a t 35 --nd ^Od. At 65d, Snow B a l l had 
h igher X but Local ou t - c l a s sed i t i n to"c and roo t N and P . 
The content of the three n u t r i e n t s v/s-s h igher i n the top 
of Snov; S a i l and in the roo t of Local a t 80d. 
iiefgarding the i n t e r a c t i o n e f f e c t , B^QQ with a l l 
v a r i e t i e s of reddish ^nd t u rn ip genera l ly recorded the h ighes t 
v a l u e s . Ilovrevir, i t i s noteworthy t h a t , for r a d i s h , 
2 - . X Pii and, fo r t u r n i p , S>^Q X SB proved no t only b e t t e r 
than 3 . x L out a l so 3 ^ „ Q X L in r a d i s h a t 50d and in 
turn in a t 65d. 
lilxperinents 3 s.nd h (1932-83) were conducted to study 
the e f f e c t of var ious n i t rogen doses apnl ied -nartly a t sowing 
and n::r~ly as .supplemental top d r e s s ing a t 35'd i n r a d i s h (P2) 
and a t ''Od in t u rn in (3"=). Basa l a n p l i c a t i o n , alone (BPQQ) 
anpliod a t so'^-'ing t:roved bes t for most of the growth R.nd 
y i e l d narameters in r - 'd ish 3S we l l as t u rn ip a t a l l s t a g e s . 
B.QQ was i n a d e ' u a t e vrhile B, QQ proved sup ra -op t ima l . Top-
d r e s s i n g wi th 100 kg N/ha or more a f t e r an i n i t i a l dose of 
POO kg 1/ha. nroved was t e fu l . 
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3onsidering the various stages selectsd for sampling, 
i t V3.S confi-r-ied that grovth and yield of radish and turnip 
from the point of vievj of nurketing wero comparatively be t t e r 
a t pO and 6^d respect ively . 
Leaf and root N in radish and turnip decreased with 
age in .-^eneral in most of the treatments except vrhere the 
s t - r t a r dose vas 100 kg 1-1/ha (^^QQ^^QQi ^^QQT^QQ and 
B QQT^QQ) . In these treatments, an increase in N content 
Y3S noted at O^d in radish and 65d in tu rn ip . Leaf and root 
P increased ucto ^Od in radish in almost s l l the treatments 
(3:rperinent 3)- In turnip (Sxperiraent h) , in general , a 
decrease in P content was noted in treatments without top 
dressing and a minor increase af ter the top dressing a t 
6nd in most of the treatraants. In gener'~^l, leaf K content 
decreased vjith increase in ?ge in both radish and turnip 
while root X increased up to ^^d. 
Experiments ^ and 6 vrere conducted during the years 
1983-8^- to compare the efficacy of the mode of nitrogen 
applicat ion i . e . top dressing (T) vs fo l i a r spray (F) on 
radish (PiO and turnip (SE) at 35 and pOd respect ive ly . l i 
r ad i sh , most of the yield parameters responded best to 
3 1^  Fpi^. Top dressing was not bene f i c i a l . In tu rn ip , 
3,5QQF^ and B^Q^ recorded the highest marketable y i e l d , the 
n 
U3 
l a t t e r '^eiag equal to 3^^?^^. Also, f o l i a r a p p l i c a t i o n 
i'2>^^^^^^) and top d ress ing (B^QZ^) proved equallj^ e f f e c t i v e , 
Experiments 7 and B were conducted in 1983-85+ to 
study tne e f f e c t of suT:oleniental f o l i a r st)r3y of n i t rogen 
a->-olied e i t h e r once a t 3pd or tv^ice a t 3p and U-2d in r ad i sh 
( P H ) and once a t <0d or twice a t ^0 and o7d in tu rn in (SB). 
Total m^^.r^^etable y i e l d i n r ad i sh was 'Tiaxinuin in B.^p,^„^ and 
1pU 2^ 
B.r^r-'^ocr' t rea t r innt ^r^r.^ following c l o s e l y . For t u rn ip 
3 . ( - Q F P ^ , 3 QQ and 3 ^ ? ^ ^ nroved eaua l ly , -enef ic ia l from 
the Doint of view of t o t a l y i e l d . S ing le spray of n i t rogen 
(F^^) "croved b e t t e r than the double snray (F^^ ^^) i n both 
c r o p s . 
The above da ta has been d iscussed i n the l i g h t of 
a v a i l a b l e l i t - r a t u r e on roo t croas in genera l and r ad i sh 
and t u rn ip in p a r t i c u l a r . Suggest ions have been incorpora ted 
fo r fu ture work on the tvjo crops (Chapter J ) . 
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